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SUMMARY
A brief summary of selected papers from an extensive literatu re  is 
followed by an explanation of the underlying physiological processes that 
give rise to the electrocardigram.
Data for use in an investigation of potential s ta tis tica l techniques 
were obtained from simple recordings: Lead I from eight subjects under 
three conditions -  sitting, standing and supine. All were recorded on 
analogue magnetic tape, with a bandwidth of DC-lkHz; sufficiently wide 
to permit a more detailed analysis if tha t should prove necessary -  so far 
little  use has been made of the bandwidth extremes. The data were 
digitised a t 1kHz -  9 bits -  and stored on disc.
A base programme was written for the production of simple 
descriptive statistics for each subject/condition; it has as its basis a 
minor variation of the standard clinical definitions and it is with this 
analysis that other sta tistical techniques are compared. A second 
programme employed the parameters produced by the base programme to 
arrive a t an analysis using Principal Components. The results demonstrated 
that discrimination between ecg’s, both for subject and condition, was 
marginally improved in comparison with an Analysis of Variance on the 
base parameters. Next the raw data (125 samples/sec) were trea ted  by 
principal component analysis. This provided a more satisfactory  
discrimination, with the result tha t 98% of the potential information in 
each ecg complex may be described by 6  values.
The base programme was written in Fortran IV for a Harris 500 
computer; it was la ter rew ritten, with a much longer execution time, for 
a Cromemco microcomputer -  Z80A and 64kbytes. All the techniques 
would benefit further development and suggestions are made for future 
work.
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1 .0  I N T R O D U C T I O N
Over the last 30 years an extensive litera tu re  has appeared 
describing a variety of proceedures and techniques based upon the 
efficient use of a computer to automatically analyse the human
electrocardiogram. Much of the early work in this field may be attributed
31.67,96 . . 18,19,21,49,77,103,110to Caceres * * and Pipberger » . » » » *  » . j t  is not
unreasonable to ask why yet another proceedure should be added to tha t
extensive catalogue. The reply would be that this project is firmly based
on sta tistical principles (every measurement is accompanied by its
variance), accepts as its numerical characteristics only those measurements
tha t may be made with a minimum of variability, and uses accepted
statis tical tests of significance to estimate probable differences between
records -  i.e. between subjects of between conditions. Information on
some possible definitions of measures used to define the several phases of
an ecg will be found in chapter ... The project also s ta rts  from different
premises and takes a different point of view, it does not seek to produce
a finished product; it does however seek to establish some basic principles
upon which further developments might be more soundly based.
Electrocardiograms showing clear evidence of pathology may readily 
be recognised from the usual clinical recording, but when the evidence 
for abnormalities is equivocal, or perhaps absent from the conventional 
recording, it would be beneficial if there were available some objective 
method for demonstrating the likelihood tha t cardiac disease was present, 
insipient, or absent. The majority of ecg's recorded for medical purposes 
fall into the last category, but they still occupy a substantial part of a 
clinical cardiologist's time. Clearly any proceedure that will automatically 
detect a record whose characteristics lie within "normal" limits would 
result in a substantial saving of expensive clinicaltime. Such a process 
would rely heavily on the formal techniques of estimated probabilities, on 
statistics. With statistics there can be no certainty, only numerical values 
to answer questions related to the probable or possible presence of 
abnormalities. This of course is exactly what a clinician does, but his is 
a subjective process based on experience. He can issue an opinion, the
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uncertainty of which is variable, but he cannot assign numerical values to
his uncertainty. In case of doubt, discussion rests upon "differences of 
opinion" with colleagues. Such differences too are a m atter of opinion 
and depend on abstractions such as reputation, experience, a discriminating 
judgement, and insight. It is these nebulous factors which have stirred 
those in the physical sciences to place a t least part of the diagnostic 
process on a more logical basis, even if a t times their attem pts have 
failed to take into account many intangible problems inseparable from the 
treatm ent of the sick.
The core of this thesis is a computer programme tha t im itates only
those processes of clinical decision making which depend upon objective 
measurements from electrocardiographic recordings. Since the ecg is 
essentially a two dimensional graph, amplitude as a function of time, 
those measurements are all in terms of either the amplitudes of cardiac 
signals, or their intra and inter 'heartbeat 1 intervals. It is with descriptive 
statistics based on these mesurements, the base sta tistics, th a t other
techniques are compared. The accepted clinical definitions for intervals 
and amplitudes are not well suited to objective measurement because they
are based on thresholds (the point a t which for example, the signal 
returns to its baseline) and take no account of noise, either biological or
physical in origin. Clinical recordings are invariably filtered by one means 
or another, and the nature of the ecg is such that the bandwidth of its 
components change with time. Hence the delays accompanying the usual 
analogue filters introduce a time error into measurements on filtered
signals. The base statistics produced by the 'core' programme have been 
derived from digital processes preceded by zero delay filters.
One factor absent from human interpretation of signals such as the 
ecg, is an ability to take into account a multitude of possible 
interactions which might exist between the several components of tha t 
complex of events called a 'heartbeat'. Reduced perhaps to an almost
ridiculous simplicity, the heart has to accept venous blood, and e ject it 
into the arteria l system via the lungs, where its waste products are 
removed and fresh oxygen supplied. The whole process is timed by a
'pacemaker' and operated by muscles whose electrical activ ity  may be
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recorded from electrodes on the body surface. The record of this
electrical activity, called the ecg, represents a number of physiological
events that, if disturbed by disease or otherwise, may result in the
patient's appearance in a hospital clinic.
The general objective of ecg interpretation is simply stated . I t is 
to compare the recorded ecg with a 'normal' one, and then to decide
whether or not there exists a sufficient difference to identify the 
presence of a specific or non-specific pathology.
Discrimination between normal and abnormal is a t the centre of the 
whole professional ecg activity. A clinical opinion is based upon what can 
be seen in a multichannel recording. That which cannot be seen is the 
interaction between the different components of each complex (heartbeat), 
each component reflecting some detail of cardiac physiological activity . 
An objective analysis which includes those interactions would present new 
possibilities for discriminating between normals and abnormals. The general 
sta tistical term for examining many variables simultaneously is 
"multivariate analysis", a process that does not lend itself easily to 
graphical representation.
Evidence is adduced la ter in this thesis to demonstrate th a t in
comparison with the base statistics, a t least two well established 
statistical multivariate methods could substantially improve discrimination 
between normal and abnormal ecg's; thereby making some contribution to 
the possibility of an earlier detection of cardiac disease.
Two factors must be kept in mind, first tha t incursions into the
field of multivariate statistics involve dimensional concepts which go a 
long way beyond the tangibility of our everyday physical world; secondly 
the accumulated clinical experience of ecg interpretation and its 
association with identifiable disease, cannot be disregarded just because
the more numerate processes of physics and mathematics have been
introduced. Neither should one lose sight of the fac t th a t physical 
measurements, however complex and elegant, cannot be considered in 
isolation. In the absence of some knowledge of the clinical signs and
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symptoms such measurements are only one part of a complex chain of 
evidence which results in a clinical diagnosis.
RAF Inst i tute  o f  Aviat ion  M ed ic in e  
Farnborough Hants
Telephone Aldershot 24461 ext
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2 .0  L I T E R A T U R E  R E V I E W
In spite of attem pts to place clinical electrocardiography on a 
sound theoretical footing, it has developed very largely on an empirical
basis; records are read visually and criteria  of interpretation are more or 
less those established by Einthoven a t the beginning of the century. 
Above all, interpretation relies on previous experience acquired by 
physicians, who associate a given electrocardiographic pattern  with a 
known disease, on the basis of the simple observation tha t some
pathological s ta te  is "very often" linked to specific electrocardiographic 
signs. This came about not because the phenomena connected with
electrocardiography cannot be explained by the laws of physics, but 
because a physical model requires experimental validation, and that, for 
the ecg, is often very difficult to achieve. Biological phenomena are 
complex, variable and often unpredictable. The imperfection of current 
knowledge of cardiac cellular electrical phenomena and their internal 
regulatory mechanisms, of the cardiac muscular structures, of the 
individual variability of heart dimensions and its movements during the
cardiac cycle, of chest shape, and of the inhomogeneity of the conducting 
tissue of the thorax; are only a few of the variables th a t constitute so 
complex a data set that it has been impossible to design experiments
during which they could all be properly controlled and measured.
Nevertheless, because of the simplicity of the associated instrumental
equipment and the volume of knowledge accumulated, the 
electrocardiogram, in spite of the fragility of its theoretical background,
can still be considered one of the more useful indications in routine 
clinical diagnosis.
The stimulus for the introduction of computers into 
electrocardiology has come from three principal sourcers: practical
clinicians, who are faced with an ever-increasing demand for ecg 
interpretation; hospital managers, who see in automated diagnosis the 
possibility that the cost of expensive cardiological departments might be 
reduced; and theorists from outside medicine, who hope by means of
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mathematical models to explain some of the current physiological 
unknowns. Management is in the unfortunate position of not being in a 
position to offer a critica l appraisal of the claims of enthusiastic 
"inventors"; neither can it make a serious contribution to the development 
of improved analytical systems, but it is from this source tha t funds for 
improvements are to be found and so they have a very real in terest in 
success. Clinicians, in general, lack an understanding of the potential of 
new techniques in mathematics and physics, and so can understandably ask 
only for that which is not very different from what they already have. 
Theorists, seeking to build mathematical models to explain a complex and 
often unpredictable process are apt, out of an unfamiliarity with cardiac 
physiology, to choose a model with which they are familiar in the 
physical sciences; an inappropriate model may do more to obscure the 
tru th  than to reveal it. There is a growing body of investigators who 
take a different but practical point of view; that the signal should be 
accepted as it is, without attem pting to assign to it a real or speculative 
relationship with . cardiac physiology. They attem pt to employ the 
techniques of statistics to establish groups, or populations, representative 
of "normal", pathological, or other divisions; their ultim ate aim is to be 
able to place an individual in one of those groups and so aid a diagnosis.
All these points of view are represented in the litera tu re . Although 
diagnostic programmes do exist, they have not found a ready acceptance 
in medical practice, a t least in part because of their inflexibility but also 
because there is no computer process which is akin to intuition, a g ift 
peculiar to humans. The acceptance of new theories, is hindered only in 
part by technical terminology; it is always difficult to abandon a familiar 
procedure in favour of one that is new, one that requires new learning 
and experience to make it successful. It is perhaps unfortunate th a t so 
many papers suggesting new theoretical approaches are unaccompanied by 
practical demonstrations using real data.
2.1 DATA A C Q U I S I T I O N .
Instrumentation requirements for recording the ecg have been laid
19down by the American Heart Association . Both traditional and
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orthogonal leads are used, but there is no general agreement on their
type or number; the choice is often subjective and based on personal
20-22experience. The three orthogonal lead system can achieve a data
reduction of 4:1 in comparison with the 12 leads of the scalar ecg.
However, from the point of view of their information content it has been 
21 22found * that orthogonal leads confer neither qualitative nor quantitative 
advantages in comparison with the 1 2  lead system; for this reason some
23
researchers still prefer the more familiar leads . Neither system acquires
24-28all the information arising from the heart. It has been shown tha t,
in comparison with the classical system, the study of surface cardiac
maps obtained by increasing the number of electrodes on the chest
(sometimes to more than 1 0 0 ) produces a significant addition to the
information on surface potential distribution; but there is also increased 
24-28redundancy . Those maps have also shown that the distribution of
12 29-30thorax potentials cannot be explained by a simple fixed dipole ’
In order to monitor and analyse relatively long duration changes in
92 94heart ra te , one lead is adequate * , but computer programmes th a t aim
at a complete and generalised automatic clinical diagnosis may need to
use a larger number of leads. However, due to the limited computer
memory usually available they deal with only a few seconds of 
31recording . Digital computer analysis of the ecg requires that the
originating analogue signal be converted into a series of binary numbers
(A-D conversion). According to the recommendations of the American 
19Heart Association this process should have an accuracy not less than +-
1% (7 bits), a precision (i.e. resolution) not less than +-0.2% (9 bits) and
a minimum sampling ra te  of 500 samples per second. It is doubtful 
however, whether this expensive specification is justified by the 
requirements of a normal clinical recording; the demands of research may 
be more stringent.
2.2 FILTERS
As with other biological signals, ecg recordings are corrupted by 
external electrical events. The procedure by which the signal is separated
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frcm noise is called ’’filtering”. ’’Noise" might be defined as any output 
signal that did not originate from the input signal under investigation. In
ecg recordings, the principal noise sources are very low frequencies -  
baseline drift, and much higher frequencies -  from the electricity  supply 
and muscle activity external to the heart. The AHA suggests a bandwidth
of O.l-lOOHz (-3db), but once again it is doubtful whether such a wide 
bandwidth contributes much to a clinical record; particularly since most
writer mechanisms introduce noticeable distortion above 30Hz. There are 
occasions when the noise spectrum coincides with tha t of some part of
the ecg itself; a difficult situation that is rarely satisfactorily resolved -
but see Chapter 5 -  on the use of Principal Component analysis as an
almost ideal filter.
Sources of noise are various: they may be external to the body,
external to the heart but internal to the body (muscle activity,
respiration etc.) or even arise from psychological stress not an intentional
part of the experiment or clinical examination. Noise sources of
32—36instrumental origin have been analysed in many papers ” ; methods are
given for their identification and remedial action is suggested. Some noise 
can be suppressed by simple precautions (proper application of the 
elctrodes, careful preparation of the patient etc.).
37 38 25Fourier based filters ’ - employ discrete Fourier transformation
and are usually implemented by means of an FFT. Among the time domain
filters, the simplest are based on averaging, performed either on single
40
complexes or on successive cardiac cycles , the la tte r especially when
records are distorted by considerable noise, as for instance when 
recordings are made with the subject under physical stress. However, it 
must be pointed out that averaging may obscure in the general mean,
significant events such as premature beats.
Moving average methods (convolution filters)^* ^  are the easiest to
implement, have linear phase characteristics, but only modest control of
43 44the frequency response. A different approach * , the so called
"recursive" filter, takes into account not only the current input but also
the previous output; it requires fewer terms than the moving average to
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achieve a sharp cutoff, needs less computer memory and has a reduced 
execution time.
38Taylor has compared three classes of lowpass filter: moving 
average, recursive and Fourier Transform, and has specifically examined 
four filters:
i. 2 1  term moving average, zero phase.
ii. 41 term do
iii. 1 st order linear phase recursive.
iv. Fourier Transform.
In considering the phase response, execution time and impulse 
response of the filters, Taylor concludes that the FFT filter, although 
flexible and the closest to the ’’perfect rectangular response of an ideal 
low pass filter’’, is slow, and that in order to reduce spurious oscillations 
a t the Nyquist frequency in the output, its frequency response must be 
’’tapered”, i.e.its ideal properties are in part sacrificed. In Taylor’s 
experience, the 41 term moving average filter, with its longer execution 
time, shows little  advantage over a similar filter of 21 terms. He found 
the recursive filter is fast and suitable for real time applications.
43 45Lynn 9 investigated the digital recursive filter class extending it
to include low, high, bandpass and bandstop (notch filter) filters without
phase distortion. It was implemented in machine code and confirms the
usefulness of such filters in on-line operations, even when using sampling
rates up to 8 kHz. Filters of this kind, giving a sharp frequency cutoff
46have been designed by Verburg and Strackee and implemented in
44 46Fortran by Pynsent and Hankair 9 .
47Principal component polynomials have been fitted  to the data by 
means of least square methods31’48. Cosine weights4 9 ’ 5 0  have also been
51
used as filters. Adaptative filters are frequently employed for foetal
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electrocardiography. It must be realised tha t the choice of a filtering
method depends on the most advantageous outcome of an unavoidable 
compromise between maximum possible elimination of th a t which is 
considered "undesirable”, and minimum alteration of the signal which is to 
be preserved.
2.3 FEATURE DETECTI ON
Before an ecg can be classified, i.e. allocated to some normal or 
abnormal category, it is necessary to establish numerical values upon
which the classification may be based. Those values may be derived from 
conventional leads, or the signal may be represented by mathematical
functions not necessarily having a overt relationship with clinical
terminology.
The conventional lead approach 1 8 ’ 3 1 ’ 4 1  utilizes clinicians 1
experience, but with the advantage tha t it eliminates the variability
inseparable from subjective reading. An important initial step is the
51 76 78-84detection is of a "fiducial mark” ’ ’ " , commonly the R wave peak,
49 52 72-75 77Pipberger ’ ’ ’ . This point thereafter acts as a reference in the
search for other waves. Maximum negative slope of the RS segment can
41 49 6 6be identified from the first derivative ’ ’ , but it should be trea ted
with caution, since the first derivative of noise will be added to, or
subtracted from, the first derivative of the signal; errors would be
difficult to avoid. Filtering in order to deal with the problem is clearly a
delicate m atter and assumes a previous knowledge of the ra te  of change
50 76 78—84of voltage of both signal and noise. Some authors ’ ’  have used
the first differential of spatial velocity from the Frank leads. In this
method the limits of QRS are found by a forward and backward searching
procedure until the spatial velocity falls below a given threshold. A fter P
and T delimitation then, the complex as a whole may be described by
16more than 300 features , although it is not clear how many of them
make a significant contribution to subsequent calssification. (The
production of 300 numerical features might be contrasted with the
Principal Component Analysis of Chapter 5, where it is shown th a t six 
numerical values could account for more than 98% of the signal variance.
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Wave detection algorithms have been based on Fourier
tran sfo rm ^’^ ,  and on the Haar transfo rm ^, matching either original or 
86model waves . Amplitude measurements can be altered by baseline shifts;
in some programs baseline problems have been resolved by means of linear
87 18interpolation or high order polynomials . The baseline value is
established for every cardiac cycle, all amplitudes of one complex are 
then measured with respect to its own baseline.
Representation of the ecg by means of mathematical models is
founded on a different philosophy: it considers inadequate both the
traditional form of the ecg and the classical param eters used by
physicians, parameters tha t are assumed to contain all the information
carried by the signal. New features might be detected  by a different
signal representation or; neglecting the traditional param eters, the complex
8 8might be treated  as a sta tis tical whole .
8 8Young used nine direction cosines to describe the spatial 
orientation of the vectorcardiographic loop afte r having approximated the 
ecg by means of twelve orthogonal exponentials.
89Energy contained in ecg derivatives , and the slope and duration
90of a group of segments piecewise linearly approximating an ecg have
also been tried as a means of discriminating between the normal and
abnormal. An accurate description of the ecg pattern in the frequency
91domain has been carried out by Golten . A method based on the
95features of minimum phase and signal length has been reported and
applied to discriminate between normal and abnormal ecg complexes in 
PVC (premature ventricular contraction).
Programmes based on the detection and measurement of clinically 
familiar parameters fulfill some of the needs of physicians. However, 
imprecise definitions of what must be detected, redundancy of information, 
and simulation of the traditional analytical methods of medical diagnosis, 
all transfer to the computer that empirical element already present in the 
medical diagnostic methodology, and thus compromise the investigation of 
new facets of the signal that might be tte r serve the needs of both
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researchers and clinicians.
2 .4  C L A S S I F I C A T I O N
The end product of a clinical ecg signal analysis is the assignment 
of its pattern  to a known diagnostic category.
From the medical point of view the classification procedure assumes 
an immediate interpretative value when the diagnostic categories have 
been formed on the basis of familiar clinical measurements. In the 
classification procedure, opinion is divided into two main groups: those 
who, having chosen to describe the ecg by means of clinical 
characteristics (they retain the medical logic in order to  arrive a t their 
classification): and those who, whether or not they have used clinical 
description, proceed to a classification by sta tis tica l methods.
The first method follows a kind of heuristic logic with a tree
decision structure, and utilizes the parameters of clinical
electrocardiography to express its conclusions as a traditional diagnosis; it
96is a procedure that has been supported by Caceres , who points out
quite rightly, the importance of neither underestimating nor dissipating the
long experience acquired by cardiologists. As a consequence, he transfers
9 7
medical logic to the computer and uses decision tables to present his 
re su lts^  many decision rules are involved in this process. A great
number of ecg patterns are devoid of detectable pathogenicity and require 
an electrocardiographic differential diagnosis tha t could involve criteria  
external to the ecg. Furthermore, the imprecision of measurements on the 
clinical parameters, i.e. the uncertainty which often affects  the final 
diagnosis, suggest a preference for sta tistica l methods rather than those 
simulating the clinician’s logic.
88 101M ultivariate sta tis tica l methods ’ allow the ’’simultaneous” 
treatm ent of many variables, a determination of the probabilities of a 
correct classification, and may even take into account an evaluation of 
the risk of a miselassification. Many examples can be found of the use of 
linear discriminant techniques -  a multivariate process -  in computer
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8 8  95 101-105analyses of the ecg 9 ’ . This form of classification has been
102 103applied to a set of clinical parameters * , and to Fourier coefficients
derived from orthogonal leads by means of a stepwise p rocess^* .
A cross-correlation between an ecg and previously established
106"patterns, "training waves", forms the basis of "adaptive filter" methods 
109. The decision rule in the assignment of a signal to be classified is 
founded on the best correlation between signal and training waves. The 
training set is updated (adaptive) on the basis of the new signal, creating 
in this way a kind of learning process on the part of the computer.
It has been o b s e r v e d , t h a t  this procedure is efficient until the
training sets are well separated. For a large number of records (more
than a hundred in the sets) the training sets overlap and the results
become ambiguous. On Bayes’ theorem*11-114 kased decisions founded
on the probability that a given measurement belongs to a given
pathological category. The results are not always satisfactory, presumably
due to the difficulty of obtaining a good estim ate of the "a priori"
115probabilities. A detailed evaluation of the Bayesian method is given in
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3 .0  C A R D I A C  E L E C T R O P H Y S I O L O G Y .
An electrocardiogram is the graphic representation of potential
differences, as a function of time, that the electrical activity  of the
heart produces in the conducting medium which surrounds it. By placing
two electrodes on the surface of the thorax it is possible to record the
varying potential difference between those locations. The earliest
1  2recording of an ecg was made by Einthoven * from surface electrodes, 
but it is now possible to record cardiac electrical events directly from
the heart by means of bipolar electrodes placed in the a tria  and
ventricules -  the nintracardiac electrogram”.
The electrocardiogram does not arise from a single point source,
but is a combination of several different dynamic potentials which
together determine its characteristic shape. That shape is a function not
only of the way in which the electrical activity rises, spreads and falls, 
but also of the electrical characteristics of an inhomogeneous conducting 
medium, the thorax, through which it passes. The influence of the
conducting medium is clear for instance in the amplitude of the
potentials; 80-90mV at level of the cardiac fibres, but only l-2mV on the
chest surface. In addition, body impedance will include reactive elements 
tha t distort the shape of the surface ecg with relation to the originating 
signal.
3.1 SURFACE POTENTIALS FROM THE HEART.
Cardiac electrical phenomena can be recorded from the undamaged
surface of a fibre during the activation process. They can be seen as a
diphasic curve produced by an exitation wave moving along the
longitudinal axis of the fibre (fig 3.1).
In figure 3.1 activation proceeds from left to right, with a positive 
potential difference between the right electrode and the le ft being
plotted as an upward deflection. There are four steps, corresponding to 
the following phases during the activation in the fibre:
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NE . PE ECG
(a)
(b)
(c)
( d)
(e)
- K
Fig.3.1 -  Graphical representation of temporal variations of
patential differences (ecg) during depolarisation and repolarisation 
of two electrodes, positive (PE) and negative (NE), placed on the 
external surface of a strip of isolated myocardium.
a) Baseline. The cell is a t rest in a normal s ta te  of polarization. 
There is no potential difference between the two electrodes.
b & c) Positive deflection. Following stimulation of the left  
extremity of the fibre, there exists a positive potential difference 
between the positively polarised resting area, and the negatively polarised 
activated area.
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d) Baseline. All the fibre is depolarized; no potential difference can 
be recorded from the electrodes.
e) Negative deflection. The repolarization process s ta rts  at le ft and 
proceeds towards right. A potential difference of opposite sign to th a t of 
step 2  appears between the areas still depolarized, negative (right), and 
those already repolarized, positive (left).
At the end of repolarisation the whole the cell is a t rest and no 
potential difference can be recorded.
In fig 3.2 is shown the influence of electrode position on wave
polarity, with respect to the direction of depolarization. The process of 
activation of the cardiac fibre occurs along its longitudinal axis, as a
wave of depolarization. It is formed by pairs of e lectrical charges, 
moving from depolarized zones towards those still in the resting 
polarization phase. The couples of electrical charges, located close to
each others and of the same size, constitute as many ’’dipoles". An
electrical dipole is characterized by three elements:
a) the magnitude of its charges;
b) the distance between the two charges;
c) the direction of the line connecting the two charges.
The electrical potential a t a point p whose distance from the 
centre of the dipole is large compared to the length o f the dipole, is 
given by:
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where:
r = Distance between the point p and the centre of the dipole,
-  Moment of the dipole;
6 = Angle between the axis of the dipole and a line joining it to
the point p.
A dipole can be represented as a vector expressing the magnitude 
and direction of an electrical force. The heart is made up of a great 
number of fibres placed on different planes, each being, during
depolarization and repolarization, in a different s ta te  of polarization. 
Hence the electrical activity of the heart may a t any instant, be 
represented by many dipoles (vectors), whose sum can be considered an 
expression of the instantaneous electrical activity  of the whole heart. In 
other words, in order to simplify the study of both positive and negative 
charges produced during the heart’s electrical cycle, the e lectrical s ta te
of the heart can be represented a t any instant by one ’’equivalent’’ vector 
(dipole).
The axis of the equivalent dipole is called the ’’instantaneous 
electrical axis of the heart”. The cardiac dipole exists in a conducting 
volume, the tissues of the thoracic cage, which, even if not homogeneous, 
is able to conduct to its surface an electrical potential th a t is some
diffieult-to-define function of the potential difference generated by the 
dipole. Exploring electrodes placed on the surface of the thorax will
reflect potential changes in the electrical activity of the heart.
The hypothesis of a dipole located a t the centre of an 
homogeneous conducting medium, originally suggested by Einthoven as an 
interpretative model of the ecg, has long represented the theoretical 
background of clinical electrocardiography. This model appears now to be 
too simplistic. "In vivo" the conducting volume is neither spherical nor 
homogeneous; moreover, the heart consists of a very great number rof
muscular fibres arranged in different planes. In addition the distribution 
of the cardiac impulse a t a given instant permits multiple dipoles to exist 
simultaneously.
EE ECG
A .
~ V
V.
Fig. 3.2 -  Morphology of the fast complex from an exploring 
electrode (EE) whose positin is varied with reference to the 
depolarisation wave as it moves from left to right
A critical description of more complex models is beyond the scope 
of this discussion; see Nelson and G e se lo w itz ^  it  is opportune to point 
out from Eqn 1 tha t the amplitude of the potential E:
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a) changes in relation to the square of the distance between 
the centre of the dipole and the electrode location and
b) decays as the electrode is displaced from the dipole axis 
towards a position perpendicular to it.
In clinical electrocardiography the first variable (distance) is neglected,
while the second one (angle) emphasizes the importance of electrode
position on the body surface.
3.2 THE ECG LEADS
The circuit formed by two electrodes connected to a recording
device is called "lead”. The first leads to be used for the ecg were
2introduced by Einthoven -  "The Hypothesis of Einthoven" . They relied on 
the following assumptions and were postulated as an approximation useful
for the interpretation of the electrocardiogram:
1) The electrical activity of the heart for each
cardiac cycle is represented by a single pair of electrical
charges, placed very close to each other (a dipole) and
equivalent to the summation of all the instantaneous
electromotive forces generated by the heart. This dipole lies
a t the centre of the heart.
2) The dipole occupies the centre of a conducting
volume with dimensions which may be assumed to be
infinitely large with respect to those of the dipole.
3) The conducting medium is homogeneous.
4) The le ft arm, the right arm, and one of the legs
form the apices of an equilateral triangle parallel to the
frontal plane of the body. At the centre of the triangle, and
on the same plane, there is the dipole. Therefore, electrodes
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placed a t the extremities of the limbs would be equidistant 
from each other and from the dipole. By using any two 
electrodes from the apices of the triangle Einthoven arrived 
a t three different bipolar leads, called lead I, lead II and 
lead III.
TABLE 3.1 STANDARD BI P OLAR LIMB LEADS
Lead Limbs connected Positive electrode
I L e f t  arm -  r i g h t  a r m L e f t  a r m
I I  R i g h t  a r m -  L e f t  l e g  L e f t  l e g
I I I  L e f t  a r m -  L e f t  l e g  L e f t  l e g
As shown in the table, by convention the positive electrode is
always the one nearest to the apex of the heart. Therefore, with respect 
to the sides of the triangle of Einthoven, L I corresponds to the side 
joining the two arms, L II to the side joining the right arm and the left 
leg and L III to. tha t connecting the le ft arm and le ft leg (fig 3.3). It
will be seen that the amplitude of the QRS complex (see 3.5) depends on 
the position of the mean QRS vector with respect to the sides of the 
triangle, and that it is obtained by projecting the vector onto each side 
of the triangle. As a consequence of the first Law of Kirchoff ("the sum 
of the differences of potential in various points of a closed electrical
circuit is equal to zero") the sum of the potential differences in Lead I
and III is equal to those recorded in Lead II.
Using the normal terminology of physics (E -  V), le t VR, VL, VF
be the potentials a t the apices of the closed circuit represented by the
triangle, i.e. right arm, le ft arm and a leg: then according to the first
Law of Kirchoff:
R A
“
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Fig. 3.3 -  Bipolar limb leads. Locations of positive and negative 
electrodes LI, LI I, LIII (a), and a projection of the principal 
vector of ventricular depoiarisation along the derivation axis, 
represented by the sides of the triangle (b) of bipolar limb leads.
(VL-VR) + (VR-VF) + (VF-VL) = 0 .........    (2) but
LI = VL-VR
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-LII =' VR-VF being LI I = VF-VR according to Einthoven
LI II = VF-YL
then
LI + (-LII) + LI 11 = 0 
LI + LIII = LII
13Wilson ’ suggested three more leads which were called "unipolar 
limb leads". With these leads it is possible to record potential differences 
between one limb and a point • considered near zero potential called
"central terminal", assumed to be a t centre of the triangle. This
"indifferent" electrode is obtained by connecting the limb electrodes 
together, each in series with a resistances of 5000 Ohms (fig 3.4). The 
exploring electrode is connected to one of the three limbs, right arm,
left arm and left leg, whose leads are called VR, VL and VF. As it is 
shown in the fig 3.4e, the vector of the unipolar lead is the radius of a 
circle circumscribed by the triangle of Einthoven. Since the radius of a 
circle circumscribed by a triangle is equal to half of the ratio  between a 
side of the triangle and the sine of the angle opposite, then Vg, the 
potential recorded from the Einthoven leads, and VW’ the potential
derived from the Wilson leads, are connected by the following equation:-
14Goldberger obtained greater limb lead potentials by eliminating 
the resistances and placing the exploring electrode on one of the limbs, 
while connecting together the other two limb leads (fig 3.5). The la tte r  
do not represent a real indifferent electrode, i.e. with a potential close 
to zero, because the leads of Goldberger do not rise from a central 
terminal but from the central point of a bipolar lead of Einthoven. For
2 s in  60 1.73
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this reason the Goldberger leads cannot be considered truly "unipolar”. As 
shown in fig 3.5d, the vectors of the Goldberger limb leads are 
coincident with the medians of the Einthoven triangle. As the
median/radius ratio  is 1.5, then:
VR VL y p
RA LA
oo
oLD
5000ft
RA
r iL LA
o
o
o
in
5000ft
LA
o
oo
in
5000ft
RA
[~7k LA
o
o
o
in
CT 5000ft
(d)
+VR
LL
>
+VF
Fig. 3.4 -  Wilson unipolar limb leads VR(a), VL(b), VF(c). The
"central terminal" -  CT(d), may be taken to represent an 
indifferent electrode with a potential that is almost zero. The 
lead axes of the unipolar limb leads form a link between the 
apices of the Einthoven triangle, and the central terminal a t the 
centre of the triangle (e); they are three radii of the 
circumscribing circle of the triangle.
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where V^ is the potential of the Goldberger leads. Yet looking a t the 
same figure the medians divide the triangle of Einthoven into right angled 
triangles in which the larger of the two sides and the hypotenuse are 
represented by the medians themselves and by one side of the Einthoven 
triangle, i.e. by the vectors of the Goldberger leads and by the vector of 
a bipolar lead. As an example consider the right angled triangle ABD. 
The relationship linking the side AB (aVR) to the hypotenuse BD (LI) is:
AB = BD s in  60 = 0.866 BB = -55_1.15
from which:
Therefore, the Goldberger leads record electrocardiographic complexes 15% 
smaller than those recorded by the bipolar leads of Einthoven, but 1.5 
times greater than the unipolar limbs leads of Wilson.For this reason they 
are called "augmented leads" and termed aVR, aVL and aVF.
The six limb leads (3 unipolar and 3 bipolar) explore the e lectrical
field on the frontal plane. The unipolar chest leads (precordial) introduced 
15by Wilson are able to record potential differences from the horizontal 
plane of the body. In these leads the exploring electrode is placed on 
the chest surface (fig 3.6) and the indifferent electrode a t a central 
terminal. The most commonly used precordial leads are:
The exploring electrode; placed on the right margino-sternal line 
at level of the IV intercostal space.
~ margino-sternal line a t IV intercostal space.
Vg = midway between the anc  ^ ^ 4  locations.
V4  = v intercostal space on the left clavicular line.
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V,- = V intercostal space on the le ft anterior axillary line.
Vg = V intercostal space on the le ft middle axillary line.
q VR g VL
RA LA RA LA
oVF
RA LA
LL\V.
(c)
B
F
( d )
D
Fig. 3.5 -  Unipolar • limb leads according to Goldberger: aVR(a), 
aVL(b), and aVF(c). With respect to the Einthoven triangle (d) the 
three medians AB, CD and EF coincide with the axes of leads 
aVR, aVL and aVF.
The twelve leads give information about the electrical field on both 
a frontal and a horizontal plane (three bipolar and three unipolar limb 
leads, and six unipolar chest leads) and thus provide information on the
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Fig 3.6 Position of Unipolar Chest Electrodes 1-6
spatial orientation of the vectors. The morphology of the ecg depends on 
the time variation of the orientation of the vectors generated by the 
heart with respect to the position of the electrodes. The vector’s spatial 
position depends on the way in which the activation wave spreads 
throughout the heart. Specific routes of conduction co-ordinate the 
activation of different regions of the heart.
3.3  THE NORMAL ECG
Electrocardiographic traces, e.g. fig 3.7, show a series of waves 
called P,Q,R,S,T; they would assume a different morphology in other leads 
depending upon spatial relationship between the activation vectors and the 
location of the electrodes. It is customary to refer to a series of 
elements of the ecg as a ’’complex”, e.g. the whole ecg would be the 
”ecg complex”, or those parts bounded by Q and S and including R would 
be the ”QRS complex”. The following explanation of the physiological 
events associated with the ecg is taken from Lead I, fig. 3.8.
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Fig 3.7 -  Two Normal eeg’s.
1) Immediately before the P wave the activation of the S-A node would 
occur.
2). The ascending limb of the P wave corresponds to the activation of the 
right atrium.
3) The peak and the first part of the descending limb of the P wave are 
correlated with the activation of the left atrium.
4) The isoelectric segment between the end of the P wave and the 
beginning of the Q wave corresponds to the complete depolarization of 
both atria . The atriab  repolarization is not visible in the normal subject
because it is masked by the ventricular complex with which it is
synchronous.
The interval between the onset of the P and the onset of the Q 
is called ’time of atrio-ventricular conduction’ or P-Q time. It is
influenced above all by the conduction velocity in the atria  and in the 
A-V node. It also changes with age and heart ra te .
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Fig 3.8 -  Schematic diagram of a Lead I ecg.
5) QRS Complex. This complex is derived from the vectors generated in 
the subepicardial zones of the ventricular wall.
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6 ) S-T segment. Nearly isoelectric, it is a representation of the uniform 
ventricular depolarization during which potential differences, between the 
different parts of the ventricles cannot be found.
7) T wave. The wave of ventricular repolarization. The interval between 
the onset of Q and the end of T, Q-T interval, is the to tal time of 
ventricular activation, viz. the ’ventricular electrical systole. The interval 
between the end of the T wave and the onset of the P wave of the 
next cycle, T-P interval, represents the electrical resting phase of the 
heart and therefore it expresses the actual baseline, or zero potential.
4 .0  M ETH O D S.
4.1 ECG RECORDING AND REPLAY APPARATUS.
ECG!s were recorded from 8  subjects -  members of IAM staff -  
having no known cardiac abnormalities or cardiac history. Recordings were 
continued for four minutes under each of three conditons: standing, sitting 
and supine; Lead I was the only lead recorded. All recordings were made 
on a 1" 14 track IRIG standard magnetic tape machine a t 7 1/2 ips, 
using the Interm ediate Bandwidth of DC-2.5kHz with a signal/noise ratio  
of 52 db. (400:1). The pre-amplifiers (between subject and tape recorder) 
were set to a bandwidth of 1/16 -  1024Hz (3db points with 6 db/octave 
terminal slope to all filters). In this way only one component, the 
preamplifier, determined the overall recording characteristics of the 
system. Fig 4.1.
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Fig 4.1 -  Schematic Diagram of the Recording System.
This 1kHz bandwidth is generous by clinical standards (0.1-100Hz; 
3db points). Its use was intentional because (a) it was not known whether
it would be necessary to consider frequencies beyond those in general use 
for the ecg -  there remains always the possibility th a t higher frequencies 
in the spectrum do contain useful information, and (b) it avoids the 
recording problem of complex phase changes which are most prominent 
near the ’corner’ frequencies of filters. Whilst the use of such a wide 
bandwidth would be difficult to justify on clinical grounds, its use can 
readily be defended in research, since the future is largely unknown and 
it is prudent to make any reasonable provision th a t might assist future 
work. It is so much more satisfactory in developments yet to come, if 
the ’’same” subjects and conditions can be used without the uncertainties
which arise from fresh experiments, however carefully they may be 
carried out.
One tape track was reserved for a magnetic tape index. This index 
consists of a prerecorded coded signal representing distance along the 
tape; it is recorded when a tape is first put into service and th ereafte r
the record amplifier is removed; the same index remains on the same tape
throughout its useful life. During a recording session the index is decoded 
and presented as a numerical display, its numbers being used to define 
the position of events of in terest and also the beginning and end of each 
recording session. Fig. 4.2.
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Fig 4.2 -  Typical ECG Record amd BCD Magnetic Tape Index.
A trace recorder -  8  channel Elemer Shoenander -  was permanently 
connected to the tape recorder as a ’downstream monitor’ in order to 
ensure tha t all was well With the complete recording procedure, Channel 
0 0  on the trace recorder always displayed the magnetic tape index in 
Binary Coded Decimal form -  Fig. 4.2. In this way that part of an ecg 
recording which was to be digitised for analysis could be precisely 
selected; and equally precisely defined for use by the digital computer.
The analogue section of the replay process consisted essentially of 
two parts. Frequency modification of the signal to limit its bandwidth, 
and amplitude modification to match tape recorder output (+-1.4v) to ADC 
input (+-10'v +-9bits). Bandwidth limiting is necessary when using spectral 
processes, in order to avoid the possibility that frequency components 
above the band of interest may be reflected  back into that part of the 
spectrum which is being studied. This reflection is called aliasing, and the 
bandwidth limitation to avoid it, antialiasing. The arrangement is shown in 
Fig. 4.3
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Fig 4.3 -  Magnetic Tape Replay and Analogue/Digital Conversion.
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4.2 ANALOGUE-DIGITAL CONVERSION.
The ADC rate  was controlled by a pulse generator that triggered
sample acquisition by the Simultaneous Sample and Hold Unit (SSH) -  a 
device not strictly  necessary in this ease but permanently connected into 
the system. For the base statistics 500 samples/sec were used, and for
the principal component analysis 125 samples/sec. Reconstruction of the
ecg for use with a digital plotter was carried out using 1 0 0 0  samples/sec; 
there was no visible evidence of worthwhile information a t tha t ra te , but 
the data remain in store if required for a future investigation. Trace 
recordings, graphs and pictorial representations of the data are 
indispensable as an aid to understanding and as a guide to the conduct of 
an investigation, but no measurements were made from those displays.
For a well defined pictorial representation of the digitised data it 
is necessary to use five data points per sine wave of the highest
frequency component in the signal. Thus for a 200Hz digital plot a
1000Hz sample rate would be reasonable. Previous experience suggests 
that half this • ra te  would be necessary for the base sta tis tics, i.e.
500/sec. For the Principal Component analysis on the raw data 125
samples/sec was chosen because the process is akin to ’’averaging” several 
complexes (see Chapter 5.5) and therefore fewer samples should he 
necessary. More work needs to be done to establish an optimum sampling 
rate for principal component analysis (see Chapter 6 ). The precise rates 
chosen for the different analyses, 1000, 500, and 125 may all be
extracted easily from the digitised data without further conversions from 
the analogue tape. But if a different sample ra te  were necessary, one
clear advantage of analogue magnetic tape for permanent records would 
be that exactly the same ’experiment’ can be re-run any number of times. 
This is particularly helpful in the type of project with which this thesis 
is concerned; a project which is primarily directed towards tb 
development of techniques. There is always the fear tha t by repeating the 
same experiment several times, the results will not always be quite the 
same. Are differences in the end product brought about by changes in the 
techniques under investigation, or are they simply the product of that 
natural variability which cannot be separated from biology?
4.3 TERMINOLOGY
At the heart of every automatic process involving signal analysis is 
a collection of definitions upon which the recognition of salient features 
of the signal may he based. Those definitions should take account of the 
underlying theory of the process which gives rise to the signal, the 
practical difficulties associated with signal recognition, and the purpose 
for which the analysis is being undertaken. For the ecg the process of 
establishing realistic definitions is constrained by an ignorance of the 
exact relationship between intra-cardiac events and the signal as measured 
from external surface electrodes, the limitations imposed by even the best 
of modern electronic equipment, and an ecg terminology which has 
unavoidably developed from the need to describe cardiac events in terms 
of a  two dimensional graph (amplitude and time) th a t is called the 
"electrocardiogram".
The most elementary representation of an ecg is shown in fig 4.4 - 
a noisefree waveform constructed entirely from straight lines and well 
defined angles. For many purposes it may well be sufficient. Its positive 
and negative peaks are P,Q,R,S and T, with obviously simple labels for 
the intervals -  the waveform may be described by 9 basic measurements, 
from which others can be derived: in addition there is the R-R interval.
A
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Fig.4.4 -  A Basic Definition Set for the ECG.
• The a ttrac tiv e  simplicity of this concept is marred by the fact that 
in a real ecg the angles are not well defined, lines connecting the angles 
are not straight, and unavoidable electrical noise of biological and non 
biological origin blurs any precision which the elementary waveform might 
possess. Nevertheless, it would be wrong to decry this simplistic concept. 
It does not take precision beyond the present limits of a physiological 
explanation and for many purposes, particularly in clinical comparisons 
between two signals, it is adequate.
At the opposite end of the precision scale might be fig 4.5, in 
which all the characteristics of a "normal” ecg are defined in terms of 6  
amplitudes, 5 +ve & -ve peaks, 4 intervals and 5 durations -  20 in all. 
The rarely observed U wave (between T and P) has been omitted.
RR;
ST;
QTiPQi
Fig 4.5 -  A Comprehensive Definition Set for the ECG
An alternative view is given in fig 4.6: 5 +ve & -ve peaks, 5 
amplitudes, 3 durations, and 2 segments -  15 in all. The lite ra fure 
suggests others.
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Fig 4.6 -  An Alternative Set of "Clinical” Definitions for the ECG.
For the purpose of the base or reference sta tis tics developed in 
this thesis, the following definitions have been used. They are in 
agreement with fig 4.4 and assume all the limbs of the waveform to be 
linear.
i) R-R interval: The time in milliseconds between two 
successive R peaks.
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ii) P-R interval: The time in milliseconds between the
+ve peak of a P wave and the +ve peak of the R wave in
the same complex.
iii) Q-R interval: The time in milliseconds between the
-ve peak of a Q wave and the +ve peak of the R wave in
the same complex.
iv) R-S interval. The time in milliseconds between the
+ve peak of an R wave and the -ve peak of the succeeding 
S wave in the same complex.
v) R-T interval: The time between the +ve peak of an
R wave and the +ve peak of the succeeding T wave in the
same complex.
vi) P amplitude: In millivolts, measured from the "base
line".
vii) Q amplitude. In millivolts, measured from the "base
line".
viii) R amplitude: In millivolts, measured from the 
"base line".
ix) S amplitude: In millivots, measured from the "base
line".
x) T amplitude: In millivots, measured from the "base
line".
xi) Signal noise and "electrical zero" (or base line) are 
both measured during the interval between the end of T and 
the beginning of the following P, and assume the absence of 
a U wave.
Measurements made according to these definitions may be combined 
to obtain others, e.g. PQ = PR - QR. Although the definitions of 
amplitudes have been expressed in millivolts, they are in this report 
scaled for computing convenience so as to fall within the range +-1 0 0 G. 
This in no way affects  the outcome of sta tis tical calculations, since all 
results are based on comparisons and a scaling factor is therefore of no 
significance.
Fig 4.7 -  Magnified P Wave -  where does it s ta rt and finish?
The R peak has been chosen as the principal fiducial point because
it is always present and always prominent, and since noise is 
approximately constant for the complete complex, the R peak provides the 
highest signal/noise ratio . Only lead I has been used for these sta tis tics.
The P wave is sometimes very small, and Q and S are not always visible.
The P wave duration is easy to define but particularly difficult to
measure. This wave in reality  does not have easily identifiable transitions 
a t its junctions with the base line, but approaches th a t line 
asymptotically -  the well known "threshold" problem. It needs therefore 
only a slight inaccuracy in detecting the P wave starting and finishing 
amplitudes (which would have to be set out in a "P wave duration" 
definition) to produce a substantial inaccuracy in times measured along 
the base line. This will be clear from the magnified theoretical P wave
p
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shown in fig 4.7. Whatever amplitude is established to define the s ta rt
and end of P, a slight shift of the base line, or a noise wave, would 
materially change the position along the abscissa a t which the defined 
amplitude was detected. Similar arguments may be applied to the s ta rt 
and finish of a T wave.
A smooth signal upon which all measurements could be made cannot 
be obtained directly from surface electrodes, but it can be made to 
approach this ideal by the use of filters. It is common practice to use a 
filter in ecg recordings, but there are two problems. Firstly the different
waves -  P R T etc -  which go to make up each complex, have differing 
frequency components, so tha t one filter is inadequate for the whole 
complex. Secondly, analogue and fast digital filters change the relative
time positions of signal frequency components and hence distort the 
position of positive or negative peaks. It is normal clinical practice to 
ignore both these problems, but since clinical decisions are based on a.
relatively small and imprecise written record, it is doubtful if those 
inaccuracies are of current clinical significance. But if it is the intention 
to be more precise than is now the general case, these phase distortions 
may be important.
Since it is the object of this project to suggest a new basis for 
examining the ecg with such modern techniques as are now available, no 
attem pt has been made to imitate the process of clinical interpretation, 
but rather to devise a procedure which is suited to the advantages and 
limitations of computers and statis tica l methods. To this end, and a t this 
stage, effort has been concentrated on one simple question "Is there a 
valid sta tis tical difference between two ecg recordings?".
The whole problem of definitions almost vanishes if the traditional 
view of an ecg, which trea ts  each wave of a complex separately, is 
abandoned and in its place a process is adopted which assesses the 
information content of an ecg complex as a whole. It is then possible to 
estimate the minimum number of numerical values which satisfactorily  
describe that recording. Using those few values ( 6  would seem to be 
adequate -  Chapter 5.5 and Appendix 1) a multivariate s ta tis tica l
technique can be devised which will answer the question tha t appears in 
the preceding paragraph.
4.4 DETECTION ALGORITHM (Harris Base Statistics)
The great majority of computer programmes intended for the 
analysis of ecg’s attem pt to simulate a cardiological diagnosis. Computer 
reports are prepared in clinical terms and their success or otherwise is 
all too frequently judged against a clinical opinion; not perhaps the most 
reliable scientific comparison. Whilst this approach may well satisfy some 
short term requirement to aid hard pressed cardiologists, it. suffers from 
several restrictions that inhibit the introduction of new and more
objective techniques into what has hitherto been, a t least in part, a 
subjective process.
i) Clinical terminology and definitions are designed to satisfy the 
requirements of what is a largely a descriptive science. It is necessary 
only to search a textbook of cardiology for a formal explanation for 
phrases such as "ectopic beat", to find tha t many are generalities that 
under certain not- well defined conditions, can be given a particular 
meaning. But there is no place in computer programmes for vague 
generalities; rigid specifications and definitions are the roots of a good 
programme.
ii) The ends of discussion are well served by that descriptive
terminology. Although measurements in terms of "cm of trace  deflection"
are clinically commonplace, there is for instance no equivalent of what 
statisticians would refer to as the "variance"; a vital property of the
data a t least as great in value as the mean. Variance could perhaps be 
described as the quantification of vagaries such as "about, nearly, 
approximately etc."
iii) There is no valid measure of the "information content" of an 
ecg signal and hence no measure of the "efficiency" of a diagnostic 
process. In short, how much of the potential information in its 0.1-100Hz 
bandwidth is actually used?
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However, in defence of clinical practices, an experienced opinion 
has been shown to be of value; patients and their symptoms are here, 
now, and cannot wait for changes in medical education. The use of tried 
techniques tha t are immediately available is the best th a t can be done in 
the patients’ interest. The algorithm upon which the Base S tatistics
programme -  CARDIOTEST -  is built, accepts the definitions se t out in
4.3 of this chapter and proceeds as follows (figs 10a & b are outline
flow diagrams; they omit all but the actual processes of recognition):-
1. Assume that the data is already digitised and stored in a 
computer file; the number of data points and the ADC sampling 
interval must be known.
2. Filters. It is evident from even a cursory examination of a 
normal ecg -  fig 4.8, that no detection process would operate 
satisfactorily in the absence of some form of filtering. The
problem is threefold: a) Relatively high frequency "noise" masks
important characteristics of the underlying physiological signal, b)
R and T amplitudes can be very nearly identical. Without 
removing T, R would be difficult to detect reliably and c) Q and 
S are not clearly distinguishable and need to be enhanced by the 
removal of noise, but with the preservation of the lower parts of 
the rising and falling limbs of the R wave.
To resolve these difficulties adequately involves the use of three 
separate filters — fig 4.9, whose bandwidths were chosen as:-
8.0-50Hz R wave - Data Block 1 (DB1)
0.7-15Hz P amd T wave -  Data Block (DB2)
0.7-50Hz Q and S waves -  Data Block 3 (DB3)
The selection of the limits for these bands was largely 
empirical, from repeated trials on both good and bad recordings, 
with a tendency to pay more attention to the bad than to the
" V  ^
Fig.4.8 -  Two Very D ifferent, but Normal, eeg’s
good. The 0.7Hz lower limit was la ter confirmed by Tyler and 
119Vincent , who showed th a t it removed "drift” in the baseline 
without impairing the information content of the signal. Several 
trials proved that the 8 Hz lower limit for DB1 is sufficient to 
remove T, or at least materially reduce it, without impairing the 
sharp peak of R. This empirical approach to establishing filter 
frequency limits might be criticised on the grounds th a t Power 
Spectral Densities should have been used to select the bands. 
PSD’s were tried, but unsuccessfully. The results were not clear 
cut and there was no way of indicating whether a particular 
frequency ordinate had contributions from only one, or several 
parts of the signal. The definition of a peak too is deceptively 
simple in theory and practical considerations again d ic ta te  an 
empirical approach.
The first programme operation is to create from the raw 
data file, three new files (DB1, 2 5 and 3) representing the outputs 
from the three bandpass filters (subroutine BPFIL) defined above.
L O C A T I O N  & A M P L I T U D E  o f  S I M P L E  E C G  C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S  
U S I N C  3 Z E R O  P H A S E - S H 1 F T  F I L T E R S  I N  P A R A L L E L
RAW DA TA
VaVWV
8 . 0 - 5 0 . 0  HZ
0 . 7 - 1 5 . 0  hZ
Arrplitude of:*
,'^/vzvw-v /'
0 . 7  5 0 . 0  hZ
Le*d X. Low amplitude acg from tanas sub |ect. 
Analogue Bsracwidth 230Hz. Digital ssrrpls ra ta  500/sec.
At a pulse rate  of 75/min, 400 data points will by 
this method b« reduced to 10.
Intervals 
R -P, R -Q , R -S, R -T , R -R
Amplitudes 
P, Q, R , S. T
Fig.4.9 -  Example x>f Raw Data and Outputs from the 3 Filters.
3. R Wave. The variation between max and min R amplitude in 
one recording does not normally exceed 15%, but in absolute 
terms there will be a wide variation between R wave amplitudes 
for the several subjects.
The first step is to search for the maximum value in DB1, 
the highest R peak, calculate 15% of the amplitude range and
then find all potential R waves within that amplitude window. The 
peak of each R wave is then defined as the highest value tha t is 
both preceded and succeded by 4 lower values. The amplitudes and 
times of occurrence of all such peaks in the data are stored. The 
time difference between R peaks is stored as the R-R interval.
4. T Wave. Using DB2, locate the first zero or -ve value 
following each R wave. A T wave peak is defined as the 
maximum value within the 200 data values following the R peak.
There is an additional constraint, the selected peak must have not 
less than 100 equal or lesser values following it, i.e. the T peak, 
which may be ’’flat topped”, is defined as the s ta rt of such a flat 
top. Amplitudes and time positions of the peaks are stored and 
the R-T intervals calculated and stored.
5. Q Wave. The negative peak of Q will lie within 50 ADC 
intervals (100ms) before the R peak.
Using DB3, this range is searched for a minimum value, i.e.
a point of inflexion. That value must also be less than (more -ve) 
the fourth preceding point. The amplitudes and time positions of
the -ve Q peaks are stored and the Q-R intervals calculated and
stored.
6 . S Wave. The negative peak of S will lie within 50 ADC 
intervals (100ms) afte r the R peak.
Using DB3, this range is searched for a minimum value, i.e.
a point of inflexion. That value must also be less than the fourth 
preceding point Amplitudes and time positions of the -ve S peaks
are stored and the R-S intervals calculated and stored.
7. P Wave. The positive peak of P will lie within 100 ADC
intervals (200mS) before the -ve peak of Q.
Using DB2, search that range for the point of inflexion. 
That value must be greater than the preceeding 50 points. The 
amplitudes and time positions are stored and the P-R intervals 
calculated and stored.
F a lse  Q-
DB3
Calc. £ Store 
RQ In terva l.
Store Q 
/gnp £ Time
noP in f ix  
30 po in ts  
preceding P
Calc £ Store 
HP in terva l
Fig.4.10a -  Outline Flow Diagram for Q, S and P Detection.
Peak
Detected?
S a t is f ie s  
Peak h—h 
Values?
Yes
Set up 
3 F ilte r  Data 
Blocks
Detect 
Max & Min of 
Block 1
Calculate & 
Store 
F-R Interval
S elect DB2
D etect T 
In flex ion  
T max.
Rext 100 
values 0 
or -ve?
Yes
Store T
-Amp & Tine
Calc. & Store 
RT in terva l
Fig.4.10b -  Outline Flow Diagram for R & T Detection.
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The programme also performs other funetions:-
1. Calculates an average QRS segment from all the R waves in 
the Data Block
2. Plots in a rudimentary way on the line printer as an 
approximate function of time, all the parameters which it has calculated.
3. Calculates the "descriptive statistics" -  mean, s.d. and variance -  
of each group of parameters. All these functions are standard proceedures 
which need no further description.
4.5 MICROCOMPUTER BASE STATISTICS.
The Detection and Identification algorithm is identical to th a t used 
to obtain the Harris parameters. Except for one minor assembly language 
system call -  to print the results -  this programme too is w ritten in 
Fortran. No plotting facilities were provided by the progrmme.
A Z2D Cromemco 8  bit microcomputer was used, operating under 
CDOS (similar to CP/M), with 64kBytes of memory and 2MBytes of floppy 
disc store. The processor is a Z80A running a t 4 MHz. On this machine 
there is neither hardware Floating Point arithm etic nor intrinsic Complex 
functions; it was therefore necessary to write a Complex subroutine.
Apart from hardware and compiler limitations the principal problem 
to be solved was the restrictions imposed by lack of memory -  no more 
than some 40kbytes available to the user. Each complete ecg data set 
contained approximately 16k values -  32 seconds of recorded ecg -  and 
assuming tha t all values could be expressed in 8  bits, the three F ilter 
Data Blocks would themselves require 48kBytes, even without the 
remainder of the programme. It was therefore impracticable to hold the 
filtered data in memory and so three filtered blocks were produced 
separately for each 2k data block. Thus for the 16k data set it was 
necessary to calculate, write and read, 24 sets of filtered data  -  a 
substantial I/O overhead by any standards. Accordingly, the data was read
from disc in 2 k blocks and each block processed separately; la ter all
were combined. The immediate problem then was that there was no way 
of ensuring tha t a whole number of ecg complexes appeared in each
block; a difficulty that was overcome by allowing an overlap of 512 data 
points between blocks so as to present the data as a contiguous set. 
Arrangements were made to ensure that the overlap did not result in a
complex being either processed twice or omitted from the analysis. It will 
be recalled that the object of this part of the project was to establish
the feasibility of transferring a Harris programme, without serious 
problems, to a microcomputer. It did prove possible to e ffec t the
transfer. Comparisons and discussion of the two programmes (Harris & 
Cromemco) are reported in Chapter 5.
4.6 T-TEST ON BASE STATISTICS PARAMETERS.
The most basic te st for sta tistical significance is the T test. It
takes pairs of means and using their variance as a measure of dispersion 
of the data about the mean, provides evidence to decide whether two 
recorded values are consistent with their being samples from the same 
population.
The data for these estimates were the output param eters (mean and 
variance) from the Harris Base S tatistics programme -  Table 5.1 Chapter 
5.2. Standard sta tis tica l package programmes were used. Similar estim ates 
were not calculated from the Cromemco parameters because they were no 
different from those of the Harris.
4.7 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON BASE STATISTICAL PARAMETERS.
Analysis of Variance, in this case, is a proceedure th a t tests  for
the existence of differences between the three conditions: sitting, standing
and supine, in the presence of masking due to much larger differences 
between subjects.
Standard sta tistical packages were used.
4.8; PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS
It was mentioned earlier, page 4.10, that the problems of definition 
would be diminished if each ecg complex were treated  as a whole,
without overt reference to the details of the wave form. Treating the 
signal in this way also opens a new armoury of multidimensional 
sta tistical techniques. The application of those techniques is developing
rapidly and hold the promiseo of much more powerful tests  for 
distinguishing between groups of data -  in the simplest case between
"normals" and "abnormals". One of those developing, but not novel,
methods is Principal Components. Apart from its improved separation
properties, in the case of the ecg it substantially reduces the volume of
data, to some 5% of its original size. It is included here as an
illustration of the potential advantages of introducing more sophisticated
statistics into ecg analysis, and in the hope tha t it will form a
foundation for further investigations.
The results of a preliminary investigation, on both base param eters
and raw data, using this technique are discussed in Chapter 5, and an 
outline of the theoretical background is given in Appendix 1.0. The 
programmes employed are large and in the main adapted from the IAM 
statistical library. Once again the object was to develop principles upon
which future work. might be based, rather than to produce a finished
applications programme. There is a t the moment no reasonable way in
which such large programmes could be transferred to an 8  bit
microcomputer with 64kBytes of memory, except perhaps by partitioning
and overlaying its segments. Such an arrangement might well have an
execution time of several days. Potential solutions to the problem are
discussed in Chapter 5.5
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5 .0  R ESU LTS AND D IS C U S S IO N .
5.1 INTRODUCTION.
The following comments apply to all the data used in these
experiments, the one data base being common to all programmes.
It will be clear from the several recordings appearing in Chapter 4 
tha t an ecg signal is heavily biased in a positive sense. In order to make 
maximum use of the dynamic range of both magnetic tape (+-1.4v) and 
ADC (+-9bits), the electrical zero of the source signal wras offset, in a 
negative direction, in the preamplifier between subject and tape recorder 
(Fig 4.1). On replay the analogue computer was used in a similar mannner 
to ensure that the ADC (Fig 4.2) was not overloaded. There is a conflict 
between the need to achieve maximum signal/noise ratio, which demands
tha t the tape signal shall be as large as possible, and the unpredictable 
amplitude of the source signal, which requires that the whole of the 
dynamic range should not be used. This inevitably results in a compromise
based largely on previous experience. From the point of view of
interpretation and of the validity of subsequent mathematical processes, it 
is of paramount importance that overloading should be avoided. An
overloaded FM tape produces, unlike a normal amplifier, to tally 
unpredictable outputs; an overloaded ADC produces a reflection of the 
+ve maximum signal into the negative range, and vice versa, in a manner 
which is dependent on the binary system used by the computer hardware. 
In the body of the tables of results (Tables 5.1 a-d <5c k-m) all values 
have been corrected for zero offset, i.e. all amplitudes are relative to 
the "zero" of the source ecg signal.
The precision of the output as seen in the printed tables calls for 
comment. In the main it is expressed by not less than 3 decimal places
and sometimes by as much as 3 integers + 3 decimal places; it implies 
perhaps, an accuracy which would seen to be justified neither by the 
data nor by some parts of the instrumentation -  the 52 db S/N ratio  of 
the tape recorder and a 9 bit ADC for example. But on the assumption
that errors of all kinds are random and normally distributed about the
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mean, any bias would be removed by the s ta tistica l calculations, which 
themselves do justify the additional figures. From the point of view of
programme execution time these unproductive figures are of little  
consequence in the Harris computer, because all calculations are executed
by a hardware high speed arithmetic unit, the user having no control over
the number of digits produced, only over the number of them he cares to 
print. For the future use of a microcomputer, considerations of this kind
may be crucial; they are discussed in 5.3.
The results from the experiments, and the discussion, will as far as 
possible be taken in the following order:-
1. Harris Base S tatistics
2. Harris Cromemco Comparisons
3. T test on Base S tatistics Parameters.
4. ANOVA do.
5. Principal Components do
6 . do. do. Raw Data.
5.2 HARRIS BASE STATISTICS.
In Tables la ,c  -  the computer output for two subjects under the 
same conditions -  the time position columns are in terms of ADC 
intervals, in this case 2 ms, referred to the s ta r t of the current data 
block. The next 5 columns are in arbitary amplitude units with a 
maximum of 1000 -  see 4.3. Intervals are printed in seconds. Baseline 
values are in the same units as amplitude.
The ’’BASELINE LEVEL”, with its variance and standard deviation, 
is calculated from the raw data, during the periods of approximately 
steady s ta te  between the end of T and beginning of P; it assumes tha t
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the infrequently seen U wave is absent. For each complex there is a 
separate baseline calculation, to which all measurements on tha t complex 
are referred. This proceedure minimises errors due to slow variations of 
the baseline level. The average of all baselines for any one run is 
printed as the "BASELINE LEVEL". Its standard deviation is a measure of 
"system noise" and is particularly noteworthy since it illustrates the
difficulty of detecting accurately the points of inflexion of the underlying 
biological waveform, which in the case of P, Q & S are sometimes of 
lesser amplitude than the peak-to-peak noise. The signal/noise ratio  for 
the ecg could be expressed as peak R amplitude divided by noise, i.e. 
(Ramp)/(baseline standard deviation). For the smallest recorded R wave -  
Table 5.1a -  tha t ratio would be 236.250/12.56 = 14.5 or 25 db.; whereas 
for the largest R wave observed -  Table 5.1c -  the ratio  would be 
595.72/7.72 = 38 or 38 db. Similar calculations may be made for P and T 
and as might be expected P shows the lowest S/N ratio  with T 
intermediate between P and R. This would lend support to the suggestion
that the noise is substantially constant throughout the complex, the S/N 
ratio  increasing with increasing amplitude of the individual ecg waves. It 
might be helpful to remember that "standard deviation" is equivalent to
"rms" in electrical terms. It is this noise which forces the use of filters
in almost all analytical techniques so far developed -  but see Fig. 5.13
Digital filters used here (subroutine BPFIL) are constructed by first 
decomposing the signal into its spectral components and then 
reconstructing it from only those spectral elements tha t are to form the 
passband of the filter. In this way an apparently "square" filter is 
formed; in order to avoid spurious oscillations a t its sharp edges its 
frequency response is modified to be trapezoidal in form. It has a 
uniform passband and zero phase change.
The crude graph of Table 5.1b, a plot of the data from Table 
5.1a, must be treated  with caution. Its time scale, the le ft column, is 
non linear, since although it is uniformly spaced on the graph, it 
represents the time positions of the R peaks, which have obviously non 
uniform intervals. As all measurements for one complex are plotted on the 
same horizontal line, ordinal differences between them are valid, but
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notwithstanding tha t in some eases the breathing cycle is evident, time
periodicities are in general poorly represented. Q and S have been 
omitted for reasons of clarity.
Table 5.Id is an "averaged" R wave. It is the sum of all the R
waves, and takes as its reference point the R peak of each wave. This 
is a popular neurophysiological technique for accentuating small signals in 
the presence large noise; it is successful only for repetitive small signals 
that are timelocked to a fiducial point in the average. In the case of
the ecg it might be expected to reveal such features as "notches" which 
are sometimes found on the descending RS limb. But those notches, 
although perhaps invisible in the individual complex recording, would have 
to occur a t the same time position in each wave. No such signals were 
seen. However, improvements in the averaging technique might reveal time- 
locked detail not otherwise visible. Possible improvements could include: 
normalising R amplitudes and Q-R intervals, and calculating the average 
with reference to Q or S -ve peaks. Whilst it might be possible in this 
way to demonstrate the existence of small perturbations in the R wave,
it would be much more difficult to devise a satisfactory numerical method 
for testing the hypothesis that they were real and not the product of 
chance.
Although results produced by these programmes are both more 
numerate and more objective than those to which present practice is 
accustomed, in themselves they do not provide conclusions, only evidence. 
Evidence in the form of parameters upon which, and this is the nub of 
the m atter, valid sta tis tical tests may be carried out in order to examine 
the hypothesis that two conditions, or two subjects, are from the same 
sta tistical population. It is to this question that Sections 5.4.1-3 are 
directed.
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4 5 7 6 4 6 4 6 4 6 5 8 4 6 7 0 4 7 8 8 3 1 .  3 5 2 - 1 0 2 .  1 5 9 5 7 7 .  9 6 4 - 3 5 .  8 4 8 1 7 2 .  5 1 5
5 0 4 S 5 1 1 2 5 1 2 5 5 1 3 7 5 2 5 5 3 3 .  8 2 0 - S I . 0 0 0 3 6 9 .  9 5 7 - 4 1 .  3 7 2 1 7 4 . 6 2 5
5 5 1 6 5 5 7 8 5 5 8 0 5 6 0 3 5 7 2 0 3 3 .  8 8 9 - 7 7 . 7 4 1 0e>9. 5 3 5 - 3 7 .  8 3 7 1 7 1 .  6 4 5
5 9 S 6 6 0 5 1 6 0 6 4 6 0 7 5 6 1 9 4 3 6 .  8 6 2 - 8 6 . 3 1 2 5 8 4 .  0 5 4 - 2 5 .  3 6 1 1 7 4 .  4 7 5
6 4 5 8 6 5 2 1 6 5 3 3 6 5 4 5 6 6 6 4 3 2 .  0 2 5 - 8 2 .  4 8 6 0 6 9 .  041 - 4 8 .  9 3 4 1 6 9 .  2 5 5
6 9 0 7 6 9 6 7 6 9 7 9 6 8 9 1 7 1 0 8 2 7 .  3 7 6 -SO. OS I 0 4 8 .  2 6 5 - 6 3 .  4 5 8 I 59 .  9 1 9
7 3 5 6 7 4 1 9 7 4 3 2 7 4 4 3 7 5 6 2 3 7 . 5 5 5 - 8 7 .  3 5 0 0 8 7 .  0 7 0 - 2 6 .  7 4 5 1 6 4 .  1 6 8
7  S 1 6 7 8 7 8 7 8 8 0 7 8 0 2 8 0 1 9 2 3 .  5 1 7 - 8 6 . 3 2 5 5 9 5 .  7 1 9 - 3 9 .  5 3 5 1 8 2 .  1 9 7
- MEAN 3 3 .  7 0 1 - 8 1 .  8 2 0 5 7 1 .  8 2 2 - 4 3 .  9 7 1 1 7 1 .  5 2 4
STANDARD DEVIATION 4. 8 4 4 7.  0 1 3 2 1 .  041 1 1 . 9 6 1 6 . 3 1 4
VARIANCE 2 3 .  4 6 4 4 9 .  1 8 5 4 4 2 .  7 3 4 14 3 .  0 5 5 3 9 .  8 6 3
BASELINE LEVEL -3 0 .  82 3.IQNAL VARIANCE 59. 59 STANDARD.DEVI
Subject: GBl Condition:
Lead:
E C G  A N A L Y S I S  -  T A B L E  2.
Supine
I
AMT Reel No 
Sample Rate: 
Track No: 
Start Index 
End Index
1000 + = R-R 0 =
500/sec 
07
0870 * = R amp $ =
0910
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T able  1C
MEAN Q -R -S  VALUES
— 3 0 2 .  4 4 8  
- 3 0 7 .  0 3 4  
- 1 1 1 .  3 1 0  
- 1 1 4 .  3 1 0  
- 1  3 5 .  4 4 8
— 1 2 3 .  1 0 3  
- 1 1 5 .  0 0 0  
- 1 0 4 .  3 4 5
- 9 9 .  4 1 4  
- 8 8 .  2 0 7  
- 6 7 .  5 1 7  
- 4 2 .  2 4 1  
- 6 .  5 1 7  
2 5 .  7 9 3  
5 4 .  6 5 5  
7 8 .  7 5 9  
8 8 .  4 8 3  
9 0 .  5 8 6  
9 4 .  8 9 7  
1 0 2 .  1 3 8  
1 0 0 .  0 3 4  
9 6 .  7 5 9  
8 3 .  8 6 2  
5 6 .  2 7 6
11 .  6 9 0  
- 4 4 . 8 2 8  
- 8 2 .  6 2 1  
- 1 0 3 .  4 4 8  
- 1 2 3 .  4 8 3  
- 1 4 2 . 3 4 5  
- 1 5 3 .  4 8 3  
- 1 5 2 .  5 8 6  
- 1 4 6 .  4 1 4  
- 1 4 3 .  4 8 3
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5.3 HARRIS-MICROCOMPUTER BASE STATISTICS COMPARISON.
The results from the Cromemco are given in Tables 5.1k,l,m. They 
are from the same data set and although presented in a different format, 
are directly comparable with Tables la ,c ,d . In view of the very great 
disparity in size and power between every characteristic of the two 
machines, the microcomputer sta tis tica l results are commendably close to 
those of the Harris. There are two single digit discrepancies between the 
two sets of results for PQRS & T locations, and of course correspondigly 
few differences between the two sets of intervals. There are apparently 
small random differences between the two groups of amplitude 
measurements. That they are indeed random is supported by the similarity 
between means and s.d’s for corresponding waves in the two groups. Those 
differences are almost certainly due to arithm etic processes; one machine 
with full 24 bit hardware floating point and intrinsic complex functions, 
the other with no hardware arithm etic, no intrinsic complex functions and 
all arithmetic executed by software with unknown rounding and truncation 
errors. The very substantial price paid for this satisfactory accuracy 
comparison is a greatly increased execution time; from less than 15 
minutes for the Harris, to more than four hours for the Cromemco. There 
is however, much that can be done to improve m atters for the 
microcomputer.
It will be remembered that the object of this part of the project 
was to transfer the programmes from the Harris to the Cromemco. This 
has been done successfully, but to reduce the microcomputer execution 
time to an acceptable value a different programming strategy  has to be 
adopted:-
1. A much closer examination of the real accuracy needs, rather 
than desires, is essential. A lowering of precision, particularly in 
repetitive sta tistical calculations, could make a major contribution to the 
reduction of execution time.
2. There are almost certainly many places where integer arithm etic
could replace floating point operations. As an example, division of an 
integer by a binary number (e.g.64) could be executed by a "shift" 
instruction in approximately 1  microsecond, but in floating point software 
such a division would probably cost several milliseconds; not perhaps
important for a single instruction, but when tha t instruction appears
within a loop it could occupy a considerable time.
3. Precalculated look-up tables for approximated trignometric
functions, instead of using precise software calculations, may provide 
sufficient accuracy with substantial saving in time.
4. The Spectral Component filter is a major user of time. This 
ideal filter may be closely approximated by a much more efficient digital 
filter serving the sta tistica l purpose equally well.
5. Much greater use of assembly language programming would
undoubtedly increase programme speed and would also save valuable 
memory space; both a t the expense of increased time in programme 
preparation.
472 530 545 555 697
1 029 1091 1105 1117 1254
1575 1632 1648 1660 1803
2 1 2 2 2184 2199 2 2 1 1 2353
2690 2752 2766 2775 2920
3254 3315 3328 3340 3483
3797 3850 3865 3878 4021
4 338 4397 4408 4422 4566
4873 4937 4949 4962 5103
5424 5477 5495 5505 5649
5958 6015 6029 6039 6180
6497 6555 6574 6587 6728
7065 7126 7140 7149 7293
7632 7689 7706 7717 7861
8197 8259 8271 8282 8425
8771 8833 . 8848 8858 9000
9360 9421 9431 9444 9588
9939 9996 10009 1 0 0 2 1 10166
10496 10555 10568 10578 10722
1 1 054 1 1 1 1 1 11125 11138 11284
1 1 590 11651 • 11664 11676 11819
1 2 145 12209 1 2 2 2 2 12232 12374
12709 12772 12784 12798 12937
13274 13333 13347 13358 13502
13824 13884 13903 13913 14051
14 389 14443 14462 14475 14618
14 955 15017 15030 15044 15182
15499 15560 15572 15583 15728
16051 16112 16128 16139 16278
AVPLI TUDES
P Q R S T
40 .8 4 2 - 2 3 . 235 2 1 1 .0 9 2 - 4 5 . 9 8 6 147, .719
52 . 823 - 3 5 . 906 2 1 4 . 7 8 0 - 7 1 . 0 4 3 143. .300
40 .7 33 - 3 4 . 24 7 1 8 0 . 8 0 8 - 7 6 . 4 2 1 134, .457
49 .327 - 2 4 . 342 2 1 2 . 0 8 2 - 4 5 . 9 5 2 138. .626
47 . 40 3 - 1 6 . 297 2 1 1 . 8 2 6 - 6 7 . 3 5 8 134, .902
48 . 0 0 2 - 2 7 . 158 2 1 8 . 3 4 3 - 5 4 . 9 9 4 145. .783
37 .2 16 - 2 5 . 717 1 7 9 . 2 0 3 - 5 3 . 3 0 7 146. . 0 2 2
46 . 1 1 0 - 3 6 . 905 2 0 0 . 5 2 1 - 5 0 . 2 0 9 143, ,325
48 .933 - 3 5 . 8 8 6 2 3 0 . 0 7 3 . - 4 3 . 6 9 6 140. .019
47 . 83 0 - 2 9 . 256 2 2 8 . 3 0 8 - 4 2 . 6 3 9 141.. 864
29 . 86 3 - 4 3 . 2 2 2 1 7 4 . 9 0 9 - 8 4 . 1 6 8 151.,250
49 .037 - 8 . 52 8 2 1 7 . 8 4 5 - 3 8 . 8 0 3 146. .038
50 .081 - 2 9 . 427 2 1 9 . 3 6 4 - 5 8 . 4 1 7 144. ,464
42 .599 - 2 8 . 739 2 1 0 . 2 8 4 - 8 3 . 6 2 9 136. .707
47 . 75 8 - 9 . 775 2 0 8 . 8 8 1 - 6 8 . 0 0 1 144. .320
48 .623 - 2 9 . 231 2 1 1 . 2 8 4 - 8 0 . 5 1 5 139, .787
54 . 28 9 - 1 5 . 749 2 0 3 . 4 5 3 - 7 9 . 1 9 8 152. ,386
42 .361 . - 3 5 . 392 1 8 3 . 3 9 0 - 7 1 . 8 6 3 141. , 738
46 .44  6 - 2 6 . 293 2 0 3 . 2 8 6 - 4 3 . 8 2 4 155. ,730
49 .477 - 4 8 . 883 1 9 7 . 6 0 5 - 7 3 . 6 0 7 131. . 2 2 2
42 .4  92 - 3 8 . 137 1 9 3 . 4 5 6 - 7 0 . 3 4 2 148. .017
48 .052 - 3 6 . 366 2 4 0 . 9 4 6 - 3 3 . 2 8 8 151. ,439
45 .882 - 3 7 . 275 2 2 2 . 1 6 7 - 7 8 . 5 2 6 144. ,047
49 . 346 - 3 4 . 225 1 7 8 . 8 9 6 - 8 0 . 1 3 5 151.,651
38 . 683 - 6 . 190 2 1 4 . 5 0 2 - 7 5 . 3 3 0 136. ,998
49 . 647 - 1 9 . 931 2 0 6 . 9 2 4 - 7 0 . 3 0 2 145. .756
44 .8 12 - 4 3 . 959 2 0 8 . 4 8 7 - 7 8 . 1 8 3 139. ,182
40 .413 - 3 9 . 368 1 7 7 . 9 5 2 - 6 5 . 2 9 3 159. .838
46 .1 77 - 2 3 . 753 2 0 5 . 7 0 9 - 6 4 . 9 3 2 145. ,657
PfigG 5.11 
T a b l e . IK
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Table  lL
INTERVALS
P-R Q-R R-S R-T R-R
. 146 ' . 0 3 0 . 0 2 0 .304 1 . 1 2 0
. 15 2 . 0 2 8 . 0 2 4 .298 1 . 0 8 6
.146 . 0 32 .024 .3 1 0 1 . 1 0 2
. 1 5 4 . 0 3 0 . 024 . 30 8 1 . 1 3 4
.152 . 0 2 8 . 0 1 8 .308 1 . 1 2 4
. 14 8 . 0 2 6 . 02 4 .3 10 1 . 0 7 4
. 136 . 0 3 0 . 026 .312 1 . 0 8 6
. 1 4 0 . 0 2 2 . 0 2 8 .3 16 1 . 0 8 2
.152 . 0 2 4 . 026 .308 1 . 0 9 2
. 1 42 . 0 3 6 . 0 2 0 . 308 1 . 0 6 8
.142 . 0 2 8 . 0 2 0 .302 1 . 0 9 0
. 15 4 . 0 3 8 . 0 2 6 .308 1 . 1 3 2
. 150 . 0 2 8 . 01 8 .306 1 .1 3 2
. 1 48 . 0 3 4 . 0 2 2 . 31 0 1 . 1 3 0
. 148 . 02 4 . 0 2 2 . 308 1 . 1 5 4
. 1 5 4 . 0 3 0 . 0 2 0 . 3 04 1 . 1 6 6
.142 . 0 2 0 . 026 .314 1 . 1 5 6
. 1 4 0 . 0 2  6 . 0 2 4 .314 1 . 1 1 8
.144 . 0 2 6 . 0 2 0 . 308 1 .1 1 4
. 1 42 . 0 2 8 . 0 2 6 .3 18 1 . 0 7 8
. 148 . 0 2 6 .024 . 310 1 . 1 1 6
. 154 . 0 2 6 . 0 2 0 . 304 1 . 1 2 4
. 1 50 . 0 2 4 . 0 2 8 .306 1 . 1 2 6
. 1 4 6 . 0 2 8 . 0 2 2 . 3 10 1 . 1 1 2
. 1 58 . 0 3 8 . 0 2 0 . 296 1 . 1 1 8
. 1 4 6 . 0 3 8 . 0 2 6 . 312 1 . 1 3 6
.1 5 0 . 0 2 6 . 0 2 8 .304 1 . 0 8 4
. 1 4 6 . 0 2 4 . 0 2 2 . 312 1 . 1 1 2
. 1 54 . 032 . 0 2 2 . 300 0 . 0 0 0
AMPLITUDES
P Q R S T
MEAN 4 5 . 6 9 8  - 2 9 . 0 8 2  2 0 5 . 7 3 7  - 6 3 . 7 9 2  1 4 4 . 2 1 5
STANDARD DEVIATION 5 .1 1 9  1 0 . 7 2 5  1 6 . 8 6 1  1 5 . 2 1 7  6 . 5 6 6
VARIANCE 2 6 . 2 0 4  1 1 5 . 0 2 4  2 8 4 . 2 9 6  2 3 1 . 5 7 0  4 3 . 1 1 3
INTERVALS
.P-R Q-R R-S R-T R-R
MEAN . 147 7 . 0286 .0231 . 3 0 7 9 1 . 1 1 3 1
STANDARD DEVIATION . 0053 . 004 7 . 00 30 . 005 1 . 0 2 5 8
VARIANCE . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 * . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 07
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Table  1M
BL
- 1 9 . 0 1 0 4
C A R D I O T E
R E S U L T S
BLVAR 
1 4 7 . 8 0 8 6
MEAN Q-R-S
- 1 0 2 . 4 4 8
- 1 0 7 . 0 3 5
-1 1 1 .3 1 0
- 1 1 4 . 3 1 0
- 1 1 5 . 4 4 8
- 1 2 3 . 1 0 3
- 1 1 5 . 0 0 0
- 1 0 4 . 3 4 5
- 9 9 . 4 1 4
- 8 8 . 2 0 7
- 6 7 . 5 1 7
- 4 2 . 2 4 1
- 6 . 5 1 7
2 5 . 7 9 3
5 4 . 6 5 5
7 8 . 7 5 9  
8 8 . 4 8 3  
9 0 . 5 8 6  
9 4 . 8 9 7
1 0 2 . 1 3 8
1 0 0 . 0 3 5
9 6 . 7 5 9  
8 3 . 8 6 2  
5 6 . 2 7 6
1 1 . 6 9 0
- 4 4 . 8 2 8
- 8 2 . 6 2 1
- 1 0 3 . 4 4 8
- 1 2 3 . 4 8 3
- 1 4 2 . 3 4 5
- 1 5 3 . 4 8 3
- 1 5 2 . 5 8 6
- 1 4 6 . 4 1 4
- 1 4 3 . 4 8 3
T
BLSTD
1 2 . 1 5 7 7
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5.3.1 PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ON A MICROCOMPUTER.
The results presented in 5.5 suggest tha t the m ultivariate technique 
of Principal Components could make a major contribution to the 
improvement of discrimination between ecg’s from different sources; could 
these programmes too be transferred successfuly to a microcomputer? 
Although a t the moment that is impracticable, there is every reason to 
suppose that it will shortly be possible to transfer these programmes also 
to a much smaller machine.
Only two serious problems present themselves a) the lack of 
sufficient memory and b) the absence of a hardware floating point 
arithmetic unit. The former is the more important since the actual 
production of the principal components themselves, from a suitably large 
data base, is not so critically dependent upon speed; it has to be done 
only when a new data base is created. Speed is much more important in 
the execution of final sta tistical programmes, the output from which may 
form part of a diagnostic decision. These final programmes, in which data 
areas are relatively small, estimate the characteristics of data from a 
new subject/patient, in terms of previousy established principal 
components. MANOVA programmes (see 5.5) are large; they too aw ait the 
introduction of more sophisticated microcomputers.
Already, 16 bit microcomputers with several megabytes of memory, 
running under UNIX (or a UNIX look-alike) are available commercially. It 
is expected that virtual memory management will be available before the 
end of the year, and prototype floating point hardware is now on trial. 
Fortran 77, which includes complex intrinsic functions, is commercially 
available. The speed of large mathematical programmes may readily be 
increased by two or three orders of magnitude by a combination of 
microcomputer and micro array processor. Such combinations are already 
on tria l and would open the door to real time processing of the kind of 
data with which this project is concerned.
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5.4 INTRODUCTION TO THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF ECG DATA
The data analysed is a set of ECG samples from 8  subjects in 3 
conditions. 5.4.1 presents results from the univariate analysis of the base 
parameters. The variation of each parameter over subject and condition is 
considered separately. T-tests only allow paired comparisons of mean (e.g. 
does the mean for a particular subject differ between 2 conditions?). The 
analysis of variance (ANOVA — 5.4.2) of all the data reveals any
systematic subject or condition effects present (are the variations from 
subject to subject or from condition to condition significantly greater than 
some measure of background variation?). The indication by the univariate 
tests  of significant differences does not imply that "different" sets may 
be easily distinguished. The overlapping of "different" sets and the obvious 
correlations between parameters suggested the principal component analysis
reported in 5.4.3.
The principal components in 5.4.3 are uncorrelated linear
combinations of the parameters used in 5.4.1. Thus each of the
parameters is present, to a greater or lesser extent, in each of the 
components. However, the concentration of information into the first few 
components was less than anticipated, with a correspondingly smaller
improvement in the separation of sample sets gained by using components
rather than the individual parameters.
Clearly the raw data contains more information than the base 
parameters, whose main virtue is their familiarity to clinicians. 5.5 
estimates principal components of ECG waveforms extracted from the raw
data. The components contain shape information in addition to that
specifying the restricted  set of amplitudes and intervals comprising the 
base parameters. Even after discarding information by sampling the raw
data a t a quarter of the ra te  used in 5.4.1 and 5.4.3, the discriminatory 
power of the components in 5.5 are significantly enhanced. 5.5.1 warns 
about drawing too strong conclusions from so small a data base.
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5.4.1 T TEST ON BASE STATISTICS PARAMETERS.
Univariate sta tis tical tests were performed on 10 parameters, as 
defined in 4.3 and estimated in 5.2: amplitudes of P, Q, R, S, T; 
intervals PR, QR, RS, RT, RR. Data were available for 8  subjects and 3 
conditions (seated, supine and standing). Each subject/condition combination 
was represented by 16 seconds of data, yielding between 1 2  and 2 2
complete ECG waveforms.
The simplest te st used was the T-test, capable of showing
significant differences between subject/condition combinations. Thus, for 
each parameter, it was possible to detect differences in the different
conditions of one subject, or differences between subjects. T -test results 
for two subjects are shown in table 5.2.
The only parameter which is significantly d ifferent (at the 9596
level) for each subject/condition combination is the RR-interval. However, 
there is considerable overlapping of conditions and subjects, despite 
significant differences in means. No parameter is a good group 
discriminator, i.e. no single parameter would have a high success ra te  a t 
classifying future unknown observations into the correct subject/condition 
class. Amid the confusion in table 5.2, it is apparent tha t inter-subject 
differences exceed inter-condition.
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Table 5.2. Paired comparisons using the T -test.
Tu.10 subjects: A and B.
Three conditions1 1 (sitting); 2 (supine); 3 (standing). 
* indicates a siGr.i*icant difference at the 95% level.
AMPLITUDES
p
A j B 
1 2  3 j 1 2 3
1
A 2 
3
-  -  * 
.* * -
-  * * 
-  * -  
* A A
1
B 2 
3
-  -  ■k 
k k k  
. * -  *
-  A * 
* -  -  
* * .-[
Q
1
A 2 .
3
-  -  *
T -  * 
* * _
j * k  k  
k k k  
k  k  -
1
B 2 
3
k k k  
k  k.  k  
* £ _
— * k  
k  k  
k  k  -
R
1
A 2 
3
— * * 
* — * 
* * _
* _ _
k k k
k k k
1
B 2 
3
* * * 
— k  k  
~  k  k
-  * -  
* _ _
S
1
A 2 
3
-  -  * 
-  -  *
k  k  _
k k k  
k  k  k  
k k k
1
B 2 
3
k k k  
k k k  
k  k  k
T “ T
T
1
A 2 
3
-  * * 
* -  * 
* * -
k  — k  
k  k  -  
* * *
1
B 2 
3
----------
* A *
-  * *
* -  *
i
-  * * 
* -  * 
* * -
INTERVALS
P-R
A
1 2  3
B
1 2  3
1
A 2 
3
-  *  
-  -  * 
*  * -
k  k  k  
k  k  k  
k k k
1
B 2 
3
k k k
k k k
k k k
_ _ k  
-  -  k
k  k  -
Q-R
1
A 2 
3
.
k  k  k  
k  k  k  
k  k  k
1
B 2 
3
k k k  
k k k  
k  k  k
R-S
1
A 2
. . .  . 3 .
_  _  * 
-  . -  * 
k  k  —
*. * _  
-  * -
k  k  k
1
B 2 
3
k  -  k  
k k k  
-  -  *
' ■
_  k  -  
* -  * 
-  * -
R-T
1
A 2 
3
_  _  * 
-  -  * 
* k  —
-  -  * 
-   ^ X
k k k
1
B 2 
3
-  -  k
-  k  k  
*  *  *
_ *  *  
k  -  k  
k  k  —
i  ;  
R-R
1
A 2 
3
-  k  k  
k  -  * 
k  k  —
■
k k k  
k  k  k  
k k k
1
B 2 
3
k k k
k k k
k k k
_ * * 
* -  * 
k  k  —
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Differences within the group of n o r m a l  subjects are less interesting 
than systematic differences between the 3 conditions. The T -test, 
restricted to paired comparisons, is useless as an indicator of such global 
effects. Analysis of variance allows the removal of subject effects  when 
testing for systematic differences in mean over condition.
5.4.2 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON BASE STATISTICS PARAMETERS.
ANOVA was performed on each of the base param eters for the 
sample of 8  subjects in 3 conditions. Each parameter is assumed to have 
a model of the form:
P .M = C. + S. + CS.. + e... ijk l j ij ijk
where C. is the condition effect (i=l,2,3), S  ^ is the subject e ffect 
(j=l,2,...,8), CS.. is the conditionx subject interaction, and e.., is the
error. The number . of replications for a condition/subject (ij) combination, 
indexed by k, varies from 12 to 22. ANOVA assumes the e . ^  are 
independent normal variates with zero means and equal variances.
Inferences about effect means are most sensitive to the assumption
of independence. Unfortunately, this assumption is violated for most of
the parameters within each ij combination. For example, within any run,
RR values are serially correlated through the influence of respiration.
Therefore, the ANOVA tests in table 5.3 use the interaction term CS to
assess the significance of C. The sensitivity of ANOVA results to the
normality and variance equality of errors is shown in table 5.4. The Box-
116Cox power transforms stabilize error variance, which differs widely in 
the original measurements due to R variation between subjects, and ensure 
that errors conform more closely to the normal distribution. The 
significance level for the C effect is unchanged by the transforms.
As differences between subjects (different Sj) were obvious, only 
the C effect is tested in tables 5.3(1-11) to find evidence tha t C ^ t c ^
and Cg are not all equal. Systematic condition effects were found for 
parameters R, S, T, PR, RS, RT and RR.
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Table 7 . 2 .  Means and ANOVA r e s u l t s  fo r  th e  c l i n i c a l  parameters
1.  P ampli tude
Means over 16 second b lock s
C ondi t ion (C)
Mean
S i t t i n g Supine Standing
1 31 .53 30 .65 3 6 .8 6 33 .01
2 34 .08 2 2 .50 2 7 .6 3 28 .07
3 29.49 22 .26 2 6 .77 26 .17
S ubject
(S)
4 31 .64 3 0 .37 30 .79^ 30 .93
5 43.84 4 4 .31 4 4 .9 0 44 .35
6 29 .84 31 .16 * 2 5 .0 4 28 .68
7 46.67 45 .3 0 4 3 .3 3 4 5 .1 0
8 37 .06 27 .03 3 1 . 8 3 ^ 31.97
Mean 35 .52 3 1 .70 33 .39 33 .54
1* i n d i c a t e s  a m is s in g  v a l u e  e s t im a te d  by 
B a r t l e t t ’ s method
Adjusted AITOVA t a b l e
Source s s DF MS Error term F Value Prob
C 58.59 2 29.30 CS 2.584 0.1138
S 1091.00 7 155.90
CS 136.10 12 11.34
No s y s t e m a t i c  C e f f e c t
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2.  Q ampli tude
Means over  16 second b lo c k s
Condi t ion (C)
Mean
S i t t i n g Supine Standing
1 - 4 8 . 8 9 - 4 2 . 9 9 - 5 1 . 8 2 - 4 7 . 9 0
2 - 8 1 . 8 2 - 6 0 . 6 1 - 3 4 . 1 2 - 5 8 .8 5
3 - 7 8 .1 4 - 4 7 . 9 9 -4 9 . 6 6 -5 8 .5 9
Subjec t
(S)
4 - 1 3 . 2 3 - 1 2 . 1 9 - 3 2 . 6 5 - 1 9 .3 6
5 - 5 7 . 9 3 - 5 6 . 0 5 - 4 7 . 1 1 -5 3 . 7 0
6 -  7 .46 -  6 .0 6 -  9 .2 7 -  7 .6 0
7 - 2 7 . 9 8 - 3 6 . 7 9 - 2 7 . 9 5 - 3 0 .9 1
8 - 3 4 . 0 1 - 2 9 . 4 4 - 3 2 . 9 8 - 3 2 .1 5
Mean - 4 3 .6 8 - 3 6 . 5 2 - 3 5 . 7 0 . -3 8 .63
ANOVA t a b l e
Source SS DF MS Error term F Value Prob
C 4771 2 2386' CS 1.169 0 .3 3 5 2
S 118500 7 16930
CS 28560 14 2040
No s y s t e m a t i c  C e f f e c t
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3 .  R amplitude
' Means over 16 second b lo c k s
Condit ion (C)
Mean
S i t t i n g Supine Standing
1 556 .5 438 .6 5 1 0 .8 502 .0
2 57 1 .3 3 43 .0 357 .7 4 2 4 .0
3 778.7 52 6 .4 6 1 7 .0 640 .7
Subject
(S)
4 3 47 .2 251 .7 3 0 3 .4 3 0 0 .8
5 4 2 7 .0 393 .7 356 .6 392 .4
6 ■188.4 163 .5 155 .5 169.1
7 208 .2 268 .9 2 1 1 .4 229 .5
• 8 294 .7 194 .8 119 .3 202 .9
Mean 421 .5 322 .6 3 2 9 .0 357 .7
ANOVA t a b l e
Source ss DF MS Error Term F Value Prob
C 757600 2 378800 CS 7.039 0.0073 **
S 8605000 7 1229000
CS 753500 14. 53820
Systematic C e f fe c t  present (P<0.01) :
R (S it t in g )  > R (Supine, Standing)
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4.  S amplitude
Means over  16 second b lo ck s
C ondi t ion (C)
Mean
S i t t i n g Supine Standing
1 - 1 0 9 . 4 8 -  8 6 .1 8 - 1 1 5 .9 3 -1 0 3 .8 7
2 -  4 4 . OS -  3 8 .2 0 -  37 .74 -  40 .01
3 -  71 .75 ~ 5 9 .7 0 -  63 .12 -  64 .86
Subjec t
(S)
4 - 1 0 1 . 5 2 -  9 1 .9 6 - 1 8 2 .3 6 - 1 2 5 .2 8
5 - 1 4 8 . 0 0 -12.2.71 - 1 7 1 .0 9 -1 4 7 .2 7
6 - 1 4 5 .6 7 - 1 0 2 . 0 6 -1 4 6 .4 6 - 1 3 1 .4 0
7 -  5 6 .3 8 -  18 .81 -  42 .22 -  39 .14
• 8 -1 4 3 .4 9 -  92 .4 3 - 2 0 9 .8 5 - 1 4 8 .5 9
Mean -1 0 2 .5 4 -  76 .51 -1 2 1 .1 0 - 1 0 0 .0 5
ANOVA t a b l e
Source SS DF MS Error term F Value Prob
C 124000 2 62000 CS 7 .383 0 .0 0 6 2  **
S 684600 7 97800
CS 117600 14 8398
Systematic C e f f e c t  present (P<0.01) :
Q (Supine) < Q (S it t in g ,  Standing)
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T amplitude
Keans over  16 second b lock s
Condi t ion (C)
Mean
S i t t i n g Supine Standing
1 2 25 .03 185.02 214.38 208.14
2 170 .73 116 .03 81 .96 122.91
3 127 .67 8 9 .22 86.05 100.98
Subject
(S)
4 1 10 .3 0 7 9 . A5 55 .50 81.75
5 7 5 .02 51 .6 1 54 .85 60.49
6 8 3 .8 8 63 .69 57 .29 68.29
7 143 .28 1 36 .53 139 .79 139.87
8 123 .22 79 .39 64 .71 89.11
Mean 132 .39 100.12 94 .32 108.94
ANOVA t a b l e
Source SS DF MS Error Term F Value Prob
C 104000 2 52000 CS 14.270 0 .0004  ***
S 750200 7 107200
CS 51020 14 3644
Systematic C e f f e c t  present (P<0.001) :
T (S it t in g )  > T (Supine, Standing)
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6, PR interval
Pag
Means over  16 second b lo c k s  (seconds)
Condit ion (C)
Mean
S i t t i n g Supine Standing
1 0 .1146 0 .1113 0.1147 0 .1136
2 0 .1535 0 .1449 0 .1353 0 .1452
3 0 .1321 0 .1334 0.1303 0 .1320
S ubject
(S)
4 0 .1 2 8 6 0 .1277 0 .1213 0.1259
5 0 .1217 0 .1272 0 .1227 0 .1239
6 0 .1151 0 .1158 0.1115 0 .1141
7 0 .1 4 7 2 0 .1504 0 .1430 0 .1469
8 0 .1499 0 .1549 0 .1359 0.1469
Mean 0 .1 3 3 1 0 .1332 0 .1269 0 .1310
ANOVA t a b le
Source ss DF MS Error term F Value Prob
C 0.003251 2 0.0016250 CS 5.161 0.0201 *
S 0.063640 7 0.0090920
CS 0.004409 14 0.0003149
Systematic C e f f e c t  present (P<0.05) :
PR (Standing) < PR (S it t in g ,  Supine)
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7.  QR i n t e r v a l
Means over  16 second b lo c k s  ( seconds)
C ond i t ion (C)
Mean
S i t t i n g Supine Standing
1 0 .02906 0 .02933 0 .02863 0 .02901
2 0 .0 2 5 2 0 0.025A3 0 .02333 0 .02465
3 0 .03156 0 .0 3 1 0 0 0.03105 0 .03120
Subject
(S)
4 0 .03271 0 .03267 0 .03086 0 .03208
5 0 .0 2 5 5 3 0 .02633 0 .02482 0 .02556
6 0.0.4053 0.03217 0 .03863 0 .03711
7 0 .02917 0.03044 0 .02471 0 .02811
8 0 .03025 0 .02750 0-.02253 0 .02676
Mean 0 .0 3 0 5 0 0 .02936 0 .02807 0 .02931
AMOVA t a b l e
Source SS DF MS Error term F Value Prob
C 0.0003657  2 0 .00018280 CS 2 .367 0 . 1 2 7 2
S 0 .0053680  7 0 .00076690
CS 0.0010810  14 0.00007723
No s y s t e m a t i c  C e f f e c t
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8.  RS in te r v a l -
Means over  16 second b lo ck s  ( secon d s)
C ondi t ion (C)
Mean
S i t t i n g Supine Standing
1 0 .03106 0 .03400 0 .02063 0 .02856
2 0 .0 2 4 5 3 0 .03157 0 .02322 0 .02644
3 0 .0 3 1 3 3 0.03189 0.02916 0 .03079
Subj e c t  
(S)
4 0 .02143 0 .02300 0 .02000 0 .02148
5 0 .03047 0 .03189 0 .02818 0 .03018
6 0 .0 2 0 5 3 0 .02133 0 .01988 0 .02058
7 0 .02317 0 .03844 0.02586 0 .02916
8 0 .02075 0 .02113 .0 .0 1 9 3 7 0 .02041
Mean 0 .0 2 5 4 1 0 .02916 0.02329 0 .02595
ANOVA t a b le
Source SS DF MS Error term F Value Prob
C 0.002183 2 0 .0010920 CS 6 .6 3 3 0 . 0 0 9 0  **
S 0 .006404 7 0 .0009148
CS 0.002304 14 0 .0001646
Systematic C e f f e c t  present (PcO.Ol) :
RS (Supine) > RS (S it t in g ,  Standing)
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9.  RT i n t e r v a l
Means over 16 second b lo ck s  ( secon d s)
C ondit ion (C)
Mean
S i t t i n g Supine Standing
1 0 .2 3 5 2 0.2411 0 .2231 0 .2331
2 0 .2 6 0 3 0 .2710 0 .2458 0 .2 5 9 0
3 0 .2 2 0 3 0 .2243 0 .2114 0 .2187
Subjec t
(S)
4 0 .2709 0.2657 0 .1969 0 .2445
5 0 .2 3 9 5 0 .2306 0 .2120 0 .2274
6 0 .2573 0 .2598 0 .2335 0 .2 5 0 2
7 0 .3077 0 .2993 0 .2966 0 .3 0 1 2
8 0 .2445 0.2511 0 .2070 0 .2 3 4 2
Mean 0 .2545 0 .2554 0 .2283 0 .2 4 6 0
AKOVA t a b l e
Source SS DF MS Error term F v a lu e Prob
C 0.05857 2 0 .029280 CS 11 .972 0 . 0 0 0 9  ***
S 0 .2 1 4 8 0 7 0 .030690
CS 0 .03425 14 0.002446 *
Systematic C e f f e c t  present (P<0.001) :
RT (Standing) < RT (S it t in g ,  Supine)
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10. RR in terv a l
Pag
Means over  16 second b lo ck s  ( seconds)
Condit ion (C)
Mean
S i t t i n g Supine Standing
1 0 .8 6 6 1 0 .9429 0 .7931 0 .8 6 7 4
2 0 .9391 0 .9819 0 .7889 0 .9 0 3 3
3 0 .8 0 1 1 0 .8339 0 .8043 0 .8131
S ubject
(S)
4 1 .0311 1 .0938 0 .6687 0 .9 3 1 2
5 0 .8568 0 .7908 0 .6954 0 .7 8 1 0
6 0 .9621 1 .0127 0 .7460 0 .9069
7 1.1002 1.0549 1.0344 1 .0632
8 0 .9169 0 .9243 0 .6236 0 .8216
Mean 0 .9342 0 .9544 0 .7693 0 .8 8 6 0
ANOVA t a b l e
Source SS DF MS Error term F Value Prob
C 2 .548 2 1 .27400 CS 13.238 0 .0 0 0 6  ***
S 2 .549 7 0 .36410
CS 1.347 14 0 .09624
System atic C e f fe c t  present (PcO.OOI) :
RR (Standing) < RR (S it t in g , Supine)
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Table 7 . 3 .  Robustness  o f  ANOVA to Box-Cox power transforms
Means o f  R-amplitude with  Box-Cox transform
Condit ion  (C)
Mean
S i t t i n g Supine Standing
1 4 5 .18 39.89 4 3 .20 4 2 .7 6
2 4 5 .8 0 35 .04 35 .83 3 8 .8 9
3 5 3 .8 1 43 .89 47 .68 4 8 .4 6
Subj e c t  
(S) 4 35 .27 29 .73 32 .84 32 .6 1
5 39 .33 37.68 35.77 37 .59
6 25 .45 23 .57 22 .94 2 3 .9 9
7 26 .86 30 .80 *27 .08 2 8 .2 5
8 32 .33 25.91 19.85 2 6 .0 3
Mean 38 .00 33 .31 33 .15 3 4 .8 2
ANOVA t a b l e
Source SS DF MS . Error term F Value Prob
C 121.7 2 60 .830 CS 6 .6 6 4 0 . 0 0 8 9  **
s 1548 .0 7 221 .100
. CS 127 .8 14 9 .128
The transform i l l u s t r a t e d  i s  th a t  member o f  the  Box-Cox c l a s s  
of power transforms which maximised the d is crep a n cy  i n  
p r o b a b i l i t y  l e v e l  w i th  the raw data (0 .0073  **)
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5.4.3 PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS OF THE BASE PARAMETERS.
Component analysis is motivated by high correlations within the 
parameter set and the failure of individual parameters to allow clean 
discrimination between conditions. Each wave complex is represented by 
the 10-vector: (P,Q,R,S,T,PR,QR,RS,RT,RR) The data set is identical to
tha t used in 5.4.1, resulting in the covariance matrix:
P Q R S T PR QR RS. RT
p 1 . 0 0
Q - 0 . 1 4 1 . 0 0
R 0 . 1 8 - 0 . 7 6 1 . 0 0
S 0 . 3 5 - 0 . 2 3 0 . 3 6 1 . 0 0
T 0 . 2 5
COCOo1 0 . 4 4 0 . 3 8 1 . 0 0
PR 0 . 0 6 - 0 . 2 1 - 0 . 0 7 0 . 4 3 0 . 0 0 1 . 0 0
QR - 0 . 0 3 o U) -fcr - 0 . 0 5 - 0 . 0 6 - 0 . 0 4 - 0 . 3 1 1 . 0 0
RS 0 . 3 3 - 0 . 4 9 0 . 4 9 0 . 3 7 0 . 1 8 - 0 . 0 1 - 0 . 1 6 1 . 0 0
RT 0 . 4 7 0 . 2 5 - 0 . 3 2 0 . 5 8 0 . 2 7 0 . 4 1 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 6 1 . 0 0
RR 0 . 4 7 0 . 2 4 - 0 . 1 3 0 . 6 0 0 . 3 4 0 . 3 1 0 . 1 8 0 . 1 1 0 . 8 7
The principal components are specified by the eigenvectors of this 
matrix, given in table 5.5. Note that, despite the high correlations 
evident in the covariance matrix, there is no dramatic data compression 
in the component space: 4 of the 10 components are needed to e x p la in  
80% of the variance; 6  are heeded to exceed 90%. The 1st component
(32% of variance) is not dominated by particular param eters. All
parameter weightings are negative except for Q, which usually has a 
different sign from other amplitudes, and QR, which is small. The
coefficient of this component reflects the overall amplitude and time
scale of the wave complex (low amplitudes and long intervals tend to go 
together). The 2nd component (25% of variance) is most influenced by Q, 
R, RT and RR, the 3rd (14% of variance) by PR and QR, and the 4th 
(9% of variance) by P, T and RS. Similar factors emerge from maximum 
likelihood factor analysis, a good indication of the robustness of 
component estimation. The 4 factors account for 30%, 24%, 15% and 12%
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of the variance, with a white noise residual.
Table 5.5. Eigenvectors of the covariance matrix.
NO. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
EVAL 3 . 2 5 2 . 5 5 1 . 3 6 0 . 8 7 0 . 7 4 0 . 5 3 0 . 3 4 0 . 1 7 0 . 1 5 0 . 0 5
CUMyS 3 2 . 5 5 7 . 9 7 1 . 6 8 0 . 2 8 7 . 6 9 2 . 9 9 6 . 3 9 8 . 0 9 9 . 5 1 0 0 .
P . - 0 . 3 5 0 . 0 4 0 . 2 0 0 . 5 5 0 . 2 9 0 . 6 0 0 . 1 1 - 0 . 2 4 - 0 . 0 2 0 . 1 1
Q 0 . 1 9 0 . 5 3 0 . 1 5 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 4 - 0 . 2 7 0 . 2 9 - 0 . 4 7 - 0 . 4 7 - 0 . 2 6
R - 0 . 2 0 - 0 . 5 1 0 . 2 1 - 0 . 1 9 - 0 . 1 5 0 . 1 7 0 . 3 0 0 . 1 5 - 0 . 4 0 - 0 . 5 4
S - 0 . 4 7 0 . 0 1 - 0 . 0 5 - 0 .  17 - 0 . 3 2 - 0 . 1 9 0 . 6 1 - 0 . 2 3 0 . 3 1 0 . 2 8
T - 0 . 3 2 - 0 . 1 4 0 . 2 5 - 0 . 5 1 0 . 5 7 - 0 . 1 7 - 0 . 2 7
COCOo1 - 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 9
PR - 0 . 2 5 0 . 1 0 - 0 . 6 4 - 0 . 2 2 - 0 . 2 8 0 . 3 2 - 0 . 3 1 - 0 . 3 3 - 0 . 2 9 - 0 . 0 4
QR 0 . 0 7 0 . 2 0 0 . 6 2 - 0 . 2 4 - 0 . 5 4 0 . 2 9
oCOo1 - 0 . 1 4 0 . 1 3 0 . 0 5
RS - 0 . 2 8 - 0 . 3 1 0 . 1 0 0 . 5 0 - 0 . 3 0 - 0 . 5 2 - 0 . 3 9 - 0 . 2 1 - 0 .  11 - 0 . 0 1
RT - 0 . 4 0 0 . 4 0 - 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 7 - 0 . 0 8 - 0 . 1 5 0 . 1 8 0 . 4 3 - 0 . 6 5
RR - 0 . 4 1 0 . 3 6 - 0 .  12 - 0 . 0 3 - 0 . 0 2 - 0 . 0 9 - 0 . 0 5 0 . 5 8 - 0 . 4 8 0 . 3 3
Scatter plots for the first 4 components are shown in fig 5.10(a,b). 
Clearly, good (condition) discrimination is possible using components 1 and 
2 , although the direction of maximal dispersion between supine and the 
other 2  conditions is quite different in the 2  extreme subjects illustrated. 
Good discrimination based on components 3 and 4 alone is not possible, 
although they would significantly enhance the efficiency of the linear 
discriminator based on 1  and 2 .
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Fig 5.10a. Scatter plot for 1st and .2nd principal components
of ECG parameters.
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5.5 PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS OF ECG WAVEFORMS (RAW DATA)
The ECG parameters contain only a small part of the to ta l 
information in a wave complex. Obviously there is more information in the 
principal components of the raw data from which the param eters were 
estimated, but is it useful information? The number of subjects was 
reduced from 8  to 6 , and the sampling ra te  was reduced by a factor of
4 (to 125/sec.) to accommodate the heavy computational load. Each 
complete wave complex was represented by a 96-vector x. The R-peak 
was aligned using a non-linear transform based on Haar functions, a
faster alternative to the program in appendix 2 to detect R-peaks. 96- 
vectors were selected whose 27th elements corresponded with detected R-
peaks in the transformed data block.
The first 6  components about the mean, accounting for 89.3%, 
5.4%, 2.0%, 1.4%, 0.7% and 0.3% (together 99.0%), are shown in
fig 5.11(a,b). Despite the high percentage of variation accounted for by
the first 6  components, which achieve a data compression of 1:16 while 
retaining 99% of signal variance, components 7 and 8  are not white 
noise, and contain information about the QRS shape. Fig 5.13 shows a
typical reconstruction of a wave complex from the first 6  components. 
The reconstruction is equivalent to a non-linear filter, able to separate 
signal and noise in the same frequency range. S catter diagrams for 
components 1-6 are shown in fig 5.12(a,b,c). Clearly, a greater separation 
of conditions (and subjects) is possible using these components rather than 
components of the base parameters.
Although the separation of conditions is good, ANOVA revealing 
significant C effects for components 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6  (as some
components may primarily reflect variation between subjects, C effects 
are not anticipated for all components), the directions of separation are 
not consistent over all subjects (see fig 5.12a,b,c). The optimal directions 
of condition separation for the subject set as a whole were found through 
a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) of the 6 -vector y of the
i
first 6  components about the mean (appendix 2). The 2 directions are 
given by the following linear combinations of components 1 - 6 :
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DIRECTION
COMPONENT
1 0 . 7 5  0 . 8 7
2 1 . 7 3  0 . 7 4
3 - 0 . 2 7  - 0 . 9 4
4 3 . 1 8  - 1 . 7 2
5 - 0 . 3 1  - 0 . 5 4
6 - 2 . 6 3  - 1 . 1 4
The directions and in the component space may be expressed 
as 96-vectors in the original data space, and ^  reflecting the
weightings for different- parts of the wave complex (plotted in fig 5.14). 
The 2 discriminatory parameters may be calculated directly from the data 
(appendix 2). Scatter plots of these 2 parameters for 2 subjects are 
shown in fig 5.15. Apart from the excellence of discrimination, the 
consistent directions of condition separation are apparent.
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Fig 5.11a. Principal components 1, 2 and 3 for ECG waveforms 
(raw data sampled a t 125 hz.)
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Fig 5.11b. Principal components 4, 5 and 6  for ECG waveforms 
(raw data sampled a t 125 hz.)
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Fig 5.12a. Scatter plot of 1st and 2nd principal components 
of ECG waveforms (raw data)
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Fig 5 .12b. Scatter plot of 3rd and 4-th principal components
of ECG waveforms' (raw data)
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Fig 5.12c. Scatter plot of 5th and £th principal components
of ECG waveforms (raw data)
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A) Raw ECG (125 samples /  s e c . )
B) F i l t e r in g  by recon stru ction  from the f i r s t  6 p r in c ip a l components.
C) F i lt e r in g  v ia  the F ourier transform .
Fig 5.J3. ftlternstive filters for the ECG
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5.5.1 CONCLUSIONS FROM PRINCIPAL COMPONENT RESULTS
The principal components of the base parameters do not achieve
worthwhile data compression or discrimination, the improvements gained by 
using the first 4 components rather than (RR,R,T,S) failing to justify the
extra complexity. Caution is needed in interpreting the covariance matrix
in 5.4.3 used to calculate components. For example, no causal link may
be inferred from the high correlation of 0.87 between RR and RT, arising 
from the tendency for changes in RR, from condition to condition and
subject to subject (see table 5.3.10), to be accompanied by RT changes of 
the same sign (table 5.3.9): both RR and RT have a significant C effect,
with (standing) < (sitting, supine). Parameter differences due to C and S
are generally larger than those occuring within sessions.
With so small a sample group, the chance presence of 2 extreme 
parameter values for 1  subject may strongly influence the correlation 
between those parameters for the whole group, particularly if variation 
over the other subjects is small. There may be a component dominated by 
the 2  parameters which serves to differentiate the freak subject from the 
rest. More reliable estimates of parameter correlations within sessions 
(particular subject/condition combinations) are given in the residual 
covariance matrix:.
P Q R S T PR QR RS RT RR
P 1 .0 0  
Q 0 . 1 2  1 . 00
R 0 . 1 8  - 0 . 2 3  1 . 00
S 0 . 1 7  0 . 1 5  0 . 0 8  1 . 00
T - 0 . 0 5  - 0 . 1 4  0 . 2 6  - 0 . 2 3  1 . 00
PR 0 . 1 6  0 . 0 2  0 . 1 0  0 . 0 9  0 . 0 0  1 . 00
QR - 0 . 0 3  - 0 . 1 5  0 . 0 4 - 0 . 0 6  0 . 0 4  0 . 0 7  1 . 00
RS - 0 . 0 1  - 0 . 0 3  - 0 . 0 2  - 0 . 1 2  - 0 . 0 7  - 0 . 1 0  - 0 . 0 9  1 . 00
RT 0 . 0 9  - 0 . 0 4  0 . 0 0  0 . 11  0 . 0 5  0 . 0 2  0 . 11  0 . 0 7  . 1 . 00
RR 0 . 2 4  0 . 1 0  0 . 2 7  0 . 2 7  - 0 . 1 1  0 . 1 7  0 . 0 0  0 . 01  0 . 0 2  1 . 0 0
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Although within 16 second runs of particular subject/condition 
combinations, RR changes with the breathing cycle, which normally has a
period of 3 to 4 seconds, the insignificant correlation of 0 . 0 2  between 
RR and RT indicates that RT varies independently. However, it is known 
that if RR falls below a certain threshold, eg. during strenuous exercise, 
a decrease in RR is accompanied by decreasing PR and RT.
The superior discrimination in 5.5 shows that the additional shape 
information in the raw data is more important for discrimination than 
information lost by a lower sampling ra te . RR, which plays a dominant 
role in discrimination of the base parameters, is not explicitly present in 
the components of the raw data. However, its variation between
conditions and subjects, being highly correlated with RT and other
parameters, is strongly reflected in the component shapes: different T
locations relative to the fixed R location are accommodated by different
relative weightings of components 1, 2 and 3.
The extreme data compression shows a high redundency in the raw
data. That the data compression of 1:16 is so much b e tte r than the 1:3
61reported by Ahmed is not surprising,, considering Ahmed’s failure to
align waveforms. The marginal superiority over the compression reported 
47by Hambley is perhaps due partly to different methods of alignment,
and partly to the restricted  set of subjects and conditions, although the
homogeneity of Hambley’s subjects would be expected to improve data 
compression (reduce the number of components).
With so small a data base there is obviously a danger of reaching
exaggerated conclusions. Six components were needed to e x p la in  nearly all 
the variation in 18 subject/condition combinations. A much larger sample 
is needed to confirm that 6  components are sufficient for n o r m a l  subjects. 
However, the sample of 6  subjects were heterogeneous in age (40+ years 
difference), sex and physique, tending to increase the number of 
components. 5.5 indicates the potential of parameterizing the ECG wave 
complex by the weightings of the first few components a b o u t  t h e  m e a n  of 
aligned raw data. The parameters may be calculated quickly (m
multiplications for each data value) if the m components have already
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been calculated on an adequate data base. Discrimination and filtering 
subsequently use just m parameters. Projections on directions of 
discrimination, previously estimated on relevant t r a in in g  sets, require only 
m multiplications for each direction. Non-linear filtering of the raw data 
requires m multiplications and m- 1  additions for each data value.
5.6 CO N C L U S I O N S  SUMMARY.
i) The Base S tatistics programmes provide estimated param eters 
that may be used as the basis for valid sta tistical tests; tests  th a t will 
yield a probability that there is a difference between the three conditions 
of the experiment: standing, sitting and supine. The data are compressed 
by a factor of about 50.
ii) The T te s t is the simplest available. It is objective and 
unconnected with expressions of opinion. It goes some way towards 
discriminating between conditions but is dominated by differences between 
subjects.
iii) Analysis of Variance increases the power of discrimination 
between conditions, but a t the expense of additional complexity.
iv) Both ii and iii could readily be carried out on a 
microcomputer.
v) The Principal Component representation of Base S tatistics 
Parameters does not add to the information already in those Param eters. 
They concentrate information into fewer components: the firs t tw7o
components contain more information than any pair of Param eters and 
allow better discrimination, but not much.
vi) Principal Component Analysis on the raw data, sampled a t 
125/sec, shows a substantial improvement in both discrimination and data 
compression.
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vii) It would be extremely difficult to carry out v and vi on an 
8  bit microcomputer. It is very likely that the newer 16 bit machines, 
faster and with a larger memory, will shortly be able to accommodate 
these programmes.
viii) These conclusions are derived from a relatively small data 
base; it would be prudent to run the same programmes from a larger 
base, preferably having several well defined groups.
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6 .0  T H E  F U T U R E .
The following paragraphs summarise the position so far and suggest 
profitable projects for which this thesis could form a basis. The projects 
fall into two broad categories: those tha t will improve techniques, and 
the remainder, those directed towards ’medical’ use of the techniques.
6.1 Suitable computer programmes have been w ritten to analyse 
’normal’ or ’quasi normal’ ecg’s; they use a slightly modified version of 
standard clinical definitions for the clinical characteristics for an ecg. 
These programmes need to  be modified in order to reduce execution time 
on a  microcomputer Several approaches are possible: the substitution of 
recursive digital filters into existing programmes, the use of alternative 
methods based on the Haar transform, assembly language programming, the 
introduction of integer and binary techniques, and the employment of a 
16bit microcomputers and array processors.
6.2 On the basis of 8  subjects and 3 conditions (standing, sitting
and supine) it has been shown (See Chapter 5.5) that the first 6  principal
components are sufficient to ensure a good discrimination between subjects 
and conditions when applied to the raw data sampled a t 125 Hz. The 
lower order components m erit some investigation in order to  establish 
whether or not those components too have a  useful contribution to  make 
to  improved discrimination
6.3 No work has been carried out here to establish a  formal 
connection between minimum analogue recording bandwidth, digital sampling 
ra te , and the ability of the discriminating process to  function efficiently .
6.4 At some suitable stage, consideration should be given to the
design and commercial construction of a  special purpose analyser, for 
rapid analysis as a  medical screening device for the earlier detection of
insipient cardiac disease Only modest resources would be needed to 
estimate coefficients for a few components, chosen for discriminating 
power by a prior principal component analysis of an adequate, i.e.
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relatively large, data base.
6.5 A data base should be established to serve two purposes: a) as 
a means of comparing an unknown but possibly pathological ecg with the 
data base ’standard for normals’ and b) as part of an investigation into 
the possible existence of identifiable groups among normals
6 . 6  The tandard 12 lead ecg is time consuming and expensive. 
Given the demonstrable discriminating power of principal component 
methods, and the knowledge that the origin of cardiac signals is the same 
for all leads, would it  be possible to  reduce the number of leads used in 
a  clinical examination without loss of information?
6.7 What do we know of the transit times of the ecg through the 
limbs and torso? i.e. the time delay between chest and limb leads.
6 . 8  Demonstr ting the results and processes of m ultivariate methods 
is difficult because the ordinary concept of physical dimensions can no 
longer be used. This difficulty lends support to the suggestion tha t i t  
would be profitable to develop a computer display which would serve as 
an explanatory model, both for clinicians and statisticians.
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APPENDIX 1
INTRODUCTION TO PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS.
Assume that each of a set of multivariate observations may be 
described by a vector of N variables (parameters), X ' = <Xj x 2  
[Bold U p s is used to denote vectors or matrices]]. Principal component 
analysis is a technique for examining internal relationships in the x^  
ujithout reference to outside factors, eg. the presence of different groups 
in the sample set. Often, high correlations between the x^  leads to  
considerable redundancy in using all N of the Xj to specify each X. A 
more efficient representation of X is derived by a linear transformation, 
Y = TX, which concentrates information in X into a few , uncorrelated 
variables yj of Y '=  (yj y2  ... y^). Thus a small subset of {y^is=l,2,...,N}, 
each member of which is a linear combination of all the Xj, retains a 
high proportion of the variance within the sample set of X .
Let T  be an orthonormal ( T ' T  = 1 ^ )  transform given by
are column N-vectors 
' denotes transpose
For each vector X , a transform vector Y is obtained5
Y s  TX
where X ' = (x  ^ X2  ... x^) and Y ' = (y^ y2  ... y j^). So
X = T “ * Y  = T ' Y  =  ( O j  <J»2  -  * n ) Y
N
= yj01 + y202 + ... + yN(j)N = £ y ^
I i<U£.WVA •jslysis Appendix 1,2
Thus X has an expansion in terms of a new set of (orthogonal) 
basis vectors, X  may be estimated from a reduced set (M) of the new
variables (yj):
M
& = I y’i i^ 
i=l
which assumes, for simplicity, that X has zero mean (the sample mean of 
the original X*s has been subtracted from each X). This approximation 
results in an error vector:
M N
AX « X -  I  yjOj = I  yjOj 
i=l i>M
The corresponding mean square error is 
eM = £ { ( A X ) ' ( A X ) }
N N . N
= EC I  I yiUj <V<»j} = 2: E{yia}
i >M j>M i >M
Rs y^  ( = t&j'X) is a scalar, this equation may be written
N N
eM = I  E C ^ ^'}  = £ Oi'E{XX'}<t>i 
i>M i>M
Writing £x = E (X X '}  for the covariance matrix of X, the last equation 
becomes
N
eM = 2  W i
i >M
*■ ECG Final y sis Ftppendi x 1 *3
I he that minimise subject to the constraints = 1 , may
be found using the method of Lagrange m ultipliers^, leading to
N
3 { I (VM>i " W * i  -!>)>= 0 
i >M
This reduces to 2Exd*j -  2Xj<J»j = 0, or
K x 0 i  =  X j O j  <  X j  >  O ' . )
*\r
Solutions <|>j and Xj are eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance
matrix Ex« y. =  tS^'X are the principal components of the X sample,
yielding minimum (over all orthonormal bases) for each M = 1 ,2 ,..,N.
There may be up to N distinct (eigenvector, eigenvalue) pairs. Linear
dependence among the Xj reduces the number of solutions (ranksx < NX
The covariance matrix of the principal components is
Ey = TExT ' = diag (Xj, X2 »
Thus the variance of y^  is Xj and different yj are uncorrelated. The mean 
square error becomes
N
cTf =  ^ Ai 
i>H
which shoius houj to choose X  ^ m i n [ [ i  D = X|\j> for which the smallest 
eigenvalue, Xj^ , is chosen; m in[e^ _ 2 3 = + X ,^ leading to the choice
of the next smallest eigenvalue X^_j etc . The variance contributions of 
components y^  are ranked according to the corresponding eigenvalues1 
> ^ 2  > ••• > rankEx = n < N, Xn + 1  = Xn + 2  = . . .  = X{>ii = 0.
The M components with the largest eigenvalues are chosen to approximate 
X .
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Principal component analysis is e ffective  if, for an M much smaller 
than N, the error variance can be made very small compared to total 
variance. Basis vectors 5 ,vj+j ... 5^ or the residual (yM+i$M+l+ ••• 
may be tested as white noise, to see if information is being discarded.
The usual proceedure (above) to compute principal components 
subtracts sample means to obtain the covariance matrix. Assuming P 
observations of N-vector X (x^ 5 1 <i <P; l<j<N), the covariance matrix is
P
» ^ jk *  = ^ Z “ x . j ^ xik x «k* )
i=l
where « denotes mean of the variable over the suffix it replaces. This 
method accommodates variables with different scales (as in S.4-.3).
An alternative covariance matrix is produced by subtracting means 
over each sample vector5
P
Ex -  -  ( P Z “ xi « ^ xik ” xi»  ^ )
i = 1
The resulting component analysis is more suitable for signal samples (as in 
5.5), when the extracted wave shapes (eigenvectors) are analogous to the 
sinusoids in Fourier analysis, eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of a 
stationary Gaussian process. At most, N-l eigenvectors of Ex are
computed, each orthogonal to  the N-vector (1 1 ... 1). The components
are called components about the mean and the transformation to the 
component space is effected  by the Karfmnen-Loeve transform.
The transformation to (conventional) principal components is unique, 
unlike those for factor analysis. Factor analysis imposes a structure on 
the variables and makes assumptions about error terms. Principal 
component analysis invokes no model. Principal components and factors
share their difficulty of interpretation.
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Although the first principal component, having the maximum 
variance over all linear combinations of the original variables, optimally 
discriminates between members of the sample set, optimal (or even good) 
discrimination between any groups present in the sample is not 
guaranteed. However, if  groups with different expected parameter values 
are present, components may be useful in discriminating between them, 
particularly when the variation between groups is greater than that 
within. Even when inter-group differences are small, low order components 
may be important for discrimination. By concentrating information about 
observational variation into a few independent components, calculations for 
discriminant functions are simplified. The feasibility of discrimination is 
often obvious on seeing the scatter plots of a few components.
A geometrical interpretation of principal components is illustrated in
Fig A .I. The trivariate observations have an ellipsoidal shape, with major
axis yj and less well defined minor axes y2  and y3 « Consider y j, with
angles ccj, 0:3  to the original axes (variables) Xj, X2 , X3 . If yj passes
through the sample mean, its orientation is completely determined by the
2 2 2direction cosines1 ajj=coscxj, a2 i=cos«2 » a3 j=cos« 3  (ai 1+3 2 1 + 5 3 1  = 1 ). The
projection of the observation (xjj »Xj2 »xi3  ^ on yj is
y u  =  a j  -  X . j )  +  3 2 , 0 ^ 2  -  x . 2 > + a 3 , < x i 3  -  x . 3 >
The major axis of a discrete set of points passes through the
direction of maximum variance of the points. The dispersion SS, or 
variance x (P -l), is given by
P P 3
r u n ’ = I c I - x . j » !
i=l i=l j=l
The angles of yj are found by differentiating this expression with respect
to aji and finding ajj which make the derivatives zero. The solution is 
an eigenvector of the sample covariance of the x^, and yj thus 
represents the direction of the first principal component of the sample1^ .
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ex
y.
Fig A .l, Scatter of trivariate observations
APPENDIX 2
ESTIMATION OF OPTIMAL DIRECTIONS OF DISCRIMINATION.
Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) provides tests of 
significance for effects  (e.g. condition) and, for significant e ffects , the
means to estimate optimal directions of discrimination1 those linear 
combinations of vector elements which optimally discriminate between sets 
defined by different levels of the e ffect. Here, the observed vectors are 
reduced representations of the ECG wave complex, the 6-vector of
coefficients of the dominant eigenvectors of its  covariance matrix.
Writing tfy, a column 96-vector, for the i-th extracted eigenvector, 
the transform to the first 6 components is
y  = >i with = (O j, •••
MANOVA assumes the observed vector conforms to the model1
Wlijk = Cj + Sj * csij + eijk
in terms of 6-vectors for the condition e ffe c t (Cj : J<i<3), the subject
e ffec t tej:l<j<6), the interaction e ffec t (cs^), and the error 
The choice of a balanced design, each cell having 13 replications, 
improves the robustness of MANOVA results. Ito**^ shows that
heteroscedasticity and non-normality of errors have little  a ffect on tests  
of mean vectors, but seriously a ffect tests on covariance matrices.
Corresponding to each SS in ANOVA, a 6x6 sum of squares and 
products matrix (SSPM) is calculated. The total corrected SSPM, Eyy'» is 
decomposed into SSPMs due to c, s, cs and e. As in the ANOVA in 
5.4-.2, the interaction cs was chosen as the error term against which c  
was measured. The SSPMs for c  and cs are
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I
Hc  = NJ I  (y ;,,- y ,„ ) ( « ,„ -  y . . . ) '  
i=i
I J
Hcs . = N I  I  ( y ^ -  y—  yf j + y „ . ) ( ^  -  yit -  y ,jt+ y . . . ) '
i=i j=l
where N = 13, I = 3  and J = 6. The e ffec t matrix, H = Hc  was tested
against the error matrix E = using OJilks crstericr} ^
| E I , | “ 1
U(u,q,n) = -r L, = I + E H
' " |H+E| 1 1
where degrees of freedom for U are u = rank(E), g = rank(H), n = N-I.
The value obtained was U<6,2,10) = 0.01330. fts g = 2, U reduces to an
exact Fi2i l0'  ^ va*ue °F 6.394- is significant at the 99% level (*#).
Having established a significant c  e ffec t for the subject set, it is
valid to seek the direction & in the space of the observed vectors, in
which the univariate F-ratio for c  is maximal. This is equivalent to
finding the linear combination of the 6 components which maximally
discriminates between the different conditions. Unlike in the usual
procedure for estimating multiple discriminant functions, it is possible to
choose the error matrix E, i.e . to specify the m etric in which H is
measured. Maximising F is equivalent to finding
a  '  Ha im ax  = maximum eigenvalue of E~ H
a a ' E a
aj is the corresponding eigenvector of El”"1H, whichThe required direction 
is a solution of
Ha = XEa with the arbitrary constraint a 'E a = 1
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In this case there are 2 non-trivial solutions, the c  e ffec t having 2 
degrees of freedom, and thus 2 orthogonal directions in which the 3 
conditions may be separated. The 2 directions are given by the following 
linear combinations of components 1-6*
DIRECTION
COMPONENT
a i a 2
1 0 . 7 5 0 . 8 7
2 i . 7 3 0 . 7 4
3 i o ro - 0 . 9 4
4 3 . 1 8 - 1  . 7 2
5 - 0 . 3 1 - 0 . 5 4
6 - 2 . 6 3 - 1 . 1 4
The directions aj and ag in the component space may be expressed 
as 96-vectors in the original data space1
<->1 = $6a l 
= $ 6 ^ 2
and $2 reflect the weightings for different parts of the wave 
complex. The 2 discriminatory parameters may be calculated directly from
/ ■ f ■
the data vector* pj = P2  =
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APPENDIX 3 .0  
COMPUTER PROGRAMME SUITES.
BASE STATISTICS -  HARRIS A 3 .1
Find R-R i n t e r v a l  A 3 .  2
T wave peaks A 3 . 3
Q wave do A 3 .3
S wave do A 3 .4
P wave do A 3. 5
C a lc u la te  QRS average  A 3. 5
P lo t  R e s u l t s  on Line P r in te r  A 3 . 7
E stim ate  B a s e l in e  l e v e l  A 3 .8
Tabulate  R e s u l t s  A 3 . 9
C a lc u la te  ecg  S t a t i s t i c s  A 3 . 1 0
P l o t  R e s u l t s  on D i g i t a l  P l o t t e r  A 3 . 1 0
Subroutine  BPFIL (Bandpass F i l t e r )  A 3 . 1 2
do FFT2 A 3 . 1 4
do STATS A 3 . 1 5
do PLOTPK A 3 . 1 6
BASE STATISTICS -  CROMEMCO A 3 . 1 7
Find max and min R wave am plitude A 3 . 1 9
do R peaks A 3 .2  0
do R-R i n t e r v a l  A 3 . 2 1
do T wave A 3 . 2 1
do Q wave A 3 . 2 2
do S wave A 3 . 2 3
do P wave A 3 .2  3
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C a lc u la te  P-R in t e r v a l  A 2 . 2 4
"I'M STILL HERE" Message A 3 . 2 6
C a lc u la te  b a s e l i n e  mean, var and s . d .  A 3 . 2 7
C lose  F i l e s  A 3 . 2 7
Bandpass f i l t e r  A 3 . 2 9
Run the th r e e  f i l t e r s  A 3 .3  0
Subroutine  Complex Numbers A 3 . 3 2
do FFT2 A 3 . 3 3
R e s u l ts  Headings A 3 . 3 5
QRS Average A 3 . 3 6
T abulate  R e s u l t s  A 3 . 3 7
S t a t i s t i c s  A 3 . 3 8
PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS A 3 . 4 1
BASE STATISTICS - Harris
1 C
2  c *##*****»*****************************
3 C * *
4 C * *
5 C * PROGRAMME CARDIOTEST. ■ *
6 C * *
7 C * LOCATES POINTS OF INFLECTION OF P,Q,R,S,T & AMPLITUDES OF P,R,T: *
8 C # THEN PLOTS AND TABULATES THOSE VALUES. STATISTICS FOLLOW. *
9 C * *
10 C # *
12 C
13 C
14 REAL RRINT( 100) ,RTINT( 100) ,RQINT( 100) ,RSINT( 100) ,PRINT( 100)
15 DIMENSION IPT(1 0 0 ) ,INTRT(1 0 0 ) ,IPQ(1 0 0 ) , I P S ( 100)
16 DIMENSION IPEAK ( 1 0 0 ) ,INTRR(1 0 0 ) ,IBUFF(120)
17 DIMENSION IRQINT(1 0 0 ) ,IRSINT(1 0 0 ) , I P P ( 1 0 0 ) ,IPRINT(100)
18 REAL IDATA(16384),  ITDATA(1 6 384) ,IPDATA(1 6 3 8 4 ) , ECG(16384)
19 REAL XAMP( 9 , 1 0 0 ) , XAMP1 ( 1 0 0 ) , STAT( 3 ) , RST(3 j 10)
20 REAL MQR(1 0 0 ) , MRS(1 0 0 ) , MQRS(100)
21 COMPLEX YCOMP(16384).
22 SPECIAL COMMON
23 COMMON YCOMP, ECG, IDATA, ITDATA, IPDATA
24 DATA IBLANK, ISTAR, ICROSS, IDOLL, ICHAR, IZERO, IX, I Y / 1H , 1H*, 1H+,1H$,
25 ~1H[, 1H0,1HX,1HY/
26 RATE=500
27 H=1.0/RATE
28 PI=4.0*ATAN(1.0)
29  IPPEAK=1
30 C
31 READ(50,-,END=1)(ECG(I),1=1,16384)
32 1=16385
33 C SET NVAL EQUAL TO THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS READ.
3 k  1 NVAL=I-1 '
35 C
36 C
37 C PRODUCE FILTERED VERSIONS OF ECG (IDATA, ITDATA, IPDATA) :
3 8 C  IDATA FOR THE DETECTION OF R PEAK
39 C ITDATA FOR THE DETECTION OF T AND P PEAKS
kO  C IPDATA (SIC.)  FOR THE DETECTION OF Q AND S DIPS.
41 C
42 CALL BPFIL (NVAL,H,8 . 0 , 5 0 . 0 , 2 . 0 , 1 0 . 0 , - 1 )
43 CALL BPFIL (NVAL,H,0 . 7 , 1 5 . 0 , 0 . 4 , 1 5 . 0 , 0 )
44 CALL BPFIL (NVAL,H,0 . 7 , 5 0 . 0 , 0 . 4 , 1 0 . 0 , 1 )
45 C
46 C
47 C RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR R WAVE RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
48 C
49 C
50 C FIND HIGHEST AND LOWEST VALUE OF THE 1ST CHANNEL -  MAXVAL, MINVAL.
51 C
52 IPOINT=1
5 3  JPOINT=1
54 DO 2 1 = 1 , NVAL
55  I F ( I D A T A (I ) .L T .I D A T A (J P O I N T )) JPOINT=I
5 6  2 I F ( I D A T A ( I ) .GT.IDATA(IPOINT)) IPO INT=I
5 7  MINVAL=IDATA(JPOINT)
5 8  MAXVAL=IDATA(IPOINT)
5 9  C
6 0  C NOW FIND R PEAKS BY LOOKING FOR ALL THE VALUES LYING IN A
61 C PRE-ESTABLISHED RANGE STARTING FROM THE HIGHEST VALUE IN
6 2  C ALL DATA. AMONG THESE VALUES, CONSIDER AS PEAKS ONLY THOSE
6 3  C REPRESENTING THE HIGHEST VALUE IN COMPARISON WITH THE FOUR
6 4 C  PRECEDING AND THE FOUR FOLLOWING VALUES.
65  C
66  C SET IRANGE TO 1 / 6  DATA RANGE: PART DEFINITION 0F. A PEAK.
67  C
6 8  IRANGE=(MAXVAL-MINVAL)/6
69 C
7 0  C SET A WINDOW OF 4 CONSECUTIVE VALUES BEFORE AND AFTER R-.
71 C
7 2  IWIND0=4
7 3  C
7 4  C
7 5  C FIND ALL THE VALUES LYING IN THE RANGE MAXVAL AND MAXVAL-IRANGE
7 6  C NPEAK=NUMBER OF R PEAK DETECTED
7 7  C
7 8  ISTART=IWINDO+1
7 9  NPEAK=0
8 0  DO 3 I=IST A R T , NVAL-ISTART
81 IF(IDATA(I).LT.M AXVAL-IRANG E) GO TO 3
8 2  C
8 3  C
8 4  C TEST WHETHER THE VALUE FOUND I S  THE HIGHEST IN
85  C COMPARISON WITH THE FOUR PRECEDING AND THE FOUR FOLLOWING ONES.
86  C
8 7  C
8 8  DO 4 J = 1 , IWINDO
8 9  I F ( I D A T A d - J )  .G T .I D A T A ( I ) ) GO TO 3
9 0  I F ( I D A T A ( I + J ) .G E .I D A T A ( I ) ) GO TO 3
91 4 CONTINUE
92 C
9 3  C COUNT THE NUMBER OF R PEAKS..
9 4  C
9 5  NPEAK=NPEAK+1
96  C
97  C STORE LOCATION OF PEAK IN IPEAK
98 C
9 9  IPEAK (IPPEAK )=I
1 0 0  IPPEAK=IPPEAK+1
101 3 CONTINUE
102  C
10 3  C FIND R-R INTERVAL IN TERMS OF ADC INTERVALS AND STORE IT  IN INTRR
104 C
105 DO 2 0  1 = 1 ,NPEAK-1
106  2 0  I N T R R (I )= I P E A K (I + 1 ) - I P E A K (I )
107 C
108 C TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT T WAVE XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
109 C
110 c
111 C FIND LOCATIONS AND VALUES OF T-WAVES IN THE SECOND CHANNEL
112 C
113 C
114 C FIND THE FIRST ZERO OR NEGATIVE VALUE AFTER EACH R. WAVE
115 C
116 DO 609 J=1 , NPEAK
117 DO 33 K=1,100
118 33 IF(ITDATA(IPEAK(J)+K).LE.O) GO TO 13
119 13 I=IPEAK(J)+K
120 C
121 C SET A RANGE STARTING FROM THE FIRST ZERO OR NEGATIVE VALUE
122 C
123 ITRNG=200 
124- C
125 C FIND IN THE RANGE THE POINT WITSE THE CURVE CHANGES HER DIRECTION
126 C
127 DO 610 K=1, ITRNG
128 IT=K+1
129 IF(ITDATA(I+K).LT.ITDATA(I+IT)) GO TO 610
130 KK=I+K
131 C
132 C TEST IF THE AMPLITUDE OF THAT POINT IS GREATER TO EQUAL THAN
133 C AMPLITUDE OF THE FOLLOWING 100 POINTS.
134 C
135 DO 611 11=1,100
136 C
137 C STORE T-LOCATION IN IPT
138 C
139 611 IF ( ITDATA(KK).LT.ITDATA(KK+II)) GO TO 610
140 C
141 C FIND R-T INTERVAL IN TERMS OF ADC INTERVALS AND STORE IT IN INTRT
142 C
143 IPT(J)=KK
144 INTRT( J )=IPT( J ) -IPEAK( J )
145 GO TO 609
146 610 CONTINUE
147 609 CONTINUE
148 C
149 C QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ Q WAVE QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ
150 C
151 C
152 C FIND LOCATION AND VALUE OF Q-TROUGH IN THE FIRST CHANNEL
153 C
154 C
155 C SET IQS AS A RANGE BEFORE AND AFTER EACH R WAVE IN WHICH TO SEARCH
156 C FOR Q AND S WAVES
157 C
158 DO 600 J=1,NPEAK
159 I=IPEAK(J)
160 ' IQS=50
161 C
162 C LOOK'IN THE RANGE BETWEEN R AND R-IQS FOR THE POINT WHERE THE CURVE
163 C CHANGES ITS DIRECTION
164 C
165 DO 601 K=1 , IQS
166 IQ=K+1
167 IF(IPDATA( I-K ) .GT.IPDATA(I-IQ)) GO TO 601
168 KK=I-K
169 C
170 C TEST IF THAT POINT HAS AN AMPLITUDE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO THE
171 C AMPLITUDE OF THE 4TH PRECEDING POINT
172 C
173 IF(IPDATA(KK).GT.IPDATA(KK-4))G0 TO 601
174 C
175 C STORE Q-LOCATION IN IPQ
176 C
177 IPQ(J)=KK
178 C '
179 C QPEAK IS Q-AMPLITUDE
180 C
181 QPEAK=IPDATA(IPQ(J ) )
182 C
183 C FIND R-Q INTERVAL IN TERMS OF ADC INTERVALS AND STORE IT IN IRQINT
184 C
185 I R Q IN T (J )= ( IP E A K (J ) - IP Q (J ) )
186 GO TO 600
187 601 CONTINUE
188 600 CONTINUE
189 C
190 C SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS S WAVE— s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s
191 c
192 C
193 c  FIND LOCATION AND AMPLITUDE OF S-TROUGH IN THE FIRST CHANNEL
194 C
195 DO 603 J=1,NPEAK
196 I=IPEAK(J)
197 C
198 C LOOK IN THE RANGE BETWEEN R AND R+IQS FOR THE POINT WHERE THE CURVE
199 C CHANGES ITS DIRECTION
200 C
201 DO 604 K=1,IQS
202 IS=K+1
203 IF(IPDATA(I+K).GT.IPDATA(I+IS)) GO TO 604
204 KK=I+K
205 C
206 C TEST IF THAT POINT HAS AN AMPLITUDE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO THE
207 C AMPLITUDE OF THE 4TH PRECEDING POINT
208 C
209 IF(IPDATA(KK).GT.IPDATA(KK+4)) GO TO 604
210 C
211 C STORE S-LOCATION IN IPS
212 C
213 IPS(J)=KK
214 C
215 C SPEAK IS S-AMPLITUDE
216 C
217 SPEAK=IPDATA(IPS(J))
218 C
219 C FIND R-S INTERVAL IN TERMS OF ADC INTERVALS AND STORE IT IN IRSINT
220 C
221 IRSINT(J)=(IPS(J)-IPEAK(J)) :
222 GO TO 603
223 604 CONTINUE
224 603 CpNTINUE
225 C
226 C PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP-----P WAVE-----PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
227 C
228 C
229 C FIND LOCATION AND AMPLITUDE OF P-PEAK IN THE THIRD CHANNEL
230 C
231 DO 606 J=1 , NPEAK
232 I=IPQ(J)
233 IPRNG=100
234 C
235 C LOOK IN THE RANGE BETWEEN IPQ AND IPQ-IPRNG FOR THE POINT WHERE
236 C THE CURVE CHANGES ITS DIRECTION
237 C •:
238 DO 607 K=1,IPRNG
239 IP=K+1
240 I F ( ITDATA( I-K) .LT.ITDATA(I-IP)) GO TO 607
2m IK=I-K , ,
242 C
243 C TEST IF THAT POINT HAS AN AMPLITUDE GREATER TO EQUAL THAN
244 C THE AMPLITUDES OF THE PRECEDING 50 POINTS
245 C
246 DO 608 11=1,50
247 608 IF(ITDATA(IK).LT.ITDATA(IK-II)) GO TO 607
248 C
249 C STORE P-LOCATION IN IPP
250 C
251 IPP(J)=IK
252 PPEAK=ITDATA(IPP(J))
253 C
25*1 C FIND P-R INTERVAL IN TERMS OF ADC INTERVALS AND STORE IT IN IPRINT
255 c
256 IPRINT( J ) =IPEAK(J) -IPP ( J )
257 GO TO 606
258 607 CONTINUE
259 606 CONTINUE
260 c
261 c r § A V E R A G
262 c
263 C
264 c FIND MAX Q-R INTERVAL
265 c
266 K= 1
267 MAXQR=IRQINT(1)
268 DO 612 1 = 2 ,NPEAK
269 IF(IRQINT(K).GE.IRQINT(I)) GO TO 612
270 K=I
271 MAXQR=IRQINT(K)
272 61? CONTINUE
273 C
27*1 C FIND MAX R-S INTERVAL
275 C
276 K=1
277 MAXRS=IRSINT(1)
278 DO 613 1 = 2 ,NPEAK
279 IF(IRSINT(K).GE.IRSINT(I)) GO TO 613
280 K=I
281 MAXRS=IRSINT( K)
282 613 CONTINUE
283 C
28*1 C FIND R AMPLITUDE MEAN 
285 C
286' • RMN=0.0
287 DO 61*1 1=1, NPEAK
288 61*1 RMN=RMN+ECG(IPEAK(I))
289 RMN=RMN/NPEAK
290 WRITE(2,703) RMN
291 703 FORMAT( 5X, F8 . 3 » / / )
292 C
293 C FIND THE MEAN OF EACH POINT ON THE Q-R LIMB 
29*1 C
295 DO 615 1=1,MAXQR
296 QRMN=0.0
297 DO 616 K = 1 , NPEAK
298 616 QRMN=QRMN+ECG(IPEAK(K)-I)
299 MQR(I) =QRMN/NPEAK
300 WRITE(2,70*1) MQR(I)
301 704 F0RMAT(10X,F8.3)
302 615 CONTINUE
303 C
304 C FIND THE MEAN OF EACH POINT ON THE R-S LIMB
3 0 5 C
3 0 6 DO 6 1 7  I=1,MAXRS
3 0 7 RSMN=0.0
3 0 8 DO 6 1 8  * = 1 , NPEAK
3 0 9 6 1 8 RSMN=RSMN+ECG(IPEAK(K)+I)
3 1 0 MRS( I )=  RSMN/NPEAK
311 W R I T E ( 2 , 7 0 5 )  MRS(I)
3 1 2 7 0 5  FOR MAT(15X,F8.3 )
3 1 3 6 1 7 CONTINUE
3 1 4 C
3 1 5 C STORE RMN, MQR, MRS IN MQRS
3 1 6 C
3 1 7 IQRS=MAXQR+MAXRS+1
3 1 8 DO 7 0 9  1 = 1 ,  IQRS
3 1 9 IF ( I - ( M A X Q R + 1 ) )  7 1 0 , 7 1 1 , 7 1 2
3 2 0 7 1 0 MQRS(I)=MQR(MAXQR-I+1)
321 GO TO 7 0 9
3 2 2 7 1 1 MQRS(I)=RMN
3 2 3 GO TO 7 0 9
324 712 MQRS(I)=MRS(I-MAXQR-1)
325 ' 709 CONTINUE
326 DO 714 K=1 , IQRS
327 MQRS(K)=-MQRS(K)
328 WRITE(2,715) MQRS(K)
329 715 FORMAT(20X,F8.3)
330 714 CONTINUE
331 C
332 C  -G R A P  H ft*************************
333 C
334 C
335 C PLOT R,T PEAKS AND Q-R,R-S,R-R,R-T INTERVALS ON LINE PRINTER
336 C
337 C
338 C
339 C PRINT HEADING
340 C *
341’ WRITE(4,555)
342 555 F0RMAT(1H1, / ,20X,"R-R(+) ,R-T([) ,R-Q(0),R-S(X) ,P-R(Y) INTERVALS
343 -AND R (* ) ,T ($ )  AMP" , /,5X,"SUBJECT=MK1" , 15X,"DATE OF RECORDING=
344 - 2 5 / 0 8 / 8 1 " , / , 5X, n A. M. T. REEL=1000",10X, "TRACK=06", 1 0X, " INDECES
345 -= 0 8 7 0 -0 9 10",/,5X,"EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION= SUPINE",/,
346 -5X,"LEAD= 1",21X,"SAMPLE RATE= 5 0 0 /S E C ." , / ,
347 -5X,"MIN. R-R INTERVAL(SEC.)=0.9 0 6 " ,3X,
348 -"MIN. R-AMPLITUDE=169",/,5X,"MAX. R-R INTERVAL(SEC.)
349 -=0.972",3X,"MAX. R-AMPLITUDE=226")
350 ICOUNT=0
351 25 IC0UNT=IC0UNT+1
352 C
353 C CLEAR BUFFER CONTAINING PLOTTING SYMBOLS.
354 C
355 DO 23 1=1,120
356 23 IBUFF(I)=IBLANK
357 C
358 C
359 C ASSUME R AMPLITUDE RANGE 120-1024(ADC AMPLITUDE UNITS). SCALAM IS
360 C A CONVERSION FROM 120-1024 ADC RANGE TO 0-120 GRAPH INCREMENTS;
361 C SCALAM=120/(1024-120) .
362 C
363 SCALAM=1 2 0 .0 /9 0 4 .0
364 INDX=IPEAK(ICOUNT)
365 IVAL=( IPDATA( INDX)- 1 0 0 ) *SCALAM
366 IBUFF(IVAL)=ISTAR
367 C
368 C
369 C ASSUME T AMPLITUDE RANGE 80-120(ADC AMPLITUDE): TO BRING MIN. T AMP.
370 C TO SAME POSITION ON GRAPH AS MIN. R AMP.,ADD 4 0 ; THEN SCALE TO 0-120
371 C AS FOR R AMPLITUDE.
372 C
373 C
374 INDXT=IPT(ICOUNT)
375 IVAL=( ITDATA( INDXT)+ 4 0 )*SCALAM
376 IBUFF( IVAL)=IDOLL
377 C
378 C ASSUME MIN R-R = 400MS=200 ADC INTERVALS, MAX R-R = 2000MS.
379 C MAX Y ORDINATE = 120. SCALET IS  CONVERSION FROM 2 0 0 -1 0 0 0  ADC INTRVALS,
380 C TO 0 -120  GRAPH INCREMENTS = 1 2 0 / (1 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 )  ADC INTERVALS.
381 C N.B. MIXED MODE ARITHMETIC NOT PERMITTED ON ALL MACHINES.
382 C
383 SCALET= 1 2 0 .0 / 8 0 0 .0
384 IVAL=(INTRR(ICOUNT)- 2 0 0 ) * SCALET
385 IBUFF( IVAL) =ICROSS
386 RRINT( ICOUNT) =INTRR(ICOUNT) /RATE
387 C
388 C ASSUME R-T INTERVAL RANGE 100-400MS APPROX (5 0-200  ADC INTERVALS). TO
389 C BRING MIN R-T TO SAME POSITION ON GRAPH AS MIN R-R, ADD 150; THEN
390 C SCALE TO 0-120 GRAPH CHARACTERS AS FOR R-R.
391 C
392 IVAL=( INTRT( ICOUNT)+ 1 5 0 )*SCALET
393 IBUFF(IVAL)=ICHAR
394' • RTINT( ICOUNT)=INTRT( ICOUNT) /RATE
395 C
396 C ASSUME Q-R INTERVAL RANGE 20-40MS (10-20  ADC INTERVALS). TO
397 C BRING MIN Q-R WITHIN CONFINES OF THE GRAPH SPACE, ADD 50.
398 C
399 IVAL=(IRQINT(ICOUNT)+50)
400 IBUFF(IVAL)=IZERO
401 RQINT( ICOUNT)=IRQINT( ICOUNT) /RATE
402 C
403 C ASSUME R-S INTERVAL RANGE 20-40MS (10-20  ADC INTERVALS). TO
404 C BRING MIN R-S WITHIN CONFINES OF THE GRAPH SPACE, ADD 60.
405 C
406 IVAL=( IRSINT( ICOUNT)+60)
407 IBUFF( IVAL)=IX
408 RSINT( ICOUNT)=IRSINT( ICOUNT) /RATE
409 C
410 C ASSUME P-R INTERVAL RANGE 100-200MS (50-100  ADC INTERVALS). TO
411 C SET MIN P-R WITHIN CONFINES OF THE GRAPH SPACE, ADD 20.
412 C
413 IVAL=IPRINT(ICOUNT)+20
414 IBUFF( IVAL)=IY .
415 PRINT(ICOUNT)=IPRINT(ICOUNT)/RATE
416 C
417 C DRAW THE GRAPH ON THE LINE PRINTER
418 C
419 WRITE(4 ,401)  INDX,IBUFF
420 401 FORMAT( 1X,1 5 , 3X,1HI, 120A1, 1H I , / )
421 I F ( ICOUNT.GE.NPEAK)GO TO 30
422 GO TO 25
423 C
424 30 CONTINUE
425 C
426 C
427 C ESTIMATE BASELINE LEVEL ON FLAT SECTIONS OF IPDATA PRECEEDING P
428 C
429 IBL=0
430 ' BL=0.0
431 BL2=0.0
432 K= 1
433 I F ( I P P ( 1 ) .G T .1 5 0 ) G 0  TO 5991
434 K=2
435 5991 DO 5995 I=K,NPEAK
436 I 1 = I P P ( I ) - 1 5 0
437 12=11+99
438 DO 5994 J = I 1 ,12
439 5994 BL=BL+IPDATA(J)
440 5995 IBL=IBL+100
441 BL=BL/IBL
442 C
443 DO 5996 I=K,NPEAK
444 I 1 = I P P ( I ) - 1 5 0
445 12=11+99
446 DO 5996 J = I 1 ,1 2
447 A=BL-IPDATA(J)
448’ 5996 BL2=BL2+A*A
449 VBL=BL2/( I B L - 1)
450 SDBL=SQRT(VBL)
451 C
452 C
453 C
1J54 C *******«**«***«#**«*#* TABULATE ALL RESULTS £****•»*£*£•**«*#*«**£*£
455 C
456 C
457 C PRINT HEADING
458 WRITE(4,402)
459 402 FORMAT( / , 1 H1 , 1 4X, "LOCATIONS", 35X,"AMPLITUDES", 35X," INTERVALS", / ,
460 -4X,"P",6X,"Q",6X,"R",6X,"S",6X,"T",7X,"P",9X,"Q",9X,"R",9X,"S",
461 -9X , "T", 9X, "P-R", 4X, "Q-R", 4X, "R-S", 4X," R-T", 4X, "R-R", / )
462 C
463 C -
464 DO 400 1 = 1 ,NPEAK
465 C
466 C
467 C SUBTRACT BASELINE LEVEL FROM AMPLITUDES
468 C
469 AP=ITDATA(IPP(I))-BL
470 AQ=IPDATA(IPQ(I))-BL
471 AR=IPDATA(IPEAK(I))-BL
472 AS=IPDATA(IPS(I))-BL
473 AT=ITDATA(IPT(I))-BL
474 C
475 C
476 C PRINT OUTPUT DATA
477 C
478 WRITE(4,400) I P P ( I ) , I P Q ( I ) , I P E A K ( I ) , I P S ( I ) , I P T ( I ) ,
479 -AP,AQ,AR,AS,AT,PRINT(I),RQINT(I),RSINT(I),RTINT(I),RRINT(I)
480 C
481 C STORE DATA IN XAMP
482 C
483 XAMP(1 ,I)=AP
484 ' XAMP(2,I)=AQ
485 XAMP(3,I)=AR
486 XAMP(4,I)=AS
487 XAMP(5,I)=AT
488 XAMP( 6 ,1 ) =  PRINT( I ) •
489 XAMP(7 5 D  = RQINT( I )
490 XAMP(8 , I )> R S IN T (I )
491 XAMP(9 j I ) -RTINT( I ) ‘
492 400 F O R M A T ( 1 X , I 5 ,2 X , I 5 ,2 X , I 5 ,2 X , I 5 ,2 X , I 5 ,2 X ,F 8 .3 ,2 X ,F 8 .3 ,2 X ,F 8 .3 ,
493 - 2X, F8 .3  > 2X, F8 .3 » 5X, F 5 . 3 }2X, F 5 .3 » 2X, F 5 •3 > 2X, F 5 .3  > 2X, F 5 .3 )
494 C
495 C
496 C__________________________________  -STATISTICS___ is**************************
497 C
498 c
499 DO 995 1 = 1 ,9
500 DO 990 J=1,NPEAK
501 990 XAMP1 ( J ) =XAMP( I , J )
502 CALL STATS (NPEAK,XAMP1,STAT)
503 C
504 C STA(1)=MEAN; STAT( 2 ) =STANDARD DEVIATION; STAT(3)=VARIANCE.
505 C
506 RST(1 ,I )= S T A T (1)
507 RST( 2 , 1 ) =STAT(2 )  •
508 995 R S T (3 ,I)=S T A T (3)
509 C .
510 J.=NPEAK-1
511 DO 996 J = 1 , I  . ,
512 996 XAMP1 ( J ) = RRINT( J )
513 CALL STATS ( I,XAMP1 , STAT)
514 RST(1 , 1 0 ) =STAT(1)
515 RST(2,10)=STA T(2)
516 RST( 3 11 0 ) =STAT(3 )
517 C
518 C PRINT STATISTICAL RESULTS
519 C
520 WRITE( 4 , 9 9 7 ) ( RST( 1 , 1 ) , 1 = 1 , 1 0 )
521 WRITE(4, 9 9 8 ) (R S T (2 , 1 ) , 1 = 1 , 1 0 )
522 WRITE(4, 9 9 9 ) ( R S T ( 3 , I ) , 1 = 1 , 10)
523 997 FORMAT(///10X,"MEAN", 20X ,5F 10 , 3 jF 1 0 . 4 , 4 F 7 .4 )
524 998 FORMAT (/-1 OX," STANDARD DEVIATION", 6X ,5F10 . 3 ,  F 1 0 .4 ,  4 F 7 .4)
525 999 FORMAT( / 1 0X,"VARIANCE", 1 6X, 5F1 0 . 3 , F1 0 . 4 , 4F7.4)
526 C
527 C PRINT BASELINE LEVEL,VARIANCE AND STANDARD DEVIATION
528 C
529 WRITE(4,5999)BL,VBL,SDBL
530 5999 F0R M A T(//// //5X ,"B A SEL IN E LEVEL",F8 . 2 , 1 0X,"SIGNAL VARIANCE",
531 1F10 . 2 , 1  OX,"STANDARD DEVIATION",F8 .2 )
532 C
533 C
534 q l  0 T -* * **************************
535 C
536 C GO TO 1992
537 DO 1991 1 = 1 ,NVAL
538 1991 EC G (I)= -EC G (I)
539 NVAL=1000
541 C
542 CALL CHPLOT("ECG ANALYSIS PROGRAM", 2 0 , 0 . 0 , 5 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 0
543 CALL CHPLOT("RAW DATA", 8 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 0 )
544 CALL PLOTPK( ECG, NVAL, IPP, IPQ, IPEAK, IP S , IPT,40)
545 CALL CHPLOT(" 8 . 0 - 5 0 . 0  HZ11, 1 1 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 0 )
546 CALL PLOTPK( IDATA, NVAL, IPP, IPQ, IPEAK, IPS , IPT,40)
547 CALL CHPL0T("0.7 - 1 5 .0  HZ", 1 1 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 0 )
548 CALL PLOTPK( ITDATA, NVAL, IPP, IPQ, IPEAK, IPS, IPT,40)
549 CALL CHPL0T("0.7 - 5 0 . 0  HZ", 1 1 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 0 )
550 CALL PLOTPK( IPDATA, NVAL, IPP, IPQ, IPEAK, IPS, IPT,40)
551 1992 CONTINUE
552 C
553 C GO TO 1994
554 CALL DELTA(0.05SNVAL,1 0 . 0 ,0 )
555 SCALE=0.05
556' DX=0.5
557 X=0.0
558 IFLAG=0 •
559 1997 DO 1993 1=1,8
560 IND=IPEAK( I ) -MAXQR-1
561 X=X+10.0
562 IPEN=0
563 DO 1993 J= 1 , IQRS
564 Y=ECG( I-ND+J) *SCALE
565 IF(IFLAG. EQ. 1 ) Y=IDATA( IND+J) *SCALE
566 IF(IFLAG. EQ. 2 ) Y=IPDATA( IND+J) *SCALE
567 CALL PLOTTO( X, Y, IPEN)
5 6 8 IPEN=1
569 1993 X=X+DX
570 IF(IFLAG. EQ. 2 ) STOP PCC
571 IFLAG=IFLAG+1
572 X=0.0
573 CALL PLOTTO( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 )
574 WRITE(3,390)
575 390 FORMAT(" PLEASE CHANGE PEN AND HIT ENTER WHEN READY
576 READ(3,391)A .
577 READ(3,391)A
578 391 F0RMAT(1A1)
579 GO TO 1997
5 8 0 1999 X=0.0
581 IPEN=0
582 DO 1996 1 = 1 , IQRS
583 Y=MQRS(I)*SCALE
584 CALL PLOTTO(X,Y,IPEN)
585 IPEN=1
586 1996 X=X+DX
587 CALL PLOTTO( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 )
5 8 8 1994 CONTINUE
589 STOP
591 C
592 C U B R O U T I N E  
5 9 3 -C
594 SUBROUTINE BPFIL ( M, H, FL, FU, FSL, FSU, J )
595 REAL ECG( 1 6 3 8 4 ) , IDATA( 1 6 3 8 4 ) ,ITDATA(1 6 3 8 4 ) ,IPDATA(16384)
596 COMPLEX X (16384)
597 SPECIAL COMMON
598 COMMON X,ECG,IDATA,ITDATA,IPDATA
599 C
600 TI=1.0/(M*H)
601 C
602 RS=0
603 DO 1 1= 1 ,M
604 1 RS=RS+ECG(I)
605 A=RS/M
606 C
607 DO 2 1=1 ,M
608 AR=A-ECG(I)
609 AI=A-ECG(I)
610 2 X(I)=CMPLX(AR,AI)
611 C
612 CALL FFT2 (M)
613 C
614 C BAND PASS FILTER '
615 DO 40 1= 1 ,M/2+1
616 F=TI*(I-1)
617 ZL=FL-F
618 ZU=F“FU
619 IF(ZL) , ,30
620 IF(ZU)40,4 0 ,  •
621 IF(FSU-ZU)35, ,
622 X(I)=X(I)*(FSU-ZU)/FSU
623 GO TO 40
624 30 IF(FSL-ZL)35,  ,
625 X(I)=X(I)*(FSL-ZL)/FSL
626 GO TO 40
627 35 X(I)=CMPLX(0.0 , 0 . 0 )
628 40 X(I)=X(I) /M
629 C
630 DO 50 1= 2 ,M/2
631 50 X(M+2-I)=CMPLX(AIMAG(X(I)) ,REAL(X(I)) )
632 C
633 C
634 M=-M
635 CALL FFT2 (M)
636 IF(J )  , 5 , 7
637 DO 4 1= 1 ,M
638 4 IDATA(I)=REAL(X(I))
639 GO TO 9
640 5 DO 6 1= 1 ,M
641 6 ITDATA(I)=REAL(X(I))
642 GO TO 9
643 7 DO 8 1= 1 ,M
644 8 IPDATA(I)=REAL(X(I))
645 9 RETURN
646 END
647 C
648 C
649 SUBROUTINE FFT2 (N)
650 COMPLEX A (1 6 384) ,B,C
651 REAL ECG(16384). ,IDATA(163 8 4 ) ,ITDATA(1 6 3 8 4 ) ,IPDATA(16384)
652 SPECIAL COMMON
653 COMMON A ,-ECG, ID AT A, ITDATA, IPDATA
654 ■ E = - 3 . 14159265359
655 IF ( N) , 8 , 3
656 N=-N
657 E=-E
658 3 J=1
659 DO 5 1 = 1 ,N
660 M=N/2
661 I F ( I - J )  , 4 , 4
662 B=A(J)
663 A(J)=A(I)
664 A(I)=B
665 4 IF(J-M) 5 , 5
666 J=J-M
667 M=M/2
668 IF(M-1) , 4 , 4
669 5 J=J+M
670 K=1
671 6 IF(K-N) , 8 , 8
672 L=K+K .
673 D=0
674 DO 7 M=1,K
675 C=CMPLX( COS( D ) , SIN( D))
676 D=M*E
677 DO 7 I=M,N,L
678 J=I+K
679 B=C*A(J)
680 A (J)=A(I)-B
681 7 A(I)=A(I)+B
682 K=L
683 E=0.5*E
684 GO TO 6
685 8 RETURN
686 END
687 C
688 C
689 SUBROUTINE STATS (N,X,ST)
690 REAL X(N),ST(3)
691 C
692 C CALCULATE SUM AND SUM OF SQUARES OF X
693 C
694 CX=0.0
695 CXX=0.0 *
696 DO 1 1=1, N
697 CX=CX+X(I)
698 1 CXX=CXX+X(I)*X(I)
699 C
700 C ESTIMATE MEAN(ST(1 ) ) , VARIANCE(ST(3)) ,  AND STANDARD DEVIATION(ST(2 ) ) .
701 C
702 ST(1)=CX/N
703 R=N*(N-1)
704 ST (3)  = ( CXX*N-CX* CX) /R
705 ST( 2 ) =SQRT( ST( 3 ) )  '
706 RETURN
707 END
708 SUBROUTINE PLOTPK(DATA,NDATA,IP,IQ,IR,IS,IT,N)
709 C
710 C THIS ROUTINE PLOTS THE DATA IN "DATA” AND MARKS THE LOCATIONS
711 C OF THE P , Q, R, S , AND T WAVES.
712 C
713 DIMENSION DATA(NDATA),IP(N),IQ(N),IR(N),IS(N),IT(N)
714 ' IXP=1
715 IXQ=1
716 IXR=1
717 IXS=1
718 IXT=1
719 C
720 SCALErO.OI
721 X=0.0
722 IPEN=0 
723. C
724 • DO 1 1=1 ,NDATA
725 Y=DATA(I)*SCALE
726 CALL PLOTTO(X, Y, IPEN)
727 IPEN=1
728 C
729 IF(IP(IXP).NE.I)GO TO 10
730 IXP=IXP+1 •
731 GO TO 20
732 10 IF ( IQ( IXQ) . NE. I ) GO TO 11
733 IXQ=IXQ+1
734 GO TO 20
735 11 IF(IR(IXR).NE.I)GO TO 12
736 IXR=IXR+1
737 GO TO 20
738 12 IF(IS(IXS),NE.I)GO TO 13
739 IXS=IXS+1
740 GO TO 20
741 13 IF(IT(IX T) . NE.I)GO TO 1
742 IXT=IXT+1
743 20 CALL PL0TT0(X,Y+1,1)
744 CALL PLOTTO(X,Y-1 ,1 )  •
745 CALL PL0TT0(X,Y,1)
746 1 X=X+0.05
747 C CALL PLOTTO(X,0 . 0 , 0 )
748 C CALL PLOTTOCO.0 , 0 . 0 , 1 )
749 CALL DELTA(0.0 , - 5 . 0 , 0 )
750 RETURN
751 END
6 . 2  BASE STASTICS -  Cromemco
1 C
2 C
3 C
4 C a
5 C £
6 C £ PROGRAM CARDIO
7 C £ FILE: CARDIOT
8 C «
9 C * LOCATES POINTS OF INFLECTION OF P,Q,R,S,T & AMPLITUDES OF
10 C £ P,R,T:
11 C % THEN PLOTS AND TABULATES THOSE VALUES. STATISTICS FOLLOW.
12 C *
13 C #
14 C *• THIS PROGRAM IS ABLE TO HANDLE UP TO 16384 DATA POINTS. BUT
15 C £ BECAUSE OF MACHINE MEMORY RESTRICTIONS CAN ONLY USE 2048 DATA
16 C if POINTS PER RUN. IF MORE DATA POINTS UP TO 16384 ARE NEEDED THE
17 C iJ PROGRAM AUTOMATICALLY KEEPS RERUNNING ITSELF UNTIL THE END OF
18 C a THE DATA. ON EACH RERUN AN OVERLAP OF 512 DATA POINTS FROM THE
19 C * PREVIOUS RUN IS CREATED TO ENSURE THAT ALL PEAKS ARE FOUND.
20 C
21 C *
22 c
23 c
24 c •
25 PROGRAM CARDIO
26 REAL MQRS( 5 1 ) , XTAB( 1 0 , 8 0 ) , IDATA(2 0 4 8 ,2 )
27 c
28 c TEMPORARY STORAGE LOCATIONS
29 INTEGER TP1,TP2,TP3,TP4,TP5
30 c
31 LOGICAL DFIN
32 DIMENSION IPT(1 0 ) ,INTRT(1 0 ) ,IPQ(1 0 ) , I P S ( 10)
33 DIMENSION IPEAK(1 0 ) ,INTRR(1 0 ) ,ITAB(5,80)
34 DIMENSION IRQINT( 1 0 ) , IRSINT( 1 0 ) , IPP( 1 0 ) , IPRINT(10)
35 COMMON IDATA
36 c •
37 c *********************__INITIALISATION__********************
38 C
39 DFIN=.FALSE.
HO IRANGE=50
41 BL=0.
42 IBL=0
43 NBL=0
44 SQPTS=0.
45 NUPEAK=0
46 NU=0
47 NST=1
48 LRPK=0
49 ICOUNT=0
50 c
51 c SET ARRAY TO ZEROES
52 DO 5 J=1,51
53 MQRS(J)=0.
54 5  CONTINUE
55 C
56 C
57 C SET ARRAYS TO DEFAULT VALUE OF 9999
58 DO 6 K=1,5
59 DO 6 L=1,80
60 ITAB(K,L)=9999
61 6 CONTINUE
62 C
63 C
64 C SET ARRAYS TO DEFAULT VALUE OF 9999-
65 DO 7 K= 1,10
66 DO 7 L=1,80
67 XTAB(K,L)=9999.
68 7 CONTINUE
69 C
70 C
j q  RUNS START HERE__
72 C
73 C
74 C PROGRAM WILL RUN OR RERUN FROM HERE UNTIL THERE IS  EITHER
75 C NO MORE RAW DATA OR 16384 RAW DATA ITEMS HAVE BEEN USED
76 C
77 C
78 C NEW RAW DATA IS  READ IN FROM THE DATA FILE FORT08
79 C
80 9 READ(8 ,10,END=11) (IDATA(.1,1) ,I= N S T ,2048 )
81 10 FORMAT(8F5. 0 )
82 IC0UNT=IC0UNT+(I-(NST~1) )
83 NST=513
84 C
85 C UP TO 16384 CARDIO DATA POINTS ALLOWED AND THEN PROGRAM ENDS.
86 C
87 IF(ICO U N T.LT.1 6 3 8 4 )GOTO 12
88 I=16385-NU
89 C
90 C NOMORE RAW DATA FLAG
91 C
92 11 DFIN=.TRUE.
93 1=1-1
94 C
95 C
96 12 NUM=I
97 C
98 C STORE RAW DATA IN DATA FILE FORT06
99 C
100 WRITE(6 , 1 3 ) ( ID A T A (I ,1) , 1 = 1 ,NUM)
101 13 FORMAT(F7. 0 )
102 REWIND 6
103 C
104 C
105 C SET ARRAYS TO DEFAULT VALUE OF 9999
106 C
107 DO 14 K=1 ,8
108 IPT(K )=9999
109 INTRT(K)=9999
110 IPQ(K)=9999
111 IPS(K )=9999
112 IPEAK(K)=9999
113 INTRR(K)=9999
114 IRQINT(K)=9999
115 IRSINT(K)=9999
116 IPP(K )=9999
117 IPRINT(K)=9999
118 14 CONTINUE
119 C
120 C
121 C RATE=SAMPLING. RATE
122 C
123 RATE=500.
124. C
125 C H=RECIPROCAL OF SAMPLING RATE
126 C
127 H=1.0/RATE
128 PI=4.0*ATAN(1.0)
129 C
130 C
131 C
132 C CHANNEL ONE DATA FILE F0RT07
133 C
134 CALL BPFIL(NUM,H,8 . 0 , 5 0 . 0 , 2 . 0 , 1 0 . 0 , - 1 )
135 REWIND 6
136 C
137 C CHANNEL TWO DATA FILE FORT10
138 C
139 CALL BPFIL(NUM,H,0.7,1 5 - 0 , 0 . 4 , 1 5 . 0 , 0 )
140 REWIND 6 '
141 C
142 C CHANNEL THREE DATA FILE F0RT09
143 C
144 CALL BPFIL( NUM,H,0 . 7 , 5 0 . 0 , 0 . 4 , 1 0 . 0 , 1 )
145 C
146 C
147 C RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR— R WAVE— RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
148 C
149 C FIND HIGHEST AND LOWEST VALUE OF THE FIRST CHANNEL -  MAXVAL, MINVAL.
150 C
151 IP0INT=1
152 JP0INT=1 
153^ , C
154  ^ REWIND 7
155 READ(7>25)(IDATA(I,1 ) , 1 = 1 ,NUM)
156 25 F0RMAT(F12.4)
157 C
158 DO 30 1 = 1 ,NUM
159 IF(IDATA(I,1) .LT.IDATA(JP0INT,1)) JPOINT=I
160 x IF(IDATA(I,1 ) .GT.IDATA(IPOINT,1))  IPOINT=I
161 30 CONTINUE
162 *MINVAL=IDATA(JP0INT,1)
163 MAXVAL=IDATA(IPOINT,1 )
164 C
165 C NOV/ FIND R PEAKS BY LOOKING FOR ALL THE VALUES LYING IN A
166 C PRE-ESTABLISHED RANGE STARTING FROM THE HIGHEST VALUE IN
167 C ALL DATA. AMONG THOSE VALUES, CONSIDER AS PEAKS ONLY THOSE
168 C REPRESENTING THE HIGHEST VALUE IN COMPARISON WITH THE FOUR
169 C PRECEDING AND THE FOUR FOLLOWING VALUES.
170 C
171 C SET IRANGE TO A DETERMINED VALUE BELOW MAXVAL: PART DEFINITION OF A PEAK.
172 C
173 TP1=(MAXVAL-MINVAL) /6
174 IF(TP1.GT.IRANGE) IRANGE=TP1
175 C
176 C SET A V/INDOW OF 4 CONSECUTIVE VALUES BEFORE.AND AFTER R.
177 C
178 IWIND0=4
179 C
180 C FIND ALL THE VALUES LYING IN THE RANGE MAXVAL AND MAXVAL-IRANGE
181 C NPEAK=NUMBER OF R PEAKS DETECTED IN EACH RUN
182 C
183 ISTART=IWINDO+1
184 NPEAK=0
185 TP1=NUM-ISTART
186 DO 50 I=ISTART,TP1
187 TP2=MAXVAL-IRANGE
188 IF(IDATA(I,1).LT.TP2)G0T0 50 .
189 C
190 C TEST WHETHER THE VALUE FOUND IS THE HIGHEST IN COMPARISON
191 C WITH THE FOUR PRECEDING AND THE FOUR FOLLOWING ONES.
192 C
193 C
194 DO 40 J=1,IWIND0
195 TP3=I-J
196 TP4=I+J
197 IF(IDATA(TP3, 1 ) . GT. IDATA(I, 1 ) )GOTO 50
198 IF(IDATA(TP4, 1 ) .GE.IDATA(I, 1 ) )GOTO 50
199 40 CONTINUE
200 C
201 C ELIMINATE R-PEAKS WHICH HAVE ALREADY BEEN DETECTED IN A PREVIOUS
202 C
203 TP5=LRPK+3
204 INU=I+NU
205 IF ( INU. LE. TP5) GOTO 50
206 C
207 C ELIMINATE R-PEAKS WITHIN 220 POINTS OF THE END OF THE RAW
208 C DATA SAMPLE. THIS IS TO AVOID PRODUCING AN IMAGINARY T-PEAK
209 C
210 TP5=I+220
211 I F ( TP5. GT. NUM)GOTO 51
212 C
213 C
214 C COUNT THE NUMBER OF R PEAKS IN EACH RUN
215 C
216 NPEAK=NPEAK+1
217 C
218 C STORE THE LOCATION OF R PEAK IN IPEAK
219 C
220 IPEAK(NPEAK)=I
221 50 CONTINUE
222 C
223 C
224 51 IF ( NPEAK. LE. 0 ) GOTO 431
225 C
226 C FIND R-R INTERVAL IN TERMS OF ADC INTERVALS WHERE CONSECUTIVE
227 C RUNS OVERLAP. STORE RESULT DIRECTLY INTO XTAB TABULATION ARRAYS
228 C
229 C
230 IF(NUPEAK.LE.O)GOTO 52
231 XTAB(1 0 , NUPEAK)= ( ( IPEAK(1)+NU)-LRPK)/RATE
232 C < '
233 C FIND R-R INTERVAL IN TERMS OF ADC INTERVALS AND STORE IT IN INTRR
234 C
235 52 TP1=NPEAK-1
236 DO 60 1 = 1 ,TP1
237 INTRR(I)=IPEAK(I+1)-IPEAK(I)
238 60 CONTINUE
239 INTRR( NPEAK)= 0 .0
240 C
2 4 1..C _  . .
2 ^ 2  Q TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT X VJAVE
243 C
244 C
245 C FIND LOCATIONS AND VALUES OF T-WAVES IN THE SECOND CHANNEL
246 C
247 C FIND THE FIRST ZERO OR NEGATIVE VALUE AFTER EACH R WAVE
248 C
249 REWIND 10
250 READ(1 0 , 2 5 ) (IDATA(I ,2) , 1 = 1 ,NUM)
251 DO 110 J=1 , NPEAK
252 DO 70 K=1,100
253 I=IPEAK(J)+K
254 IF(IDATA(I,2).LE.O)GOTO 80
255 70 CONTINUE
256 C
257 C SET A RANGE STARTING FROM THE FIRST ZERO OR NEGATIVE VALUE
258 C
259 80 ITRNG=200
260 C
261 C FIND IN THE RANGE THE POINT WHERE THE CURVE CHANGES ITS DIRECTION
262 C
263 DO 100 K=1 ,ITRNG
264 KK=I+K
265 IT=I+K+1
266 IF ( IDATA( KK, 2 ) . LT. IDATA( I T , 2 ) ) GOTO 100
267 C
268 C TEST IF THE AMPLITUDE OF THAT POINT IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL
269 CTO THE AMPLITUDE OF THE FOLLOWING 100 POINTS.
270 C
271 DO 90 11= 1 ,1 0 0
272 TP3=KK+II
. 273 IF(IDATA(KK,2).LT.IDATA(TP3,2))GOTO 100
27^4 90 CONTINUE
275 C
276 C
277 C STORE T-LOCATION IN IPT
278 C
279 IPT(J)=KK
280 C
281 C FIND R-T INTERVAL IN TERMS OF ADC INTERVALS AND STORE IT IN INTRT
282 C
283 INTRT(J)=IPT(J)-IPEAK( J )
284 GOTO 110
285 C
286 100 CONTINUE •
287 110 CONTINUE
288 C
289 C
290 C QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ— Q WAVE— QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ
291 C
292 C FIND LOCATION AND VALUE OF Q-TROUGH IN THE THIRD CHANNEL
293 C
294 C
295 C SET IQS AS A RANGE BEFORE AND AFTER EACH R WAVE IN WHICH TO SEARCH
296 C FOR Q AND S WAVES
297 C
298 REWIND 9
299 READ(9,25)(I-DATA(1,1),I=1,NUM)
300 DO 140 J= 1 , NPEAK
301 I=IPEAK(J)
302 IQS=50
303 C
304 C LOOK IN THE RANGE BETWEEN R AND R-IQS FOR THE POINT WHERE THE CURVE
305 C CHANGES ITS DIRECTION .
306 C
307 DO 130 K=1 , IQS
308 KK=I-K
309 IQ=I-(K+1)
310 IF(IDATA(KK,1).GT.IDATA(IQ,1))G0T0 130
311 C
312 C TEST IF THAT POINT HAS AN AMPLITUDE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO
313 C THE AMPLITUDE OF THE FOURTH PRECEDING POINT.
314 C
315 IF(IDATA(KK,1 ) .GT.IDATA(KK-4, 1 ) )GOTO 130
316 C
317 C STORE Q-LOCATION IN IPQ
318 C
319 IPQ(J)=KK
320 C
321 C QPEAK IS Q-AMPLITUDE
322 C
323 QPEAK=IDATA(KK,1)
324 C
325 C FIND R-Q INTERVAL IN TERMS OF ADC INTERVALS AND STORE IT IN IRQINT
326 C
327 IRQINT(J)=(IPEAK(J)-IPQ(J))
328 GOTO 140
329 130 CONTINUE
330 140 CONTINUE
331 C
332 C SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS— S WAVE— SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
333 c
334 C FIND LOCATION AND AMPLITUDE OF S-TROUGH IN THE THIRD CHANNEL
335 C
336 DO 170 J=1,NPEAK
337 I=IPEAK(J)
338 C
339 C LOOK IN THE RANGE BETWEEN R AND R+IQS FOR THE POINT WHERE THE CURVE
340 C CHANGES ITS DIRECTION .
341 C
342 DO 160 *K=1,IQS
343 KK=I+K
344 IS=K+1+I
345 IF(IDATA(KK,1 ) .GT.IDATA(IS, 1 ) )GOTO 160
346 C
347 C TEST IF  THAT POINT HAS AN AMPLITUDE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO
348 C THE AMPLITUDE OF THE FOURTH FOLLOWING POINT.
349 C .
350 - IF(IDATA(KK,1).GT.IDATA(KK+4,1))G0T0 160
351 C
352 C STORE S-LOCATION IN IPS
353 C
354 IPS(J)=K K
355 C
356 C SPEAK IS  S-AMPLITUDE
357 C
358 SPEAK=IDATA( KK,1)
359 C
360 C FIND R-S INTERVAL IN TERMS OF ADC INTERVALS AND STORE IT  IN IRSINT
361 C
362 I R S I N T ( J ) = ( I P S ( J ) - I P E A K ( J ) )
363 GOTO 170 ••
364 160 CONTINUE
365 170 CONTINUE
366 C
367 C
368 C PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP— P WAVE— PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
369 C
370 C FIND LOCATION AND AMPLITUDE OF P-PEAK IN THE SECOND CHANNEL
371 C
372 DO 200 J = 1 , NPEAK
373 I= IP Q (J )
374 IPRNG=100
375 C
376 C LOOK IN THE RANGE BETWEEN IPQ AND IPQ-IPRNG FOR THE POINT WHERE
377 C THE CURVE CHANGES ITS DIRECTION
378 C
379 DO 190 K=1, IPRNG
380 IK=I-K
381 I P = I —( K+1)
382 IF (ID A T A (IK ,2 ) .LT.IDATA(IP,2))GOTO 190
383 C
38JU C TEST IF THAT POINT HAS AN AMPLITUDE GREATER THAN, OR EQUAL TO
385 C THE AMPLITUDES OF THE PRECEDING 50 POINTS
386 C
387 DO 180 11=1,50
388 TP3=IK-II
389 IF ( IDATA( IK, 2 ) . LT. IDATA( TP3, 2 ) ) GOTO 190
390 180 CONTINUE
391 C
392 C STORE P-LOCATION IN IPP
393 C
394' IPP(J)=IK
395 C
396 C PPEAK IS P-AMPLITUDE
397 C
398 PPEAK=IDATA( IK,2)
399 C
MOO C FIND P-R INTERVAL IN TERMS OF ADC INTERVALS AND STORE IT IN IPRINT
M o r e
402 IPRINT( J )= IPEAK( J ) - I P P ( J )
403 GOTO 200
404 190 CONTINUE
405 200 CONTINUE
406 C
407 C
408 C STORE DATA IN ITAB AND XTAB WHERE
409 C
410 DO 420 1 = 1 ,NPEAK 
T P 1 = IP P (I)411
412 TP2=IPQ (I)
413 TP3=IPEAK(I)
414 T P 4 = IP S (I)
415 T P 5= IP T (I)
416 K=I+NUPEAK
417 IF (IP P (I ) .E Q .9 9 9 9 )G O T O  220
418 ITAB(1 ,K )= IP P(I)+N U
419 220 IF (IP Q (I) .E Q .9 9 9 9 )G O T O  230
420 ITA B (2,K )=IPQ (I)+N U
421 230 IF (IPEA K (I).EQ .9999)G O TO  240
422 ITAB( 3 , K)= IPE A K (I) +NU
423 240 IF (IP S (I ) .E Q .9 9 9 9 )G O T O  250
424 IT A B (4 ,K )= IPS(I)+ N U
425 250 I F ( I P T ( I ) . E Q .9 9 9 9 ) GOTO 260
426 ITAB( 5 ,K )=IPT(I)+N U
427 260 IF (T P 1 .E Q .9 9 9 9 ) GOTO 270
428 XTAB(1,K)=IDATA(TP1,2)
429 270 I F ( T P 2 . EQ.9 9 9 9 ) GOTO 280
430 XTAB( 2 ,K ) =IDATA(TP2,1 )
431 280 IF (T P 3 .E Q .9 9 9 9 ) GOTO 290
432 XTAB(3,K)=IDATA(TP3,1)
433 290 IF(TP4.EQ.9999)GOTO 300
434 XTAB(4 , K) =IDATA(TP4,1)
435 300 IF(TP5.EQ.9999)GOTO 310
436 XTAB(5,K)=IDATA(TP5,2)
437 310 IF(IPRINT(I).EQ.9999)GOTO 320
438 XTAB(6,K)=IPRINTd)/RATE
439 320 IF(IRQINT(I). EQ.9999)GOTO 330
440 XTAB(7,K)=IRQINT(I)/RATE
441 330 IF(IRSINT(I) .EQ.9999)GOTO 340
442 XTAB( 8 , K)=IRSINT(I) /RATE
443 340 IF(INTRT(I).EQ.9999)GOTO 350
444 XTAB(9,K)=INTRT(I)/RATE
445 350 IF(INTRR(I). EQ.9999)GOTO 420
446 XTAB( 10,K)=INTRRd)/RATE
447. 420 CONTINUE
448 C
449 C
450 C
451 C INITIAL PART OF QRS AVERAGE CALCULATION IN WHICH RELEVANT
452 C AMPLITUDES ARE ACCUMULATED
453 C
454 REWIND 6
455 READ( 6 ,2 5 )  ( IDATA ( 1 ,2). ,1= 1»NUM)
456 DO 423 1 = 1 ,NPEAK
457 K=IPEAK(I)-25
458 DO 422 LJ=1,51
459 MQRS( LJ) =MQRS( LJ) +IDATA( K,2)
460 K=K+1
461 422 CONTINUE
462 423 CONTINUE
463 C
464 C
465 C INITIAL PART OF BASELINE ESTIMATION BASED ON AVERAGE OF 150
466 C TO 50  POINTS BEFORE EACH P-PEAK; WHERE DATA REASONABLY FLAT
467 C
468 DO 430 1 = 1 ,NPEAK
469 T P 1 = IP P ( I ) -1 5 0
470 I F ( TP1 . LT. 0 ) GOTO 430
471 TP2=TP1+99
472 IBL=IBL+100
473 PTS=0.
474 C
475 C CALCULATE MEAN PER 100 PO
476 C
477 DO 425 J= T P 1 , TP2
478 A=IDATA(J,1 )
479 PTS=PTS+A
480 425 CONTINUE
481 TBL=PTS/100
482 BL=BL+TBL
483 NBL=NBL+1
484 C '
485 C
486 ‘ DO 426 J=TP1,TP2
487 A=IDATA(J,1)
488 A=TBL-A
489 SQPTS=SQPTS+A*A
490 426 CONTINUE
491 430 CONTINUE
492 C
493 C
494 C
495 C RESET-DATA FILES TO BEGINNING
496 C
497 C
498 C MESSAGE TO LET YOU KNOW THE PROGRAM IS  STILL RUUNING.
499 C
500 431 W RITE(3,432)
501 432 FORMAT( 15H I 'M  STILL HERE)
502 C
503 C NUPEAK=COUNT OF ALL R-PEAKS DETECTED SO FAR
504 C
505 NUPEAK=NUPEAK+NPEAK -
506 C
507 REWIND 6
508 REWIND 7
509 REWIND 9
510 REWIND 10
511 C
512 C WHEN END OF DATA FLAG DFIN IS  TRUE THE PROGRAM PROCEEDS
513 C TO THE FINAL PART OF THIS PROGRAM WHERE DATA IS  WRITTEN
514 C TO DISC FOR FINAL PROCESSING BY RESULTS PROGRAM TO
515 C PRODUCE REQUIRED RESULTS.
516 C
517 IF(DFIN)GOTO 435
518 C
519 C PREPARE FOR RERUN
520 C
521 I F ( NPEAK.LE.O)GOTO 433
522 C
523 C LRPK=LAST R-PEAK FROM THIS RUN
524 C
525 LRPK=IPEAK( NPEAK)+NU
526 C
527 C NU=COUNT OF RAW DATA CARDIO POINTS USED SO FAR
528 C
529 433 NU=NU+1536
530 C
531 C THE RAW DATA FROM THIS RUN IS  STILL STORED IN DATA FILE
532 C FORT06. IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE AN OVERLAP BETWEEN RUNS THE
533 C LAST 512 DATA ITEMS FROM-F0RT06 ARE NOW STORED AS THE FIRST
534 C 512 DATA ITEMS OF NEW RAW DATA FOR THE NEXT RUN.
535 C
536 R E A D (6 ,13 )(X ,1 = 1 ,1 5 3 6 )
537 READ(6 , 1 3 ) ( ID A T A (I ,1 ) ,1 = 1 ,5 1 2 )
538 REWIND 6
539 C
540 C '
541 C
542 GOTO 9
543 C
544 C
545 C IF  NO R-PEAKS DETECTED PRINT OUT MESSAGE TO SAY SO
546 C
547 435 IF(NUPEAK.GT.O)GOTO 437
548 W RITE(3,436)
549 436 FORMAT( 1 7H NO R-PEAKS FOUND)
550 GOTO 460
551 C
552 C CALCULATE BASELINE MEAN,VARIANCE AND STANDARD DEVIATION.
553 C
554 437 BL=BL/NBL
555 BLVAR=SQPTS/( I B L - 1)
556 BLSTD=SQRT(BLVAR)
557 C
558 C
559 C WRITE DATA REQUIRED FOR FINAL PROCESSING TO DISC DATA FILES
560 C F O R T 06 ,07 ,09 .10  TO BE USED BY PROGRAM RESULTS, WHICH PRODUCES
561 C ALL THE RESULTS REQUIRED FROM THE ANALYSIS DONE BY CARDIOT
562 C
563 WRITE( 6 , 440)NUPEAK
564 440 FORMAT(16)
565 WRITE(6,445)BLSTD
566 WRITE(6, 4 4 5 ) BLVAR
567 WRITE(6,4 4 5 )BL
568 WRITE( 6 , 4 4 5 ) RATE
569 445 FORMAT(F10 .4 )
570 DO 450 K=1 ,NUPEAK
571 WRITE(7,440)(ITAB(J,K),J=1,5)
572 WRITE(9,445)(XTAB(J,K),J=1,5)
573 WRITE(1 0 , 4 4 5 ) (XTAB(J,K),J=6,10)
574 450 CONTINUE
575 C
576 DO 455 K=1,51
577 MQRS(K)=-MQRS( K) /NUPEAK
578 WRITE(6,445)MQRS(K)
579 455 CONTINUE
580 C
581 C
582 C CLOSE ALL DATA FILES.
583 C
584 ENDFILE 6
585 ENDFILE 7
586 ENDFILE 8
587 ENDFILE 9
588 ENDFILE 10
589 C
590 C
591 C CALLUP IS AN ASSEMBLY SUBROUTINE WHICH CALLS THE RESULT
592 C PROGRAM FROM THE DISC VIA CDOS. THUS THE FINAL RESULTS
593 C ARE THEN PRODUCED AND OUTPUT.
594 C
595 CALL CALLUP
596 C
597 C
598 C
599 C
600 C IT  IS  ADVISABLE TO DO ANY ADDITIONAL PROCESSING VIA A SEPERATE
601 C PROGRAM NOT LINKED TO THIS ONE, AS THE MEMORY OF THE COMPUTER
602 C PUTS SEVERE LIMITATIONS ON THE SIZE OF ANY PROGRAM, AND ALREADY
603 C THIS PROGRAM IS VERY CLOSE TO THE LIMITS ON SIZE IMPOSED BY THE
604 C COMPUTER.THERE IS  VERY LITTLE ADDITIONAL MEMORY TO PLAY WITH. THE
605 C ONLY REASONABLE SOLUTIONS TO THIS PROBLEM IS  EITHER, AS MENTIONED
606 C ABOVE, TO WRITE A SEPERATE PROGRAM OR TO USE THE OVERLAY SOFTWARE.
607 C
608 460 END
1 q****##*#***#***#*.....SINGLE BANDPASS FILTER— ***##**«*■*#*«***
2 C
3 C
. 4 SUBROUTINE BPFIL( M, H, FL , FU, FSL, FSU, J )
5 REAL X (2 0 4 8 ,2 )
6 COMMON X
7 C ■ •
8 C READ RAW DATA FROM DATA FILE FORT06 INTO
9 C DATA CHANNEL ONE.
10 C
11 READ(6 , 5 ) ( X ( I , 1 ) , I = 1 , M )
12 5 FORMAT( F 6 . 0)
13 10 F0RMAT(F12.4)
14 C
15 C TI=RECIPROCAL OF NUMBER OF SECONDS TO SAMPLE DATA
16 C AT PREDEFINED SAMPLING RATE
17 C
18 TI=1 .0 /(M *H )
19 C
20 C CALCULATE MEAN OF CHANNEL ONE
21 C
22 RS=0.
23 DO 20 1 = 1 ,M
24 RS=RS+X(I,1)
25 20 CONTINUE
26 A=RS/M
27 C
28 C CHANNEL ONE=MEAN-CHANNEL ONE
29 C CHANNEL TWO=CHANNEL ONE
30 C
31 DO 30 1=1 ,M
32 X ( I , 1) = A - X ( I , 1)
33 X ( I , 2 ) = X ( I ,1 )
34 30 CONTINUE
35 C
36 C PERFORM FASTFOURIER TRANSFORM IN ORDER TO
37 C PREPARE DATA IN CHANNELS ONE AND TWO FOR
38 C FILTERING.
39 C
40 CALL FFT2(M)
41 C
42 C
43 C PERFORM FILTER OF TRANSFORMED DATA
44 C
45 K=M/2+1
46 DO 105 1 = 1 ,K
47 F = T I* ( 1 - 1 )
48 ZL=FL-F
49 ZU=F-FU
50 IF (Z L ) 4 0 ,4 0 ,7 0
51 40 IF(ZU) 1 0 0 ,1 0 0 ,5 0
52 50 IF(FSU-ZU) 9 0 ,6 0 ,6 0
53 C '
54 C UPPER CUT OFF POINT FILTERING
55 C
56 60 X ( I , 1 ) = X ( I , 1 ( F S U - Z U ) / F S U
57 X(I ,2)=X(I ,2)*(FSU-ZU)/FSU
58 GOTO 100
•59 70 IF(FSL-ZL) 9 0 , 8 0 ,8 0
60 C
61 C LOITER CUT OFF POINT FILTERING
62 C
63 80 X(I ,1 )=X(I ,1 )*(FSL-ZL)/FSL.
64 X ( I , 2 ) = X ( I , 2 ) K(FSL-ZL)/FSL
65 GOTO 100
66 C
67 C SET UNWANTED FREQUENCIES TO ZERO
68 C
69 90 X ( 1 , 0 = 0 . 0
70 X ( I , 2 ) = 0 . 0
71 C-
72 C. APPLY FILTERS
73 C
74 100 X ( I , 1 )= X (I , 1 )/M
75 X (I ,2 )= X (I ,2 ) /M
76 105 CONTINUE
77 C
78 C FINISH FILTERING PROCESS
79 C
80 K=M/2
81 DO 110 1= 2 ,K
82 MM=M+2-I
83 X(MM,1)= X (I ,2 )
84 X(MM,2)=X(I,1)
85 110 CONTINUE
86 C
87
88 C
M=-M
89 C RETRANSFORM DATA TO ITS ORIGINAL FORM BY PERFORMING
90 C AN INVERSE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM ON THE NOW FILTERED
91 C DATA. THIS COMPLETES THE FILTERING PROCESS.
92 C
93 CALL FFT2(M)
94 C
95 C
96 C THREE SEPERATE FILTERS ARE PERFORMED IN THE PROGRAM
97 C CARDIOT. THE RESULTS OF EACH SEPERATE FILTER ARE
98 C STORED IN THE DATA FILES FORT07,1 0 ,09  RESPECTIVELY.
99 C
100 I F ( J )  1 2 0 ,1 4 0 ,1 6 0
101 120 W R I T E ( 7 ,1 0 ) ( X ( I ,1 ) , I = 1 ,M )
102 GOTO 180
103 140 WRITE( 1 0 , 1 0 ) ( X ( I , 1 ) , I = 1 , M )
104 GOTO 180
105 160 WRITE(9, 10) ( X ( I , 1) , 1= 1 ,M)
106 180 RETURN
107 END
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
THIS IS  AN ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAM ABLE TO 
COMMUNICATE WITH CDOS IN ORDER TO CALL ANOTHER 
PROGRAM FROM A DISC. ONCE DONE CONTROL CANNOT 
BE RETURNED TO THE CALLING PROGRAM CONTAINING 
THIS SUBROUTINE AS IT  WILL NO LONGER BE RESIDENT 
IN THE COMPUTER'S MEMORY.
11 SEE PAGE 157 OF THE CROMEMCO MACRO ASSEMBLER MANUAL,
12 THIS PART OF THE PROGRAM SHOULDN'T NEED TO BE CHANGED.
13
14 ENTRY CALLUP
15 CALLUP: LD DE,FCB
16 LD 0,136
17 CALL 5
18 CP 255
19 JP Z,0
20 RET
21
22
23 SEE PAGE 150 OF THE CROMEMCO MACRO ASSEMBLER MANUAL,
24 THIS PART OF THE PROGRAM MAY HAVE TO BE CHANGED AFTER
25 AN EDIT OF "RESULT" OR IF A NEW FILE IS TO BE CALLED.
26 REPLACE "RESULT" WITH THE NEW PROGRAM NAME.
27 NB. ALL 8 CHARACTERS MUST BE INSERTED.
28
29 FCB: DEFB 2 , 'RESULT ' , 'COM',0
30 DEFS 2 •
31 DEFB 61
32 DEFS 16
33 DEFB 0
1 c  «««**** COMPLEX NUMBER ROUTINES *******
2  C
3 C P AND Q ARE THE TWO COMPLEX
4 C NUMBERS TO BE MANIPULATED, EACH
'5 C CONSISTING OF TWO DIMENSIONS. EACH
6 C DIMENSION [NUMBER] REPRESENTS EACH
7 C PART OF THE COMPLEX NUMBER. THE RESULTING
8 C COMPLEX NUMBER IS RETURNED IN R.
9 C ( 1 )=REAL PART, ( 2 ) =IMAGINARY PART.
10 C ADD=ADDITION, SUB=SUBTRACT( P-Q ) ,
11 C MULT=MULTIPLICATION.
12 C
13 SUBROUTINE ADD(P,Q,R)
14 REAL P ( 2 ) , Q ( 2 ) ,R ( 2 )
15 R(1)= P (1)+Q(1)
16 R(2)=P(2)+Q(2)
17 • RETURN
18 END
19 C
20 SUBROUTINE SUB(P,Q,R)
21 REAL P ( 2 ) , Q ( 2 ) ,R ( 2 )
22 R(1) = P (1)—Q(1)
23 R(2)=P(2)-Q (2)
24 RETURN
25 END
26 C
27 SUBROUTINE MULT(P,Q,R)
28 REAL P ( 2 ) , Q ( 2 ) ,R ( 2 )
29 R ( 1 ) = ( P (1 )* Q (1 ) ) - (P (2 )* Q (2 ) )
30 R(2) = (P (1 )*Q (2 ) )  + ( P ( 2 ) * Q ( D )
31 RETURN
32 END
■j c««ir*-**««*Kif£$j_pAST FOURIER TRANSFORM-********2'******
2 C
3 SUBROUTINE FFT2(N)
4 C
5 C COMPLEX NUMBERS STORED IN TWO DIMENSIONS
6 C REAL=(1 ) ,  IMAGINARY=(2)
7 C
8 REAL A(2048, 2 ) , B ( 2 ) , C ( 2 ) , A I ( 2 ) , A J ( 2 )
9 COMMON A
10 C
11 E = - 3 . 14159265359
12 IF(N) 10 ,100 ,20
13 10 N=-N
14 E=-E
15 20 J=1
16 DO 65 1 = 1 ,N
17 M=N/2
18 I F ( I - J )  3 0 , 4 0 ,4 0
19 30 B( 1 )=A(J ,1)
20 B(2)= A(J,2)
21 A (J , 1 ) = A ( 1 , 1)
22 A (J ,2 )= A (I ,2 )
23 A ( I , 1)= B (1)
24 A (I ,2 )=B (2)
25 40 IF(J-M) 6 0 ,6 0 ,5 0
26 50 J=J-M
27 M=M/2
28 IF(M-1) 6 0 , 4 0 ,4 0
29 60 J=J+M
30 65 CONTINUE
31 K= 1
32 70 IF(K-N) 80 ,1 0 0 ,1 0 0
33 80 L=K+K
34 D=0
35 DO 90 M=1,K
36 C(1)=COS(D)
37 C(2)=SIN(D)
38 D=M*E
39 DO 90 I=M,N,L
40 J=I+K
41 C
42 C USER WRITTEN COMPLEX NUMBER ROUTINES
43 C ARE CALLED. AI,AJ,B,C ARE COMPLEX
44 C NUMBERS.
45 C ROUTINES ARE MULT (MULTIPLY), SUB (SUBTRACT),
46 C ADD (ADDITION).
47 C
48 C
49 AJ(1) = A ( J , 1)
50 AJ(2)=A(J ,2)
51 A I ( 1 ) = A ( I , 1)
52 A I(2 )= A (I ,2 )
53 CALL MULT(C,AJ,B)
54 CALL SUB(AI,B,AJ)
55 CALL ADD(AI, 3 , AI)
56 A ( J , 1)=AJ( 1)
57 A(J,2)=AJ(2)
58 A ( I , 1 ) = A I ( 1)
59 A (I ,2 )= A I (2 )
60 90 CONTINUE
61 K=L
62 E=0.5*E
63 GOTO 70
64 100 RETURN
65 END
66 C
■j q  f E S U L T S__**£*********#******#
2 C
3 PROGRAM RESULT
4 REAL XTAB(1 0 , 8 0 ) ,XTAB1(80)
' 5 REAL MQRS(51),RST(3,10),STAT(3)
6 INTEGER ERRORS(80)
7 DIMENSION ITAB(5,80)
8 C
9 C TEMPORARY LOCATIONS
10 INTEGER TP1,TP2
11 DATA RT0L/50. 0 /
12 C
13 C RTOL IS THE % DEVIATION FROM THE MEAN
14 C OF RR TOLERATED WITHOUT INCURRING
15 C WARNING MESSAGE
16 C
17 C' IF AN INDIVIDUAL RR EXCEEDS MEAN RR BY
18 C MORE THAN RTOL %
19 C * *  IF AN INDIVIDUAL RR FALLS MORE THAN RTOL %
20 C BELOW MEAN RR
21 C
22 C
23 C PRINT TITLE HEADINGS
24 C
25 WRITE (3,-3)
26 3 FORMAT(// // /,17X,20H C A R D .  I O T E S  T / / )
27 WRITE(3 ,5 )
28 5 FORMAT(20X,14H R E S U L T  S / / / )
29 C
30 C
3*1 c********************* INITIALISATION *********************
32 C
33 C SET ERRORS TO NONE
34 C
35 DO 8 1=1,80
36 ERRORS(I)=0
37 8 CONTINUE
38 C
39 RR=0.
40 C
41 C READ DATA REQUIRED FOR FINAL PROCESSING FROM DATA FILES
42 C
43 READ(6,10)NUPEAK
44 10 FORMAT(16)
45 READ(6,15)BLSTD
46 READ(6,15)BLVAR
47 READ(6,15)BL
48 READ(6,15)RATE
49 15 FORMAT(F10.4)
50 C
51 DO 20 1=1,NUPEAK
52 READ(7,10)(ITAB(J,I),J=1,5)
53 ' READ(9,15)(XTAB(J,I),J=1,5)
54 READ(10,15)(XTAB(J,I),J=6,10)
55 20 CONTINUE
56 C
57 DO 22 1=1,51
58 READ(6,15)MQRS(I)
59 22 CONTINUE
60 C
61 C
62 WRITE(3,36)
63 36 FORMAT(10X,2HBL,12X,5HBLVAR,10X,5HBLSTD/)
64 WRITE(3,37)BL,BLVAR,BLSTD
65 37 FORMAT(3F15.4)
66 C
67 C SUBTRACT BASELINE LEVEL FROM AMPLITUDES
68 C
69 DO 38 J=1,5
70 DO 38 1=1,NUPEAK
71 IF(XTAB(J,I).EQ.9999•)GOTO 38
72 XTAB(J,1)=XTAB(J,I)-BL
73 38 CONTINUE
74 C
75 C DETERMINE WHETHER ANY R-PEAKS HAVE BEEN MISSED
76 C BY COMPARING THE INTERVAL BETWEEN EACH R-PEAK
77 C AND THE MEAN OF THE INTERVAL PLUS OR MINUS 50$
78 C AN ERROR RESULTS IN WARNING * 'S
7 9  C
8 0  TP1=NUPEAK-1
81 DO 39  J = 1 , T P 1
8 2  ' A=XTAB(1 0 , J )  '
8 3  RR=RR+A
84  39  CONTINUE
8 5  C
86  RR=RR/TP1
8 7  DO 41 J = 1 ,TP1
8 8  A=XTAB(1 0 , J )
8 9  I F ( A . L T . ( R R * ( 1 . 0 + R T 0 L / 1 0 0 . 0 ) ) )  GOTO 40
9 0  ERRORS(J)=1
91 4 0  I F ( A . G T . ( R R * ( 1 . O-RTOL/1 0 0 . 0 ) ) )  GOTO 41
9 2  ERRORS(J)=2
9 3  41 CONTINUE
9 4  C
9 5  c  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  Q R s  AVERAGE **************************
96 C
97 C
98 C FIND MAX Q-R AND MAX R-S INTERVALS
99 C
100 42 AMAXQR=XTAB( 7 , 1 )
101 AMAXRS=XTAB(8 ,1 )
102 DO 44 1 = 2 ,NUPEAK
103 IF(XTAB(7,I).LE.AMAXQR)G0T0 43
104 IF(XTAB(7,I).EQ.9999.)GOTO 43
105 AMAXQR=XTAB(7 , I )
106 43 CONTINUE
107 IF(XTAB(8,I).LE.AMAXRS)G0T0 44
108 IF(XTAB(8 ,I) .EQ.9999.)GOTO 44
109 AMAXRS=XTAB(8 ,1 )
110 44 CONTINUE
111 C
112 C MULTIPLY AMAXQR AND AMAXRS BY THE SAMPLE RATE
113 C TO GIVE MAXQR AND MAXRS
n it C
115 MAXQR=AMAXQR*RATE
116 MAXRS=AMAXRS*RATE
117 C
118 C
119 C DETERMINE NUMBER OF MEAN QRS VALUES
120 C
121 TP1=26-MAXQR
122 I F ( TP1 . GT. 0 ) GOTO 45
123 TP1 = 1
12*1 45 TP2=MAXRS+26
125 IF ( TP2. LE. 5 1 ) GOTO 46 •
126 TP2=51
127 C
128 C CALCULATE MEAN QRS VALUES
129 C
130 46 WRITE(3,47)
131 47 FORMAT(///,20X,11H MEAN Q-R-S/)
132 C
133 C PRINT OUT MEAN QRS VALUES
134 C
135 DO 48 I=TP1,TP2. 
WRITE(3,49)MQRS(I)136
137 48 CONTINUE
138 49 FORMAT ( 20X, F 1.0.3)
139 C
140 C
141 C **************«£**********__TABULATE ALL RESULTS__********************
142 C
143 C PRINT HEADING LOCATIONS
144 C
145 WRITE(3,50)
146 50 FORMAT( / / / , 20X, 9HLOCATIONS, / , 1 OX, 1 HP, 6X, 1 HQ, 6X, 1 HR, 6X, 1 HS, 6X,
147 1 1HT,/)
148 C PRINT OUTPUT DATA LOCATIONS
149 C
150 DO 52 1= 1 ,NUPEAK
151 WRITE(3,51).(ITAB(K,I),K=1,5)
152 51 FORMAT( 7X,15 j 2X, 1 5 , 2X, 1 5 , 2X, 1 5 , 2X,15)
153 52 CONTINUE
154 C
155 C
156 C PRINT HEADING AMPLITUDES '
157 C
158 WRITE(3,53)
159 53 FORMAT( / , 2 1 X,1 OHAMPLITUDES, / , 1 OX, 1 HP, 9X, 1 HQ, 9X,1 HR, 9X, 1 HS,
160 1 9X,1HT,/)
161 C
162 c PRINT OUTPUT DATA AMPLITUDES
163 C
m DO 55 1=1 ,NUPEAK
165 V7RITE(3,54) (XTAB(K,I) ,K=1,5)
166 54 FORMAT(5X,F8.3 ,2X,F8.3 ,2X,Fo.3 ,2X,F8.3,2X,F8.3)
167 55 CONTINUE
168 C
169 C
170 C PRINT HEADING INTERVALS
171 C
172 WRITE(3,56)
173 56 FORMAT( / , 2 1 X, 9HINTERVALS,/ , 1 2X, 3HP-R, 4X, 3HQ-R, 4X, 3HR-S,
174 1 4X, 3HR-T, 4X, 3HR-R, / )
175 C
176 C PRINT OUTPUT DATA INTERVALS
177 C
178 DO 63 1 = 1 ,NUPEAK
179 INT=ERRORS(I) :
180 GO TOC5 8 ,5 9 )  ,INT
181 57 WRITEC 3 , 6 0 ) ( XTABC K, 1 ) ,K=6 ,10)
182 GOTO 63
183 58 WRITE( 3 , 6 1 ) (XTAB(K,I) ,K=6,10)
184 GOTO 63
185 59 WRITE (.3,62) (XTAB(K,I) , K=6 , 10)
186 60 FORMAT ( 1 1X,F5. 3,2X,F5 • 3 j2X,F5. 3 ,2X,F5 .3 »2X,F5'« 3)
187 61 FORMAT(11X, F 5 .3>2X, F5. 3 , 2X, F5.3>2X, F5 . 3 » 2X, F5.3>2H *)
188 62 FORMAT(11X, F5 .3>2X, F5•3»2X, F 5•3>2X, F 5 .3>2X, F5 . 3 j3H **)
189 63 CONTINUE
190 C
191 C
192 C £ X £ £ * £ X X £ X X £ £ £ * X £ & X £ £ X £ S £ X £ X 3 c £ __STATISTICS__********************
193 C
194 C
195 DO 65 1=1,9
196 DO 64 J=1,NUPEAK
197 XTAB1( J)=XTAB(I,J)
198 64 CONTINUE
199 CALL STATS(NUPEAK,XTAB1,STAT)
200 C
201 C STAT(1)=MEAN; STAT( 2 ) =STANDARD DEVIATION; STAT(3 ) VARIANCE.
202 C
203 RST(1 ,I)=STAT(1)
204 RST( 2 , 1 ) =STAT(2)
205 RST(3,I)=STAT(3)
206 65 CONTINUE
207 C
208 I=NUPEAK-1
209 DO 68 J = 1 , I
210 XTAB1( J)=XTAB(1 0 , J)
211 68 CONTINUE
212 CALL STATSCl,XTAB1,STAT)
2 1 3 RST(1 , 10)=STAT(1)
2 1 4 RST(2,10)=STAT(2)
2 1 5 RST(3,10)=STAT(3)
2 1 6  C
217 C
218 C
219 C PRINT STATISTICAL RESULTS
220 C
221 WRITE(3,70)
222 70 FORMAT(////,41X,1OHAMPLITUDES,/,27X,1HP,9X,1HQ,9X,1HR,9X,1HS,
223 1 9X,1HT,/)
224 WRITEC3j80)(RST(1,1),1=1,5)
225 WRITE(3,90)(RST(2,I),1=1,5)
226 WRITEC3,100)(RST(3,I),1=1,5)
227 80 FORMAT(5H MEAN,16X,5F10.3)
228 90 FORMATC/,19H STANDARD DEVIATION,2X,5F10.3)
229 100 F0RMAT(/,9H VARIANCE,12X,5F10.3)
230 WRITEC3,110)
231 110 FORMATC///,36X,9HINTERVALS,/,27X,3HP-R,4X,3HQ-R,4X,3HR-S,
232 1 4X,3HR-T,4X,3HR-R,/)
WRITEC3,120)(RST(1,1),1=6,10)233
234 WRITEC3,130)(RST(2,I),1=6,10)
235 WRITE(3,140)(RST(3,I),1=6,10)
236 120 FORMATC5H MEAN,16X,F10.4,4F7.4)
237 130 FORMATC/,19H STANDARD DEVIATION,2X,F10.4,4F7.4) 
FORMATC/,9H VARIANCE,12X,F10.4,4F7.4)238 140
239 C
240 C WRITE EXPLANATION OF WARNING *
241 C
242 WRITE(3,150)
243 150 FORMATC///,23H * RR INTERVAL TOO LONG)
244 WRITE(3,160)
245 160 FORMAT(25H ** RR INTERVAL TOO SHORT)
246 C
247 END
“j STATISTICS ******************
2 C
3 SUBROUTINE STATS(N,X,ST)
4 REAL X(100),ST(3)
5 C
6 C CALCULATES MEAN,VARIANCE ,
7 C
8 NUM=0
9 cx=o.
10 cxx=o.
11 ST(1)=0.
12 ST(2)=0.
13 ST(3)=0.
14 C
15 C ACCUMMULATE TOTAL X AND X-
16 C
17 DO 10 1=1,N
18 IF(X(I).EQ.9999.)GOTO 10
19 NUM=NUM+1
10 CX=CX+X(I)
21 CXX=CXX+X(I)*X(I)
22 10 CONTINUE
23 C
24 C ST(1)=MEAN
25 C ST(2)=STANDARD DEVIATION
26 C ST(3)=VARIANCE
27 C
28 IF(NUM.EQ.0)GOTO 20
29 ST(1)=CX/NUM
30 IF(NUM.LE.1)GOTO 20
31 R=NUM*(NUM-1)
32 ST(3)=(CXX«NUM-CX*CX)/R
33 ST(2)=SQRT(ST(3))
34 20 RETURN
35 END
1 C PROGRAM PRINK
2 EXTERNAL MCBND2
3 LOGICAL JSW
4 DIMENSION LNAME(6,400),IVAR(400),IT(128),IU(10),ICOM(10),
5 XMNAME(6 , 1 5 0 ) , JNUM(300),MNUM(300),IF0RM(60),IFORM2(3),K0PT(5),
6 XNAME2(6),NAME3(6),ICHR0T(3),IDD(1 4 , 4 ) ,LISTT(4) ,IN(361) ,
7 XFMEAN(1 4 0 ) , V ( 1 4 0 ) , X ( 6 0 0 ) , IF0RM1( 7 2 ) , ITITLE(80),TOTR(128),
8 XGMEAN(128) ,PERC(128) ,IM(30 ) ,IDATE(V3) ,ITIME(3) ,JCHREC(3)
9 X,SIGMA( 1 2 8 ) , INT(4),KCOMP(128) ,IWAT(6 ) ,IFW0RK(1)
10 SPECIAL COMMON
11 COMMON AB(16600) ,A (9870) ,Y (3 0 0 ) ,X X (3 0 0 ) ,Z (4 0 0 ) ,Z Z (128)
12 X,LNAME,MNAME,IVAR
13 COMMON/MACDAT/FWORK(416 ) , JJNAME(6 , 3 0 0 ) , JJNUM(300)
14 COMMON/SWITCH/KKKSSS, MAXBUF
15 EQUIVALENCE (FWORK(1 ) , IFWORK(1))
16 DATA NCOM,ICOM/6,1HP,1HD,1HE,1HQ,1HJ,1HW,4*1H /
17 ’ DATA IYES,IN0/1HY,1HN/,ICHR0T/1HR,1H0,1HT/
18 DATA JSW/.FALSE./,I0PEN/1H(/,JCHREC/1HR,1HE,1HC/
19 DATA ISPACE/1H / ,NAME2/2HT6,5*1H /,NAME3/2HT8,5*1H /
20 DATA NLISTT,LISTT/4, 1H,, 1H-,1H , 1H&/,IDEL/1H"/,ISTAR/1H*/
21 DATA N0PT,K0PT/5,1HI,1HM,1HL,1HK,1HC/,ICL0SE/1H)/
22 DATA (IF0RM2(J) ,J=1,3) /3H(8F,3H10.,3H4) /
23 DATA (IDD(J,1),J=1,14)/3HC0V,3HARI,3HANC,3HE M,3HATR,3HIX ,8*1H /
24 DATA (IDD(J,2),J=1,14)/3HAUT,3H0C0,3HVAR,3HIAN,3HCE , 3HMAT, 3HRIX,
25 X7*1H /  •
26 DATA (IDD(J,3),J=1,14)/3HC0R,3HREL,3HATI,3H0N ,3HMAT,3HRIX,8*1H /
27 DATA (IDD(J,4),J=1,14)/3HAUT,3H0C0,3HRRE,3HLAT,3HI0N,3H MA,3HTRI,
28 X1HX,6*1H /
29 DATA NINT,INT/4,1HD,1HE,1HQ,1HM/
30 DATA NWAT,IWAT/3,1HV,1HP,1HD,3*1H /
31 C
32 LISTT( 3 ) =ISPACE. SHIFT. -8
33 LUL=13 '
34 LUE=14
35 LUD=15
36 LUQ=16
37 LUC=17
38 LUT=18
39 LUI=19
40 LUF=20
41 LUM=51
42 MAXBUF=361
43 MXDUMP=400
44 MAXVAR=128
45 MAXDIM=140
46 C
47 C SET UP DEFAULTS FOR PCOMMAND AND IFORM
48 C
49 S=1
50 IPP=0
51 DO 1 1=1,NOPT
52 1 IU(I)=INO
53 ' ISET=0
54 IREC=0
55 KDD=0
56 NDUMP=0
57 DO 5 J=1,3
58 5 IFORM(J) =IF0RM2( J )
59 WRITE(LUL,120)
60 120 FORMAT( 1H1, 1 0X,'PRINCIPAL COMPONENT PROGRAM MK 2 ' / 1 1 X , 3 2 ( '= ' ]
61 22 WRITE( LUQ,121)
62 121 FORMATC' REWIND DATA-')
63 CALL YESNOCIPARAM,LUC)
64 IF(lPARAM)3 , 2 2 , 2
65 2 REWIND LUD
66 3 CALL CORSLC( X, A, V, FMEAN, MAXDIM, NPT, NDIM, LNAME, JNUM, LUD, LUE,
67 XLUQ, LUC, LUL, LUI, 2 , ITITLE)
6 8 IPX=1
69 ICALE1=0
70 CALL SETNAM(LNAME(1 ,NDIM+1) , 1 , 1 2 8 , ICHROT)
71 DO 6 I=1,NDIM+128
72 6 JNUM(I)=1
73 NDIM2=NDIM
74 25 WRITE(LUQ,100) :
75 100 FORMATC' ANALYSIS COMMANDS')
76 WRITE(LUL,101)
77 101 FORMATC' 1 ' , 10X,'COMMAND SET'/11X,1 1 ( ' - ' ) )
78 20 WRITE(LUQ,102)
79 102 F0RMATC5X,' / ' )
80 113 FORMAT(80A1)
81 114 FORMATC1X,80A1)
82 CALL MACRUN( IN, FWORK, IFWORK, JJNAME, JINAME, JJNUM, IERR, LUM, LUC
83 XLUE, LUL, MCBND2)
84 I F ( IERR. LT. 0 ) GOTO 20
85 CALL FSYM(ICOM,NCOM,IN,1 , JJ)
86 IERR=-10
87 IF(JJ.NE.O)GO TO 23
88 21 JERR=-IERR
89 WRITECLUE,115)JERR
90 WRITE(LUL,115)JERR
91 115 FORMATC1X,'*** COMMAND ERROR * * * ' , I 4 )
92 GO TO 20
93 C
94 C-----COMMANDS
95 C
96 23 GO TO ( 3 0 , 5 0 , 6 0 , 4 0 , 2 2 , 7 0 ) , JJ
97 C
98 C----------------W COMMAND
99 C
100 70 ISTART=2
101 CALL FSYM(IWAT, NWAT, IN, ISTART, J J )
102 IERR=-41
103 IF(JJ.EQ.O) GO TO 21
104 GO TO ( 7 1 , 7 2 , 7 3 ) , JJ
105 71 WRITECLUE,1 5 0 ) ( (LNAMECJ,K), J=1 , 6 ) ,K=1,NDIM)
106 150 FORMATC' VARIABLES : ' , 7 ( 1 X, 6A1, 1 X)/ ( 4X, 8 (1X, 6A1, 1 X)))
107 GO TO 20
108 72 IFCIPP.EQ.1)WRITECLUE,15 1 ) (KOPT(J) ,IU(J) , J=1,NOPT),
109 X((LNAME(J, IT(K)) , J= 1 , 6 ) ,K=1,NVAR)
110 151 FORMAT( '  P ( ' ;4 (2 A 1 ,  V ) , 2 A 1 , ' ) ' , 6 ( 1 X , 6 A 1 , 1 X ) / ( 2 X , 8 ( 1 X , 6 A 1 , 1 X ) ) )
111 IF(IPP.NE.1)WRITE(LUE,154)ICOM(1)
112 154 FORMATC' NO ' , A 1 , '  COMMAND SET')
113 I F ( IPX. EQ. 0 . AND. IPP. EQ. 1 ) WRITE(LUE,155)
n 4 155 FORMATC' *** COMMAND NOT TO BE EXECUTED CURRENTLY * * * ' )
115 GO TO 20 •
116 73 IF(KDD.EQ.1)
117 WRITECLUE,1 5 2 ) ( (LNAME(J, IVAR(K)) , J=1 , 6 ) ,K=1,NDUMP)
118 WRITECLUE,1 5 3 ) (IFORM(J),J=1,24)
119 I F ( IDX.EQ.0 ) WRITE(LUE,155)
120 ELSE
121 WRITECLUE,154)IC0M(2)
122 ENDIF
123 GO TO 20
124 152 FORMATC' D ' ,8 (1X ,6A 1 ,1X ) / (2X ,8 (1X ,6A 1 ,1X )) )
125 153 FORMATC' FORMAT : ' ,20A3)
126 C
127 C-— P COMMAND .
128 C
129 30 ISTART=2
130 IF ( IN( ISTART) . EQ. ISTAR)
131 ISTART=ISTART+1
132 DO 33 J=1 ,NOPT
133 33 IU(J)=INO
134 ENDIF
135 IF(INCISTART). EQ. IOPEN)
136 31 ISTART=ISTART+1
137 CALL FSYM(KOPT,NOPT,IN,ISTART,JJ)
138 IERR=-11
139 IF(JJ.EQ.O)GO TO 21
140 ISTART=ISTART+1
141 IERR=-12
142 I F ( IN( ISTART) . NE. IYES. AND. IN( ISTART) . NE. INO) GO TO 21
143 IU(JJ)=IN(ISTART)
144 ISTART=ISTART+1
145 IF(IN(ISTART) . EQ. LISTT( 1 ) ) GO TO 31 .
146 IERR=-14
147 IF(IN(ISTART).NE.ICLOSE)GO TO 21
148 ISTART=1START+1
149 ENDIF
150 32 I F ( IN( ISTART) . EQ. LISTT( 3 ) )
151 IERRr-15
152 IF(IPP.EQ.O)
153 GO TO 21
154 ELSE
155 IPP=1 ,v
156 IPX=1
157 GO TO 20
158 ENDIF
159 ENDIF
160 NVAR=0
161 ' CALL NUMSLC( JNUM, NDIM, LNAME, IN, ISTART, J , MAXVAR, IT , IERR, MM,
162 XNVAR, LISTT, NLISTT)
163 I F ( IERR. LT. 0 ) GO TO 21
164 IERR =-16
165 DO 44 J = 1 ,NVAR
166 I F ( I T ( J ) . LT . 1 . OR. I T ( J ) . GT. NDIM)
167 I PP=0
1 6 8  NDIM2=NDIM
169 GO TO 21
17 0 ENDIF
171 44  CONTINUE
17 2 IPP=1
173 NDIM2=NDIM+NVAR
174 IPX=1
175 GO TO 2 0
176 C
177 C D COMMAND
17 8 C
179 5 0  ISTART=2
1 8 0  I F ( I N ( I S T A R T ) . E Q . I S T A R )
181 DO 51 J = 1 , 3
182  51 IFORM(J)=IF0RM2( J )
183  ISTART=ISTART+1
184 IREC=0 .
185  ENDIF
186  I F ( I N ( I S T A R T ) . E Q . I D E L )
18 7 CALL NAMSHE( I N , IFORM1 , NCHAR, L I S T T , 0  j 0 , IERR, MM, ISTART, J , 7 2 )
1 8 8  ENCODE( 7 2 , 1 1 4 , IFORM)( IF0RM1( L ) , L = 1 , NCHAR)
189 3 5 0  FORMAT(30A3) ’
19 0  ISTART=J
191 ENDIF
19 2  I F ( I N ( I S T A R T ) . E Q . I O P E N )
19 3 ISTART=ISTART+1
19 4 CALL NUMAJB( I N , IREC, ICLOSE, 1 , IERR, MM, ISTART, J , ISW)
195 I F C I E R R .L T .0 )  GO TO 21
196 IE RR=- 23
1 9 7  I F ( I S W . E Q . O )  GO TO 21
19 8  I F ( IREC. GT. NVAR-1 ) GO TO 21
199 ISTART=J+1
2 0 0  ENDIF
20 1  I F ( IN (IST ART) . EQ. L I S T T ( 3 ) )
2 0 2  IERR=-21
2 0 3  I F ( I R E C . G T . O )
2 0 4  NDUMPrO
2 0 5  GO TO 54
2 0 6  ENDIF
2 0 7  I F ( K D D . E Q . 0 ) G 0  TO 21
2 0 8  KDD=1
2 0 9  IDX=1
2 1 0  GO TO 2 0
21 1  ENDIF
2 1 2  CALL RELIST( IVAR, NDUMP, LUC, LUE, IERR, ISTART, JNUM, LNAME, NDIM2,
2 1 3  XMXDUMP,IN)
2 1 4  I F C I E R R .L T .0 ) G 0  TO 21
2 1 5  IER R=-22
2 1 6  DO 5 2  J=1,NDUMP
217 I F ( IVAR( J ) . LT. 1 . OR. IVAR( J ) .GT.NDIM2)
218 KDD=0
219 GO TO 21
220 ENDIF •
221 52 CONTINUE .
222 54 IF(IREC.GT.O)
223 DO 53 J=1,NVAR
224 53 IVAR( NDUMP+J)=NDIM+NVAR+J
225 NDUMP=NDUMP+NVAR
226 ENDIF
227 KDD=1 y 
IDX=1228
229 GO TO 20
230 C
231 C-— E COMMAND
232 C
233 60 IERR=-30
234 IF(IPP.EQ.0)G0 TO 21
235 IF(IPX.EQ.O)GO TO 235
236 C /  .
237 C RUN TIME CHECK ON P
238 C •
239 IERR=-31
240 DO 88 1=1,NVAR
241 I F ( I T ( I ) . L T . 1 . OR.IT(I).GT.NDIM) GO TO 21
242 88 CONTINUE
243 C
244 C- — SELECT MATRIX
245 C
246 L=0
247 DO 81 1=1, NVAR
248 GMEAN(I)=FMEAN(IT(I))
249 DO 82 J=I,NVAR
250 L=L+1
251 82 AB(L)=A(IADDR(IT(I),IT(J),NDIM))
252 81 CONTINUE
253 IND= 1
254 IF(IU(4).EQ.IYES)
255 CALL OPROJ( AB, GMEAN, NPT, NVAR, IND, TOTR)
256 IND=2
257 ENDIF
258 C
259 C CALCULATE CORRELATION MATRIX IF NECESSARY
260 C
261 IF(IU(5).EQ.IYES)
262 IND=IND+2
263 DO 95 1 = 1 ,NVAR
264 IAD1=IADDR( NVAR+1 -I , NVAR+1- I , NVAR)
265 S1=SQRT(AB(IAD1))
266 SIGMA(NVAR+1-I) =S1
267 DO 96 J=1,NVAR+1-I
268 IAD3=IADDR( NVAR+1- I , J , NVAR)
269 96 AB( IAD3)=AB( IAD3) / ( S 1 *SQRT( AB( IADDR( J , J , NVAR)'
270 95 CONTINUE
271 ENDIF
2 7 2  DO 91 1 = 1 , NVAR
2 7 3  DO 91 J = 1 , 6
2 7 4  91 M N A M E ( J , l j = L N A M E ( J , I T ( I ) )
2 7 5  I F ( IU ( 2 ) . . EQ . 1  YES) CALL MATPRY ( LUL, NVAR, AB, IDD ( 1 ,  IND) ,  MNAME , 0 , 5 )
2 7 6  CALL QLAJB( NVAR, Y , XX, AB, AB, IFAULT)
2 7 7  ISCALE=1
2 7 8  IPX=0
2 7 9  I F ( I U ( 3 ) . E Q . I Y E S )
2 8 0  I1=NVAR '
281  TOTrO.O
2 8 2  DO 2 3 6  1 = 1 , 1 1
2 8 3  2 3 6  TOT=TOT+Y(I)
2 8 4  CT0T=0
2 8 5  DO 2 3 7  1 = 1 , 1 1
2 8 6  CTOT=CTOT+Y(I)
2 8 7 ‘ 2 3 7  PERC(I)=CTOT*1 0 0 . O/TOT
2 8 8  WRITE (L U L , 9 9 2 )
2 8 9  9 9 2  FORMAT ( 1HC,'EIGENVALUES - ' )
2 9 0  K=1
291 L 1=9
2 9 2  2 3 4  I F  ( L 1 . G T . I 1 )  L1 =I1
2 9 3  W R I T E ( L U L , 9 8 0 ) ( I , I = K , L 1 )
2 9 4  WRITE( LUL, 9 9 3 ) ( Y ( I ) , I = K , L 1 )
2 9 5  WRITE(L.UL,981) (P E R C ( I )  , I = K , L 1 )
2 9 6  DO 2 3 8  J = 1 ,1 1
2 9 7  2 3 8  WRITE(LUL,9 8 2 ) ( L N A M E ( J J , I T ( J ) ) , J J = 1 , 6 ) , ( A B ( J + ( K K - 1 ) * I 1 ) ,
2 9 8  XKK=K,L1)
2 9 9  9 8 0  F 0 R M A T ( ' D ' , 9 X , 9 ( 4 X , I 4 , 4 X ) )
3 0 0  981  F 0 R M A T ( 1 X , ' P E R C E N T ' , 2 X , 9 ( 2 X , F 6 . 2 , 4 X ) )
301  9 9 3  F O R M A T ( ' 0 ' , ' E I G E N V A L ' , 1 X , 9 G 1 2 . 5 )
3 0 2  9 8 2  FORMAT( 1 X , 6A 1 , 3 X , 9 ( 2 X , F 8 . 4 , 2 X ) )
3 0 3  I F  ( L 1 . E Q . I 1 )  GO TO 2 3 5
3 0 4  K=K+9
3 0 5  L1=L1+9
3 0 6  GO TO 2 3 4
307 C
3 0 8  C
3 0 9  ENDIF
3 1 0  2 3 5  I F ( I D X . N E . O )
311 I F ( I U ( 4 ) . EQ. IY E S ) CALL SETNAM(LNAME(1 ,NDIM2+1) , 1 ,NVAR,JCHREC)
3 1 2  WRITE( LUF, 9  9 6 ) NDUMP
3 1 3  WRITE( LUF, 1 0  3 ) ( IDEL , ( LNAME( N , IV A R (M M )) ,N =1 , 6 ) , IDEL, MM=1 , NDUMP)
3 1 4  10 3  FORMAT( ( ' : ' , 1 X , 8 ( 8 A 1 , 1 X ) ) )
3 1 5  9 9 6  FORMAT ( 1 3 )
3 1 6  CALL TIME(ITIME)
3 1 7  CALL DATE(IDATE)
3 1 8  CALL ASSIGN( 5 0 , NAME2, JERR)
3 1 9  I F ( JERR.NE.O)STOP AS
3 2 0  5 0 0  BUFFER I N ( 5 0 , I M ( 1 ) , S ,2 6 ,I S T A T ,N W 0 R D )
32 1  CALL STATUS( 5 0 )
3 2 2  I F ( I S T A T . G T . 2 ) G 0  TO 5 0 2
3 2 3  ' WRITE(LUF, 5 5 0 ) ( I M ( J ) , J = 1 , 2 6 )
3 2 4  5 5 0  F0RMAT(27A3)
325 60 TO 500
326 502 CLOSE 50
327 WRITE(LUF,6 0 0 2 ) IDATE, ITIME
328 6002 FORMAT( ' *  OUTPUT FROM PRINK', 1X,'ON ' ,3A3,1X,'AT ' ,3A3)
329 WRITE(LUF,1003) (TTITLE(I),1=1 ,80)
330 1003 FORMATC1X,80A1)
331 C
332 C
333 ENDIF
334 C
335 c — PERFORM ROTATION
336 C
337 CALL ASSIGN( 1 0 1 , NAME3, JFLAG)
338 IF(JFLAG.NE.O)STOP AS
339 DO 89 1= 1 ,NPT
340 READ(101)(Z(J),J=1,NDIM)
341 IF(IU(4).EQ.IYES)
342 SUM=0.0
343 DO 85 J=1 ,NVAR .
344 85 SUM=SUM+Z( IT( J ))
345 SUM=SUM/NVAR
346 DO 84 J=1,NVAR
347 ZZ(J)=Z(IT(J))-SUM
348 IF ( IU(5 ) . EQ. IYES)ZZ(J)=ZZ(J)/SIGMA( J )
349 84 CONTINUE
350 ELSE
351 DO 86 J=1,NVAR
352 ZZ(J)=Z(IT(J))-FMEAN(IT(J))
353 IF(IU(5).EQ.IYES)ZZ(J)=ZZ(J)/SIGMA(J)
354 86 CONTINUE
355 ENDIF
356 L=0
357 DO 83 J=1,NVAR
358 Z(J+NDIM)=0.0
359 DO 87 K=1 ,NVAR
360 87 Z( J+NDIM) = Z( J+NDIM)+AB( L+K)*ZZ( K)
361 83 L=L+NVAR
362 I F ( I U ( 4 ) . EQ.IYES.AND.IREC.GT.O.AND.IDX.NE.O)
363 DO 94 J=1,NVAR
364 94 Z(J+NDIM2)=SUM .
365 L=0
366 DO 92 J=1 , IREC
367 DO 93 K= 1 ,N.VAR
368 IF(IU(5).EQ.IYES)
3 6 9  Z( K+NDIM2)= Z ( K+NDIM2) + Z ( NDIM+J) *  SIGMA( K) * AB( K+L)
370 ELSE
371 Z( K+NDIM2) = Z( K+NDIM2) +Z( NDIM+J)* AB( K+L)
372 ENDIF
373 93 CONTINUE
374 92 L=L+NVAR
375 ENDIF
376 I F ( I U ( 4 ) . EQ. IYES) Z( NDIM+NVAR) =SUM
377 IF ( IDX. NE. 0 ) WRITE( LUF, IFORM)( Z( IVAR( J ) ) , J=1 , NDUMP)
378 89 CONTINUE
379 CLOSE 101
380 MINUS1=-1
381 IF ( IDX. NE. 0 ) WRITE(LUF, 1 2 5 ) ( MINUS1 , 1 = 1 , NDUMP)
382 IDX=0
’ 383 125 F0RMAT(26I3)
384 C
385 C INTERACTIVE COMMANDS
386 C
387 IF(IU(1).EQ.IYES)
388 WRITE(LUE,300)
389 300 FORMATC' INTERACTIVE COMMANDS')
390 303 CALL MACRUN( IN, FWORK, IFWORK, JJNAME, JINAME, J JNUM, IERR, LUM, LUC,
391 XLUE, LUL, MCBND2)
392 IFCIERR.LT.0 ) GO TO 303
393 CALL FSYMCINT, NINT, IN, 1 , JJ)
394 IF(JJ.EQ.O) GO TO 303
395' • GO TO ( 3 0 1 , 2 5 , 4 0 , 3 0 4 ) , JJ
396 301 ISTART=2
397 NC0MP=0 •
398 CALL NUMSLC(MNUM, 0 , MNAME, IN, ISTART, J , NVAR, KCOMP, IERR,
399 XMM, NCOMP, LISTT, NLISTT)
400 IFCIERR.LT.0) GO TO 303
401 DO 302 J=1,NCOMP
402 IF(KC0MP(J).LT.1.0R.KC0MP(J).GT.NVAR) GO TO 303
403 302 CONTINUE
404 CALL PLOTX( IN, AB, MNAME, MNUM, NVAR, KCOMP, NCOMP)
405 GO TO 303
406 304 CALL TXMAIN(AB,NVAR,IERR,IN,MNAME,NVAR,MNUM,ISCALE,1)
407 GO TO 303
408 ENDIF •
409 GO TO 25
410 40 CALL TXMAINCAB,NVAR,IERR,IN,MNAME,NVAR,MNUM,ISCALE,1)
411 STOP QUIT
412 END
1 SUBROUTINE OPROJ( A, FMEAN, NPT, NDIM, IND, TOTR)
2 DIMENSION A( 1 ) , FMEAN( 1 ) , TOTR(1)
3 T0T=0
. 4 FF=0
5 DO 1 1 = 1 ,NDIM
6 TOTR(I)=0
7 FF=FF+FMEAN(I)
8 DO 2 J=1 , NDIM
9 2 TOTR( I ) =TOTR( I ) +A(IADDR( I , J , NDIM))
10 TOTR( I ) =TOTR( I ) /NDIM
11 1 TOT=TOT+TOTR(I)
12 FF=FF/NDIM
13 TOT=TOT/NDIM
14 L=0
15 DO 3 1= 1 , NDIM
16 DO 4 J=I,NDIM
17 L=L+1
18 ' 4 A(L)=A(L)-TOTR( I ) -TOTR( J ) +TOT+NPT*( FMEAN( I ) -FF)
19 Xs ( FMEAN( J ) -FF) / ( NPT-1)
20 3 CONTINUE
21 RETURN
22 END
1 SUBROUTINE PLOTX( IN,AB,MNAME,MNUM,NVAR,KCOMP,NCOMP)
2 DIMENSION IN( 1 ) , AB( 1 ) , MNAME( 6 , 1 ) , MNUM(1 ) , KCOMP( 1 ) ,
3 XT.P(20),ICHMP(3),IS(2),ITIME(6)
• 4 COMMON/VLIST/NCASE,NCASE1
5 COMMON/BLKLEN/LX(2)
6 DATA IS/1HN,1HS/, IA/1HA/,ISPACE/1H / , ICHMP/1HC,1 HM,1 HP/
7 DATA ITIME/1HT,1HI,1HM,1HE,2*MH /, IC/1HC/ ;
8 ITERM=ISPACE.SHIFT. -8
9 S=1
10 NCASE=NVAR
11 NCASE1=NVAR
12 NVAR1=NVAR+1
13 CALL TRANSP( AB, NVAR, S )
14 C
15 C SET UP SCALING
16 C
17 FMAX=0.0
18 L=1
19 DO 5 1= 1 ,NVAR
20 DO 6 J=1,NVAR
21 I F ( ABS(AB(L) ) . GT. FMAX) FMAX=ABS( AB( L))
22 6 L=L+1
23 5 CONTINUE
24 JJ=FMAX/0.2
25 YTOP=(JJ+1)*0.2
26 YBOT=-YTOP
27 JJ2=JJ+JJ+2
28 C
29 C INITIALISE NAMES ETC
30 C
31 ISCALE=1
32 LX(1)=NVAR*NVAR
33 LX(2)=NVAR
34 DO 1 J=1,6
35 1 MNAME(J,1)=ITIME(J)
36 MNUM(1 ) = 0
37 CALL SETNAM(MNAME(1,2 ) , 1 , NVAR,ICHMP) .
38 DO 2 1 = 2 ,NVAR+1
39 2 MNUM(I)=I-1
40 C
41 C L= COMMAND
42 C
43 IL=1
44 11=10
45 IF(NVAR.LE.50)11=5
46 IF(NVAR.LE.20)11=2
47 IFONVAR.LE.10)11=1
48 JJ=NVAR/II+1
49 JK=II*JJ
50 ENC0DE(48,20,IP)JJ,JJ2
51 20 FORMAT( 'L=(N ' , 1 3 , ' , N ' , 1 2 , ' ) ' )
52 DO 39 J=1,80
53 39 IN(J)=ISPACE
54 DEC0DE(48,22 ,IP)(IN(J) , J=1 ,12)
55 CALL DELLMT(IN,1)
56 105 FORMAT( 1X,80A1)
57 CALL TXMAIN( AB, NVAR, IERR, IN, MNAME, NVAR1 , MNUM, ISCALE,1 )
58 IF(IERR.LT.O) RETURN
59 C
60 C PURGE OUT PREVIOUS COMMANDS
61 C
62 INC1)=IA
63 IN(2)=ITERM
6M CALL TXMAIN( AB, NVAR, IERR, IN, MNAME, NVAR1 , MNUM, ISCALE,1 )
65 IFCIERR.LT.0) RETURN
66 C
67 C LOOP OVER COMPONENTS
68 C
69 DO n 1= 1 ,NCOMP
70 C
71 C AN OR AS COMMAND
72 C
73 IN( 1 )=IA
7*1 IN(2)=IS(IL)
75 IN(3)=ITERM
76 IL=3-IL
77 CALL TXMAIN(AB,NVAR,IERR,IN,MNAME,NVAR1 , MNUM,ISCALE,1)
78 IFCIERR.LT.0) GO TO 4
79 C
80 C P COMMAND
81 C
82 ENC0DEC51, 2 1 ,IP)KCOMP(I), JK, YBOT, YTOP, KCOMP( I )
83 21 FORMAT( 2HP", ' COMPONENT' , I k , 1 H", ' ( X= 0 - ' , IU,
8  ^ X ' ,Y =' ,FH .1 ,  ' - ' • , F ^ * 1 / ) ' , I 3 , ' ( L ) / T I M E ' )
85 DO no J=1 ,80
86 no IN(J)=ISPACE
87 DECODEC 5 1 , 2 2 , I P ) ( I N ( J ) , J = 1 , 5 1 )
88 CALL DELLMT(IN,1)
89 CALL TXMAIN(AB,NVAR,IERR,IN,MNAME,NVAR1 ,MNUM,ISCALE,1)
90 IFCIERR.LT.0) GO TO n
91 C
92 C C COMMAND FOR PLOTTER
93 C
9n I N (1)=IC
95 IN(2)=ITERM
96 CALL TXMAIN( AB, NVAR, IERR, IN, MNAME, NVAR1 , MNUM, ISCALE,1)
97 22 FORMATC80A1).
98 n CONTINUE
99 CALL TRANSP( AB, NVAR, S )
100 RETURN
101 END
1 SUBROUTINE QLAJB(N,D,E,Z,A,IFAULT)
2 DIMENSION D(1),E(1),A(1),Z(1)
3 MTA TOL/1. OE-32/, PRECIS/1. OE-6/
4 C
' 5 LGU3=13
6 C
7 C MASTER ROUTINE FOR APPLIED STATS Q
8 C TOL & PRECIS SET FOR CDC 1700
9 C SEPTEMBER 1979
10 C
11 CALL TDIAG(N,TOL,A,D,E,Z)
12 CALL LRVT(N,PRECIS,D,E,Z,IFAULT)
13 IF(IFAULT.EQ.1)WRITE(LGU3,100)
14 100 FORMATC' CONVERGENCE FAILURE - LRVT ')
15 RETURN
16 END
ALGORITHM 60 .2
1 SUBROUTINE TDIAG(N, TOL, A, D, E, Z)
2 C
3 C ALGORITHM AS 60.1 APPL.STATIST.(1973)VOL.22,N0.2
4 C
5 C REDUCES REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX TO TRIDIAGONAL FORM
6 C
7 REAL A(1),D(1),E(1),F,G,H,HH,TOL,Z(1),ZERO,ONE
8 DATA ZERO /0.0/, ONE/1.0/
9 DO 10 I=N,1,-1
10 DO 10 J=N,1,-1
11 L=IADDR(I,J,N)
12 J1=J+(I-1)*N
13 10 Z(J1)=A(L)
14 I=N
15 DO 70 11=2,N
16 L=I-2
17 II1=I+(I-2)*N
18 F=Z(II1)
19 G=ZERO
20 IF(L.LT.1)G0 TO 25
21 DO 20 K=1,L
22 K1=I+(K-1)*N
23 20 G=G+Z(K1)*Z(K1) •
24 25 H=G+F*F
25 C
26 C IF G IS TOO SMALL FOR ORTHOGONALITY TO BE GUARANTEED,THE
27 C TRANSFORMATION IS SKIPPED
28 C
29 IF(G.GT.TOL)GO TO 30
30 E(I)=F
31 D(I)=ZERO
32 GO TO 65
33 30 L=L+1
34 G=SQRT(H)
35 IF(F.GE.ZERO)G=-G
36 E(I)=G
37 H=H-F*G
38 Z(II1)=F-G
39 F=ZERO
40 DO 50 J=1,L
41 J1=J+(I-1)*N
42 J2=I+(J-1)*N
43 Z(J1)=Z(J2)/H
44 G=ZERO
45 C
46 C FORM ELEMENT OF A*U
47 C
48 DO 40 K=1,J
49 J1=J+(K-1)*N
50 J2=I+(K-1)*N
51 40 G=G+Z(J1)*Z(J2)
52 IF(J.GE.L)GO TO 47
53 J1=J+1
54 DO 45 K=J1,L
55 J2=I+(K-1)*N
56 J1=K+(J-1)*N
57 45 G=G+Z(J1)*Z(J2)
. 58 C
59 C FORM ELEMENT OF P
60 C
61 47 E(J)=G/H
62 J1=J+(I-1)*N
63 F=F+G*Z(J1)
64 50 CONTINUE
65 C
66 C FORM K
67 C
68 HH=F/(H+H)
69 C
70 C FORM REDUCED A
71 C
72 DO 60 J=1,L
73 J1=I+(J-1)*N
74 F=Z(J1)
75 G=E(J)-HH*F
76 E(J)=G
77 DO 60 K=1,J
78 J1=J+(K-1)*N.
79 ■J2=I+(K-1)*N
80 Z(J1)=Z(J1)-F*E(K)-G*Z(J2)
81 60 CONTINUE
82 D(I)=H
83 65 1=1-1
84 70 CONTINUE
85 D(1)=ZERO
86 E(1)=ZERO
87 C
88 C ACCUMULATION OF TRANSFORMATION MATRICES
89 C
90 DO 110 1=1,N
91 L=I-1
92 IF(D(I).EQ.ZERO.OR.L.EQ.O)GO TO 100
93 DO 90 J=1,L
94 G=ZERO
95 DO 80 K=1,L
96 J1=I+(K-1)«N
97 J2=K+(J-1)*N.
98 80 G=G+Z(J1)*Z(J2)
99 DO 90 K=1,L
100 J1=K+(J-1)*N
101 J2=K+(I-1)«N
102 Z(J1)=Z(J1)-G*Z(J2) •
103 90 CONTINUE
104 100 III=I+(I-1)*N
105 D(I)=Z(III)
106 Z(III)=ONE
107 IF(L.EQ.0)GO TO 110
108 DO 105 J=1,L
109 J1=I+(J-1)*N
110 J2=J+(I-1)*N'
111 Z(J1)=ZERO
112 Z(J2)=ZERO
*113 105 CONTINUE
114 110 CONTINUE
115 RETURN
116 END
1 SUBROUTINE LRVT(N,PRECIS,D,E,Z,IFAULT)
2 C
3 C ALGORITHM AS 60.2 APPL.STATIST.(1973)VOL.22,NO.2
4 C
5 C FINDS LATENT ROOTS AND VECTORS OF TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX
6 C
7 REAL B,C,D(1),E(1),F,G,H,P,PR,PRECIS,R,S,Z(T),
8 ■* ZERO,ONE,TWO
9 DATA MITS/30/,ZERO/O.O/,ONE/1.0/,TW0/2.0/
10 IFAULT=1
11 N1=N-1
12 DO 10 1=2,N
13 10 E(I-1)=E(I)
14 E(N)=ZERO
15 B=ZERO
16 F=ZERO
17 DO 90 L=1,N
18 JJ=0
19 H=PRECIS*(ABS(D(L) )+ABS(E(L)))
20 IF(B.LT.H)B=H
21 C
22 C LOOK FOR SMALL SUB-DIAGONAL ELEMENT
23 C
24 DO 20 M1=L,N
25 M=M1
26 IF(ABS(E(M)).LT.B) GO TO 30 •
27 20 CONTINUE
28 30 IF(M.EQ.L) GO TO 85
29 40 IF(JJ.EQ.MITS) RETURN
30 JJ=JJ+1
31 C
32 C FORM SHIFT
33 C
34 P=(D(L+1)-D(L))/(TWO*E(L))
35 R=SQRT(P*P+ONE)
36 PR=P+R
37 IF(P.LT.ZERO) PR=P-R
38 H=D(L)-E(L)/PR
39 DO 50 I=L,N
40 50 D(I)=D(I)-H
41 F=F+H
42 C
43 C - QL TRANSFORMATION
44 C
45 P=D(M)
46 C=ONE
47 S=ZERO
48 M1=M-1
49 I=M
50 DO 80 I1=L,M1
51 J=I
52 1=1-1
53 G=C»E(I)
54 H=C*P
55 I F ( ABS( P) . GE. ABS( E( I ) ) )  GO TO 60
56 C=P/E(I)
57 R=SQRT(C*C+ONE)
58 E(J)=S*E(I-)*R
59 S=ONE/R
60 C=C/R
61 GO TO 70
62 60 C-E(I) /P
63 R=SQRT(C*C+ONE)
611 E(J)=S*P*R
65 S=C/R
66 C=ONE/R
67 70 P=C*D(I)-S*G
68 D(J)=H+S*(C*G+S*D(I))
69 C
70 C FORM VECTOR
71 C
72 DO 80 K= 1 ,N
73 K1=K+(J-1)*N
74 K2=K+(I-1)*N
75 H=Z(K1)
76 Z(K1)=S*Z(K2)+C*H
77 Z(K2)=C*Z(K2)-S*H
78 80 CONTINUE
79 E(L)=S*p-
80 D(L)=C*P
81 IF(ABS(E(L)) .GT.B) GO TO 40
82 85 D(L)=D(L)+F
83 90 CONTINUE
84 C ORDER LATENT ROOTS AND VECTORS
85 C
86 DO 120 1 = 1 ,N1
87 K=I
88 P=D(I)
89 11=1+1
90 DO 100 J=I1,N
91 IF(D(J).LE.P)  GO TO 100
92 K=J
93 P=D(J)
94 100 CONTINUE
95 IF(K.EQ.I) GO TO 120
96 D(K)=D(I)
97 D(I)=P
98 DO 110 J=1,N
99 J1=J+(I-1)*N
100 J2=J+(K-1)*N
101 P=Z(J1)
102 Z( J 1)=Z(J2)
103 Z(J2)=P
104 110 CONTINUE
105 120 CONTINUE
106 IFAULT=0
107 RETURN
108 END

